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The Master Dreamers 
“Hope is the dream of the waking man,” said Aristotle. The 
great men of all time have always been dreamers. The master 
dreamer is he who realizes his dreams. The daily phantoms of grand 
achievement which pass through the brains of millions of dreamers 
are caught by the master dreamer and turned from nebulous thoughts 
to towering cathedrals, magnificent painting, glorious symphonies, 
wonderful inventions and powerful nations. 
Richard Wagner was one of the greatest dreamers in the whole 
realm of music. The whole vast world of kaleidoscopic beauty which 
he built were once the wraiths of that marvelous brain that sleeps 
in the little garden at Bayreuth. 
How did Richard Wagner differ from the myriads of dreamers 
who have passed into their eternal sleep unknown. Richard Wagner 
planned and worked. No man ever made more elaborate plans setting 
forth what he proposed. His plans make a veritable literature in 
themselves. There are whole volumes indicating his theories, his 
designs, his intentions, his ambitions. 
Ambitions, hopes, aspirations, theories, dreams are worthless 
unless they are harnessed to work by a practical, sensible, workable 
plan. The average business man looks ahead for months—years. 
The average musician has no mind-picture of what he proposes to 
accomplish in one year or in ten years. 
A plan on paper is worth a hundred in the mind. Some day in 
the near future sit down with paper and pencil in hand. Give your¬ 
self over to a period of solid constructive thinking on the most im¬ 
portant thing you have to think about—your own career. Cross- 
examine yourself until you find out what you realjy want to do. 
Then make a plan of how you propose to do it. Stake off certain 
time limits. Your work may take you longer to accomplish than 
you estimate, but time limits are a great incentive. 
The connecting bonds between the dreams that grew in the 
brain of Sir Christopher Wren and the inagnificant. St Paul’s Cathe¬ 
dral in London were the plans which the master architect put down 
upon paper. The bonds between your dreams and the career you are 
building are the plans you will put down on paper. Destiny reserves 
the heights for those who dream and plan and do. 
Over-Critical 
The retiring president of the Century Company of New York in 
a recent interview in the New York Times frankly stated his opinion 
that college education has a tendency to make a young man of literary 
inclinations, a critic rather than a creative artist. Mr. William W. 
Ellsworth, who through his long association with the great publish¬ 
ing house has examined thousands of manuscripts, says that the 
percentage of manuscripts accepted runs only 41 in 1,000. He 
finds that very few new names of consequence haVe come to the front 
in the field of fiction in the last fifteen years and this despite the 
fact that colleges are turning out vastly greater numbers of gradu¬ 
ates. 
Mr. Ellsworth also points out that over half of the sixty promin¬ 
ent literary men in America from 1800 to 1900 were not college men 
and that many of those who were college men had in numerous in¬ 
stances more limited advantages than the average student of a good 
high school has to-day. He then gives a list of famous writers who 
were not college graduates. It includes Washington Irving, Whit¬ 
tier, Whitman, Mark Twain, Bret Harte, Bayard Taylor, John 
Boroughs, William Dean Howells, Henry James, George W. Cable, 
Mary E. Wilkins and Hamlin Garland. Take these names from 
American literature and a very serious gap would be left. 
Yet no one but a very stupid person in this day would argue 
against the advantages of a college education. The Etude has 
urged the special desirability of the music student securing a broad 
and liberal training. Nevertheless, those who are most familiar with 
musical conditions in America must realize that much of the work 
done in teaching composition often serves to make the students very 
fine critics but very insignificant composers. 
Music demands a thorough training under specialists. Writing 
is quite another matter. Men like Arnold Bennett, William Black, 
John Masefield, George Bernard Shaw, Israel Zangwill, write their 
powerful thoughts in strong English without the aid of a college 
education. If they were to learn French, or German or Italian 
thoroughly they could use the foreign medium with the same facility, 
but they would first of all have to learn the language. That states 
the difficulty of the musician. He is forced to learn a foreign tongue 
and a highly organized tongue it is. Unfortunately ipuch compo¬ 
sition study is so focused upon the grammar of the language that 
the substance is ignored. There are armies of conservatory gradu¬ 
ates who would find it literally impossible to make a mistake in 
harmony but could no more write such a beautiful tune as My Old 
Kentucky Home than they could fly. In the end they become so 
over-critical that everything they write smacks of the school room. 
Alas, many American composers have been only too content te have 
some one else do their thinldng for them. 
An Exacting Master 
Every now and then some one writes The Etude saying, “I 
have just heard that the metronome is not now being used any more.” 
This is just about as silly a rumor as that which runs that scales are 
being used less than formerly. The metronome and scales are used 
more to-day than ever before. 
There is no more exacting master than the metronome. There 
is nothing that will keep the pupil’s work “together” during the 
interim between lessons like the metronome. The teacher who knows 
how to use a metronome and who can insist upon its use with the 
pupil always produces better results than the one who neglects the 
little instrument. 
We know a teacher who always laughed at the need for a 
metronome. Once we asked her to test one of her own pieces with 
the instrument. In a few minutes she realized that what she thought 
was good time, was really a very straggly and unbeautiful thing which 
disfigured all her playing. If women made their dresses by guess 
instead ef using a pattern imagine what the dresses would look like. * 
The metronome is first of all a good pattern. 
It is more than that. It is an incentive for the pupil to go 
ahead. It gives the pupil something to work for. There are many 
ways in which it can be used with profit. The editor always insisted 
that his pupils should play every piece at least ten degrees faster 
than the metronomic marking required. What was the result? The 
student could drop back to the actual speed and play with far 
greater confidence and accuracy. 
“Knowledge Is Power'1—Bacon 
ETUDE DAY 
A Monthly Test in Musical Efficiency 
What ETUDE DAY is and How to Conduct It 
The Etude will contain every month a series of questions sim¬ 
ilar to the following with sufficient space for writing the answers right 
in the issue itself. Answers to the questions will be found in the 
reading text. 
This enables the teacher or club leader to hold an Etude Day 
every month as soon as possible after the arrival of the journal. 
The pupils assemble and each is provided with a copy of The 
Etude, or, if the teacher so decides, the copies may be distributed in 
advance of the meeting. 
On Etude Day the answers are written in The Etude in the 
proper place, thus giving each issue the character of an interesting 
text book, insuring a much more thorough and intelligent reading of 
the journal itself, giving the student a personal interest in his work 
and at the same time providing the class with the occasion and the 
material of a most interesting monthly event. The questions may 
be taken all at one meeting or in groups at separate meetings. 
After the session the teacher may correct the answers and if she 
chooses award a suitable prize for the best prepared answers. Under 
no circumstance will The Etude attempt to correct or appro re 
answers. Such an undertaking would be too vast to consider How¬ 
ever if the teacher is interested in securing a prize or senes of prizes 
suitable for these events. The Etude will be glad to indicate how 
such prizes may be obtained with little effort or expense. Address 
your letter to the Editor of The Etude, Philadelphia. Pa. 
Some years ago when The Etude started the Gallery of Musical 
Celebrities we were immensely helped by friends who w rote us tell¬ 
ing us what they thought of the idea. Will you not kindly write us 
and let us know how you propose to use this page ami how it could 
be improved to better suit your needs. Make your letter short and 
to the point. We shall appreciate it. State particularly whether 
you like the idea of having this page a regular feature of The Etude. 
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I—QUESTIONS IN MUSICAL HISTORY 
What is the earliest known composition in canon style? (Page 699.) 
2. What famous Hungarian March does Eerlioz introduce in the Damnation 
of Faust? (Page 700.) 
3. When was the tuning fork invented? (Page 702.) 
From what instrument did the Violoncello descend? (Page 708.) 
5. What was the chief difference between Richard Wagner and other musical 
dreamers? (Page 695.) 
6. Name two famous English musicians who attribute their success to self 
help, (Page 700.) 
7. What rare instrument does Mozart u n The Magic Flute? (Page 707.) 
8. When was Mendelssohn’s famous Scherzo written? (Page 712.) 
9. Did any one person invent the sonata, the suite or the symphony? (Page 
699.) 
II—QUESTIONS IN GENERAL MUSICAL INFORMATION 
1. What is the real meaning of coda? (Page 700.) 
2. What is international pitch? (Page 702.) 
How many pieces of wood are needed to make a violin? (Page 707.) 
4. How many strings are there on the double bpss? (Page 707.) 
From what does the word arpeggio e 
7. What does the word Scherzo mean? (Page 711.) 
8. How do Chopin Scherzos differ from others? (Page 711.) 
9. What should be the greatest number of hours devoted to practice on anv 
single day? (Page 697.) 
10. Name one important factor in cultivating sight reading. (Page fflW.) 
Ill—QUESTIONS ON ETUDE MUSIC 
1. What two Minuets of Beethoven have the same principal theme? 
2. What is a Pastorate? A Pastorella? 
In which pieces in this i^ue~isltie 'waltTri^Tt^l^fo^nd ? 
5' ^ which^re minor!? * in this WhM.are major and 
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I am devoting this short article entirely to the sub¬ 
ject of how to practice the piano, and shall try to 
point out here what I have found from my experience 
to be the most efficacious way of setting about it. 
Broadly speaking, the cardinal rules to be observed 
in all practicing should be, first, great attention to 
detail; second, avoidance of overfatigue, both mental 
and physical. It is also most necessary for the attain¬ 
ment of the best results to set up from the outset some 
fixed schedule of practicing. Systematically ordered 
tuition is such an inestimable help in all stages of 
piano-playing, but even more especially in the elemen¬ 
tary one, as 1 myself well know. For I had the good 
fortune to start my pianoforte education with teachers 
who were steeped in the best traditions. My first one 
was my father, Prof. Michael Hambourg, who had 
been a pupil of Nicholas Rubinstein; while my second, 
the famous Leschetizky, had studied with Czerny. 
And Czerny especially represents the school of piano¬ 
forte playing which has produced many of the greatest 
pianists of modern times, his influence extending 
through Liszt, Anton Rubinstein, Tausig, etc., down to 
many famous pianists of to-day. Therefore I am a 
great believer in starting to study according to a good 
method, or school, as we call it. Such a method will 
train the mind and fingers in a definite and organized 
trend of technical development. Of course, it is a 
good thing as well to acquire a theoretical and general 
musical education, but I think, especially in the train¬ 
ing of children who intend to become professionals 
later on, that it is imperative that their main energy 
and time should be directed first of all to learning how 
to master the technical difficulties of their instrument. 
I do not believe that musical children learn much 
with profit away from the piano, at least they cannot 
derive the actual mechanical facility of playing except 
at the keyboard. I wish to lay stress on this fact, 
because there are in fashion just now so many clever 
systems of educating children musically. For instance, 
they are said to be taught how to compose fugues in 
imitation of Bach after a few hours of tuition, etc. 
These kinds of instruction are doubtless of advantage 
in stimulating general musical knowledge and, above 
all, for training unmusical little ones and developing the 
faculty which might otherwise be completely lost to 
them; but in the education of the young pianist such 
systems must never be allowed to obscure the main 
issue, which has always to be, first of all, the acquire¬ 
ment of absolute proficiency at the keyboard. 
Practicing in early childhood should never in my 
opinion extend for a period of more than half an hour 
at a time, and the whole amount to be done during 
one day should not exceed one hour. Also care ought 
to be taken to procure music for children to study 
which will appeal to their imaginations, and even their 
exercises should be in pleasant forms of sound and 
rhythm, which will help to keep them interested. And 
the best thing is to instil as soon as possible into 
the mind of the child the desire for beauty of touch 
and clearness of execution. 
No Child Should Practice Alone 
No child ought to be left to practice by himself; 
someone should always sit with him and see that he 
gives each note its full value. To attain this object it 
is excellent to make the little one count out aloud 
while playing. The pedal should never be permitted, 
and each hand ought to be practiced separately. For 
if the two hands are worked together the concentra¬ 
tion of the mind is divided, instead of being directed 
to one thing at a time. Besides, a certain amount of 
covering up of the sound goes on when both hands 
are playing, which is bad, and impedes clearness of 
execution and conception of the difficulties to be con¬ 
tended with. These remarks about the separate prac¬ 
tice of each hand are intended to apply mainly to the 
purely mechanical exercises, such as are used for the 
articulation of the fingers, etc. It is important also 
that such exercises should be easy and not strain the 
hand, for very serious results can develop from over¬ 
straining of the hand in childhood. Exercises and 
scales must -be practiced in all the keys, not only in 
C major in which they are generally written, as it is 
of great benefit to the child to be able to play as easily 
in one key as another. Another good maxim to be 
observed is not to allow exercises to be repeated 
ad nauseam over and over again, as the mind only 
gets blurred with the unceasing repetitions, and no 
result can then be obtained. 
I am speaking here at some length about the prac¬ 
ticing of a child, as, if the routine of good systematic 
work is acquired in early youth, it becomes a habit and 
continues naturally throughout life. 
I now arrive at a further stage, when, having been 
carefully initiated, the young student begins to con¬ 
sider the piano as his life-work. His problem then 
becomes that of all pianists, both great and small, 
namely and principally, how to practice in such a way 
as to obtain the maximum of economy in time and 
effort, to keep always fresh in mind and to avoid too 
much repetition. 
I have never been an advocate of long hours of 
practice; indeed I think very few people can do really 
good, hard concentrated study on the piano for more 
than two hours at a sitting. There is no doubt that 
far more benefit is derived from several short periods 
of practice during the day than from long continuous 
work. Altogether I advise that the average practice 
of an advanced student and, indeed, of any pianist be 
not more than five hours a day, and not less than three, 
under ordinary circumstances. Those who have no 
technical talent at all and have great difficulty in ac¬ 
quiring adequate mastery of means, or those whose 
musical memory is weak, can practice more, and often 
do. but on the whole very extended hours of study 
only tend to staleness. In any case the student should 
devise a systematic way of dividing up his hours of 
practice if he wants to get the best profit out of his 
work. For until he has experience in concert playing 
and the frequent opportunity of performing in public 
(which thing, of course, impedes practicing and also 
obviates to some extent the necessity of it), he must 
always give a certain definite time every day to purely 
technical study. 
A Regular Daily Course 
To this end the pianist ought to draw up for him¬ 
self a regular course to .be pursued, such as the fol¬ 
lowing; Scales to be piaved in four different keys 
each day. with their accompanying arpeggios in every 
development, also the chromatic and contrary motion 
scales. Thus if four scales are done each day. the 
whole range of scales will be got through every three 
days. After these scales ten or twelve five-finger exer¬ 
cises. comprising all the positions of the hand, can be 
worked at. Hanon’s Exercises are the ones which I 
particularly recommend; they are quite excellent for 
helping to acquire a good articulation of the fingers. 
The reason why all this technical daily study is so 
essential is, because to obtain, a supple, easy mastery 
of the piano, it is necessary to possess a real athletic 
agility of fingers, hands and arms. And just as an 
athlete in training does a fixed amount of regular 
exercises every day, to keep the muscles of his whole 
body in elasticity and fitness, so must the pianist go 
through a similar process to train his arms, hands and 
fingers. 
Common Sense Practice Ideas 
Now there are many common sense axioms to be 
observed in the details of practicing, which the stu¬ 
dent will find out by experience. For instance, if he 
has to play on a certain day a piece 'in which many 
octaves and double notes occur, he should on that day 
make a point of practicing scales and exercises for the 
simple articulation of the fingers. He should take care 
during his working hours not to study the same octave 
and double-note technics as are to be found in the 
piece that he will be playing later on in the day, for 
if he does so he will risk suffering from lameness of 
the hands. Such- lameness will appear from working 
the hands too long in certain extended positions as are 
peculiar to octave playing, etc. Therefore great variety 
of motion must always be aimed at, in order to keep 
the hands fresh and vigorous. Also should the stu¬ 
dent experience the slightest fatigue in the hand when 
playing scales and passages, let him instantly cease 
until that feeling has quite passed away. 
I do not find elaborate studies very efficacious for 
the purely mechanical development of technic, as the 
embellishments and harmonies which make the palat¬ 
ableness of such studies only distract the student’s 
mind away from the main point of advancing the 
technical power, and thus cause loss of time and 
effort. For the only really valuable study is that which 
concentrates its whole energy in pursuing the true 
object to be achieved in each particular branch of 
work. And it is far more profitable to practice for a 
short time with absolute concentration on the technical 
problem in order definitely to surmount it, than to 
pass several more or less wasteful hours dallying 
with the difficulties wrapped up as they are in 
elaborate studies with a pleasant gilding of har¬ 
monies and progressions. Also many of the studies 
which are given to students with a view to helping 
them technically are in themselves bad music as well 
as indifferent mechanical aids. Of course, these re¬ 
marks with regard to studies in general are certainly 
not meant to include real concert studies, such as those 
of Chopin and Liszt, etc., but it is scarcely necessary 
to say that these are not purely studies for technic, 
but are rather beautiful musical problems to be un¬ 
raveled when a certain amount of facility has already 
been acquired by the student. 
Advanced students should also endeavor in their 
practicing to prepare themselves along certain lines of 
study, with a view to making a repertoire of pieces, 
which will be useful to them when the time comes for 
them to make up programs for their concerts. 
Now as regards how to start the study of a piece, 
it is as well first of all to look at it from the technical' 
point of view alone. For until means have been mas¬ 
tered no proper musical expression or interpretation 
can be adequately conveyed. First of all. then, the 
pianist ought to dissect the piece from the mechanical 
698 
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side and find out where the most difficult passages 
occur. Technically speaking; of course, all pieces are 
merely collections of scales, thirds, passages, etc., har¬ 
monically treated in different ways and used as the 
vehicles to express the composer’s ideas. 
Mastering Difficult Passages 
Having decided which are the most awkward pas¬ 
sages to master in his piece, the student should not 
then just play them over and over again, as so many 
do, hoping that by much repetition the difficulties will 
finally be surmounted. He must rather play his pas¬ 
sages once or twice, then stop and think about them 
for a minute, and try to get a clear definition of them 
in his mind. Then start afresh, and having worked 
a little more, pause again. By thus stopping to think 
and keep his mind lucid he will both master and retain 
passages with much greater ease and rapidity than by 
confusing his mind through continuous reiteration 
without ever pausing to listen properly or to consider 
what the passage should-sound like. It is also a very 
good thing when first learning a piece to divide it, tak¬ 
ing, say, each eight bars or so at a time to work at, and 
thus getting to know the component parts well before 
reviewing the work as a whole. Another branch of 
practicing which is too often neglected by the young 
pianist is the study of the bass or frame work of the 
music he learns. Many times one hears something 
played in such a way that the bass part is cornplete y 
swallowed up, and nothing can be heard but the right 
hand. This defect is the more difficult to conq - 
because the left hand, to which the bass is en 
is naturally with most people the feebler m 
Yet weakness in the bass parts is a very serious ’ 
for it often undermines the whole construction 
piece and upsets all the harmonies. After a j ’ 
like everything else, must have a good, stable 
tion. Therefore the student must give much care ana 
attention to the bass parts of his piece. 
Letting the Music Speak for Itself 
When the pianist has mastered the technical diffi 
culties, he should next set to work to try and ana y 
the music harmonically, and, above all, attempt o 
out what the composer intended to convey. And 
true artist should not only be content (to borrow a 
stereotyped phrase of critics) “to let the music spea 
for itself,” as such a passive attitude is merely U e 
looking at the musical art from the standpoint ot 
photography. No! rather must he endeavor to step 
into the composer’s shoes, so to speak, to feel again 
what the composer felt, to imagine with the poignancy 
of the composer’s imagination, and by so doing to re¬ 
kindle in the music the living spark, the power of 
fantasy, energy and individuality with which it was 
originally endowed by its creator. 
Points to Remember in Sight Reading 
By Anna Guilbert Mahon 
Point I. 
Your first aim should be a smooth, un- 
broken' performance.._ 
as in reading a book in which we are deeply inter¬ 
ested we read straight along, glossing over words not 
always understood, in our endeavor to get the gist of 
the story, “the plot,” so it is with reading music. What 
we seek now is the interpretation of the piece as a 
■whole. To acquire this as accurately and smoothly as 
possible is the aim of sight reading, the cultivation of 
which is the source of the greatest pleasure and benefit 
to the student, as well as pleasure to his friends and 
the public. 
Point II. 
In learning to read by sight select pieces 
well within your grasp. '__ 
You should choose a piece well within your ability 
to perform. For study, of course, more difficult pieces 
should be practiced, but for sight reading only it is 
generally conceded better to try only those pieces which 
can be correctly executed. Especially in reading before 
an audience you should never attempt anything too 
hard, or which you fear may cause you to stumble. 
Point III. 
Learn a s much about theory, harmony; 
etc., as you possibly can. 
To be a successful sight reader, you must, of course, 
possess some knowledge of musical theory, chords, 
transpositions. This knowledge will help you to keep 
up the harmony and render the composition smoothly, 
even if unexpectedly difficult passages are encountered. 
Point IV. 
Look before you leap. 
An important point to remember is not to attack the 
piece too suddenly. Before putting fingers to the key¬ 
board you should note carefully the key in which the 
piece is written, making a swift mental appraisement 
of the sharps or flats contained therein. Time should 
also be carefully noted. The piece should then be 
hastily scanned—before putting a hand to the piano— 
for the highest and lowest notes, for any unexpected 
run or intricate passage which may cause stumbling. 
Marks of expression should also be noted and a hasty 
glance cast at the phrasing. Of course, in reading 
at siglit before an audience one cannot give much time 
to this preparation, but if it is practiced when alone it 
will become almost second nature, the eye can quickly 
scan the essential points without undue loss of time, 
and the principal things be noted while you are adjust¬ 
ing yourself at the piano. 
Point V. 
Don’t stop for mistakes._J 
Having accomplished these preliminaries, attack the 
piece boldly, endeavoring to get the spirit of the com¬ 
poser, to keep strict time and to go straight ahead, 
stopping for nothing. If you make a mistake, go right 
on—you are practicing sight reading now, nothing else, 
and you must cover up your errors as well as possible 
and go on so as to get the spirit of the composition, the 
correct expression of the piece as a whole. You must 
make it sound as it should when played straight ahead, 
connectedly. After you have played the composition 
through—if you are practicing by yourself—go back to 
the parts you have stumbled over. See where you made 
your mistake, practice the intricate passage until you 
can play it accurately, just as a reader or student makes 
a note of unfamiliar words to look them up afterward 
in the dictionary. 
Point VI. 
Read ahead. Keep. several measures 
Remember, too, that in sight reading you must culti¬ 
vate the ability to read ahead. Try to take in a phrase 
at a time and interpret it correctly, still keeping the 
proper time and giving the right expression. 
Point VII. 
Practice every day in sight reading. 
Finally, remember that if you would cultivate ac¬ 
curate sight reading, you must practice every day. You 
must read anything, everything, that you can. Albums 
of really good music are so inexpensive now that one 
can procure a number of them and have no end of 
material for practice daily. Practice reading, every¬ 
thing, not only pieces, but accompaniments to songs and 
other musical instruments. If there is someone with 
whom you can play duets or who plays some instrument 
that you can accompany, this is a splendid means of 
practice; but remember that it is “practice that makes 
perfect” in this as well as in all other achievements. 
You will soon find that it is as easy and delightful to 
sjt down with a volume of new music and read it as 
you would read a new book, as it is to read an inter¬ 
esting novel, and you will find, too, that when you are 
called on to play unfamiliar accompaniments or pieces 
in company you will have confidence in yourself. 
Point VTTI. 
Don't get flustered. 
Above all, remember to keep calm and deliberate 
when asked to play at sight before people. If you 
allow yourself to get flustered or nervous, you will not 
be able to do anything. 
What is Wrong with My Piece? 
By Em*4 Eberhard 
••What is wrong with my piece?” A thousand 
i inav be the matter with it, but the vast majority 
f these things arc traceable,to one definite lack: failure 
to separate each melody note from its accompaniment. 
How many, readers can hum the melody of the piece 
wh'cb has just been memorized.' Just try to pick out 
the melody without hesitation from any moderately 
intricate Piece which you have played scores of times 
Take a “theme and variations” and trace out the theme 
development as it is presented; take a Bach Invention 
and see if you can always tell which is the mam theme 
There arc many advanced students of piano who make 
mistakes and plenty of them. too. wlun asked to sub- 
mjt to these tests. Yet there is surely no excuse for 
a plaver not to know the tune of his piece, for he can¬ 
not expect others to understand and hear uhat he him¬ 
self does not understand. Nothing can lie accomplished 
until what is to be accomplished is plainly understood: 
and when once comprehension of the object to be at¬ 
tained is grasped, accomplishment soon follows. 
It is well worth while for anyone to play the melodv 
of his newest piece by itself. 1 f he then plays his accom¬ 
paniment as a solid chord with the melody note on top. 
he will grasp the chord connections in their correct 
relations as to discord and resolution. It is surprising 
what a flow of new ideas this will bring. Then sepa¬ 
rate the melody into its little motives, phrases and sen¬ 
tences. seeking to make the tonal flow of one balanu 
the other. This preliminary knowledge, self-teachable 
through careful thought and listening, will bring a 
coherence and intelligibility of phrasing which the aver¬ 
age amateur (and many professionals) is sadly lack- 
Try to imagine just how your piece sounds and 
analyze it until you develop the ability to write it down 
from memory, or still better, until you can go over 
your piece visually with no reference to the sound of 
the music, putting each note in its proper place with 
its appropriate expression and accent. 
Just spend five minutes in seeing how well you art 
able to respond to these little tests. If you can answer 
the requirements, you can do more than the average 
performer: if vou cannot, then you will realiic the 
The Teacher and His Business 
By Arthur Travcs Cranficld 
Keep your studio in good order. Dust cloths are 
quite inexpensive and are easily operated. 
Remember that the months slip around with sur¬ 
prising regularity and the landlord has no use tor a 
musician simply as a musician. He is looking for his 
rent. 
If you have a diploma, it might be well to frame it 
and hang it up. It fill* up wall space and perhaps 
sometime a pupil might read it. Don't forget, however, 
that it is not the diploma that counts, but the results 
that you are able to produce. 
If it be your intention to open a studio in the down¬ 
town district, remember that a small back room in a 
well known studio building will meet your requirements 
quite as well as a more expensive one. 
If you intend to open a studio in the residence sec¬ 
tion. see to it that it is situated near car lines (if there 
be any), and especially in that section of the city from 
which you expect to draw your class. 
Thirty or forty minutes is now the recognized time 
duration for lessons. 1 f vour pupils would like more 
time have them take two* lessons weekly. <Talent«! 
pupils in limited circumstances are generally dealt wi‘h 
more leniently.) 
Think independently. Learn this, at least. Don’t be 
forever quoting your former teachers as to what they 
used to do. Pupils come to you for music lessons- 
no*fuor a fecial of your experiences. 
When you discover a certain piece that stimulates 
interest and produces definite results be sure and 
a u ate it its name, grade, composer and publisher 
cfp addmg constantly SUch pieces of specific men! 
and in time you will have a most valuable list. This 
w important. 
A neat, clean appearance is a most valuable asset 
in your profession. Pupils expect this of you. and 
kn l ^ S° -The ,nnB-haired. slouch-hatted, baggT 
The Building of Music 
A Practical Lesson in the Principles of Musical Form 
Especially Written for The Etude 
By FREDERICK CORDER 
Professor of Composition at the Royal Academy, London 
I have often said that the general idea of music¬ 
making is that the composer is a kind of pump, of 
which the Creator works the handle and a stream of 
music flows forth. There is not an atom of truth 
in this view. Music, good, bad and indifferent, is 
consciously pieced together from tiny scraps, just as a 
beautiful cabinet is pieced together from pieces of wood, 
but very much more simply, and the most unintelligent 
and soulless person on earth can learn to do it with¬ 
out ever knowing much about it, provided he has the 
power to realize and remember sounds. The words 
I have italicized define what is meant by the musical 
faculty or “gift.” 
There comes to me a never-ending stream of music- 
students saying helplessly, “Please, won’t you tell me 
something about Form?” “Certainly,” I say. “What 
is it you want to know?” “Oh, well, I don’t know 
anything at all about it, and in my exam., you know, 
there is an awful paper with all sorts of questions 
about Binary and Ternary Form—what do they mean 
by Binary and Ternary?” I groan in spirit and then 
proceed to expound this simple matter, when the stu¬ 
dent is surprised to find that she knows all about it 
already, and it is only those hateful, technical terms 
that keep her in a state of fogginess, from which she 
will never escape. For the female ‘student, however 
clever, never did and never will realize abstract terms. 
I once wrote an elementary text-book, called The 
New Morlcy, in which I surveyed the whole field of 
musical grammar without the use of any unfamiliar 
words. It was felt to be a great boon to the begin¬ 
ner: can we not survey the process of music-building 
in the same simple manner? Let us at least try. 
Here are two familiar tunes. Hum them, or play 
them over until you realize that the one was made to 
fit a verse of two lines and the other for a verse of 
three lines: 
^JiJ J1J iJ 
’Mid - pleas-ures and pal - a - ces though we may 
Oh, where: and oh, where! is your High-land lad-die gone? 
throne;and it’s oh! in my heart, howl wish him safe at home! 
A tune (or piece) that divides up into two halves 
is called Binary, and one that has a first part, a sec¬ 
ond part and the first part over again, like our second 
quotation, is called Ternary. The words Two-part 
and Three-part would be much better, but unfortu¬ 
nately the word "part” is employed in another sense 
in music. Now the building up of all dance-tunes 
(which are the foundation of all music) was, in early 
days, Binary, simplicity being the chief requirement; 
but if a dance went on for long the music was found 
to be insufficient. The obvious way to remedy this was 
to have two tunes, and play them alternately. This 
was done, and it was soon found that it was nicer to 
leave off with the first than with the second of the 
two: thus the principle of recapitulation, the most 
important principle of music-building, forced itself 
on people’s minds. 
Observe that the Bluebells of Scotland tune has to 
have its first part twice over, or it would sound lop¬ 
sided. Amateurs who do not remember the sound 
of what they have played, but only the bit they are 
just playing, always dislike repeats, and omit them if 
they can. Their instinct is to “get through” the piece, 
and they look upon a repeat as a mere hindrance. But 
if the composer is smart enough to realize this and 
have his piece printed out at length they never dream 
of shortening it. 
Now, why does the musician feel it necessary to 
avoid the effect of lop-sidjdness in music? Simply 
because he has two arms and legs, and his heart has 
a two-fold beat, so that he cannot move or live with¬ 
out Nature drilling into him the one—two, one—two 
perpetually. And although the worthy monks of old 
(who were the first to cultivate music as an art) de¬ 
clared that the triple time was Perfect Time, because 
it symbolized the Holy Trinity, and Common Time 
was Imperfect, Nature contradicted them, and every¬ 
body, both then and now, could not but feel that 
two—four—eight and sixteen were the normal and 
natural ways of multiplying beats, bars and phrases 
in order to build up music. 
But you must remember that an Art is different to 
a Science; we do not want to be always logical and 
mathematical. Hence the abnormality of triple time 
is far from displeasing; the building up of a piece in 
irregular portions—especially where these are large— 
is even preferable to real symmetry. Such a simple 
tune as God Save the King! (America) owes much 
of its dignity to the six bars of its first half, and the 
Austrian Hvmn is also removed from the common¬ 
placeness of the Russian Hymn by being made in 
three four-measure phrases. On the other hand. La 
Marseillaise is of such a complex rhythmical structure 
that, vigorous as its melody is, the ordinary person 
finds a great difficulty in remembering it correctly. 
The Rise of the Canon 
The making of a perfectly symmetrical tune like 
Home. Sweet Home! was therefore looked upon as 
too mechanical and obvious a task to be called Art, 
and from a very early date composers—especially the 
monks, who were for long the only practitioners— 
sought for means to make a more subtle and continu¬ 
ous kind of music than this. Probably the earliest 
device was that of Canon, the singing of the same 
melody by two voices, one starting later than the other. 
The extreme difficulty of making them fit in passable 
harmony for more than a few measures prevented this 
device ever becoming popular, but the earliest known 
composition we have—’be famous round, Sumer is 
icumen in, which is believed to date from about 
1350—is in this form. A more practicable variation 
of the same device consisted in writing some tune in 
very long notes—so long that the tune became unrec¬ 
ognizable—and building music in much shorter notes 
upon this ground work. Masses for the church were 
always thus written in the Middle Ages, hut they seem 
to us devoid of any musical interest. This led the 
way to a kind of vocal music, chiefly secular, called the 
Madrigal. This consisted generally of a medley of 
canonic imitations ever desisting and recommencing. 
When effected with skill this was delightful to the 
performers, though less so to the audience. At last, 
about 1550, when instrumental music came to be 
wanted, a new style of thing was demanded. At first 
madrigals were played, but this kind of music, bereft 
of the words which dictated the component phrases, 
seemed rather pointless, and composers turned with 
more s-ccess lo the primitive dance-tunes, dressing 
these up in various ways. Naturally they sought to 
disguise them, in order that the interest should be 
transferred from the tune to its writer, for that Is the 
fixed idea of the composer. If you will look with 
a technical eye (and ear) into a suite by Bach, Matthe- 
son or Couperin, you will find that this so-called set 
of dances has as little of the dance as possible. There is 
first a Prelude, which is just aimless extemporizing 
of nice passages, then a Courante, or Coranto, which 
was the name of a lively dance, but is here generally 
a piece of tangled rhythm and slow movement. 
Another, called an Allemande, is more curious still. 
There was once an early English dance called an 
Almain (German) and this, being entirely forgotten, 
its mere name was taken and applied to a little move¬ 
ment, the only character of which was that it was in 
common time and as unlike a dance as possible, thus 
affording the needed contrast to the comparative trivi¬ 
ality of the other movements. 
The Sarabande, the Gavotte and the Minuet were 
allowed to remain pretty much like their prototypes. 
Then there was sometimes a thing called an Air, which 
tried to belie its name by having no recognizable 
theme, and the usual finish was a lively movement 
called a Gigue, which was founded upon the still pop¬ 
ular English Jig, cleverly disguised by being turned 
into a kind of fugue—that is with the parts chasing 
one another somewhat after the fashion of a Canon. 
and thus obtaining more continuity than the other 
movements could achieve. Remember that no one in 
particular invented all this, or laid down any rules 
concerning it. Musicians simply copied one another’s 
procedure unthinkingly, only one clever soul now and 
then venturing to make a daring experiment. And it 
is only the names of the innovators, ancient or mod¬ 
ern, that survive; the rest had their day of popularity 
and were forgotten. This went on for ahout a cen¬ 
tury, the dance element constantly dwindling and the 
preludial or ornamental element improving, until the 
Suite was gradually transformed into the Sonata, 
or Symphony. The idea of a set of pieces in different 
character survived, but as the possibilities of instru¬ 
mental music grew the separate movements got ever 
bigger and bigger until Beethoven developed them to 
such an extent that the Sonata had to be reduced from 
four movements to three, and even two. But each move¬ 
ment still retained.and always must retain the outline of 
one of the two tunes we have quoted above; if you 
have ever such a lot to say you must say it—get away 
from it—come hack to it: you must have one portion 
of your material in one key—another in a related key, 
and on the repetition have both in the-starting key. 
All abstract music must, in the main, conform to this 
natural law of shape, though, of course, the details 
may be infinitely varied and are hardly alike in any 
two pieces, except of the lowest class. Every instru¬ 
mental movement of any importance, then, takes the 
following shape: 
Introduction (perhaps) 
First portion of material. 
Second portion of ditto in a related key. 
(All this except the introduction used to be repeated, 
but is seldom so now.) 
Middle section, vague. 
First portion over again. 
Second portion ditto, but now in same key as first. 
Now, would one call such a piece binary or ternary f 
As far as the statement of musical material goes it 
corresponds with Home. Sweet Home! but the entire 
piece is certainly on the same plan as The Bluebells 
of Scotland. This is where these well-intended'tech¬ 
nical terms seem to me insufficient. Such a movement 
is, in point of fact, spoken of as binary, and a smaller 
piece, such as a Minuet and Trio, which consists of 
two little Home, Sweet Homes played thus—A. B, A— 
is spoken of as ternary, yet the two structures are 
identical. It seems to me as if these insufficient tech- 
700 
nical terms were invented merely to worry examination 
candidates. Say to yourself rather, there is only one 
musical form; that of a sandwich. 
Musical Scrap Books 
Pieces of music called Fantasias or Pot-pourris are 
generally not pieces at all, but musical scrap-books; 
a series of tunes (operatic generally) connected to¬ 
gether by a few display passages. The Hungarian 
Rhapsodies of Liszt, made on gipsy melodies, are the 
most important examples of this kind of thing. It 
nearly always sounds scrappy and unsatisfying, be¬ 
cause of the lack of connection in the ideas. The only 
other form possible for a piece of music is the Rondo, 
which is a double sandwich, thus—A, B, A, C, A, B, A 
—C being an extra portion of musical material. 
Applied music, such as vocal and dramatic mus'r, 
would naturally be written with less regard to foiui 
than to the words to which it is attached; but in the 
wildest scenes of Tristan or Gotterdammerung you 
will find, if you look closely enough, that the natural 
laws are never wholly disregarded. Even in the freak 
music of what are called “the moderns,” where tonal¬ 
ity, melody and cadences are all abandoned, there is 
always a return to what the writer did at first, how¬ 
ever disgusting. About thirty years ago, writing on 
the subject of the future of the symphony, I pointed 
out that Wagner’s Siegfried Idyll, then a novelty, was 
likely to become a type, and that in year9 to come the 
symphony would probably be largely superseded by viv¬ 
idly descriptive pieces of one movement only. This has 
come to pass, not only in the symphony, but in the 
sonata, in spite of the fact that even an educated lis¬ 
tener finds it very difficult to listen to a “potted” sonata 
with four movements—Allegro, Andante, Minuet, 
Finale—boiled down into one. In order to comply 
with the irresistible law this involves repeating much 
of the first movement in the Finale, and the strain 
upon one’s memory is apt to prove greater than we can 
bear, inducing weariness instead of pleasure. Although 
nothing ever really goes back, I clearly foresee that 
the next change in music must be a reversion to an 
earlier type of rhythmical melody and a temporary 
abandonment of the elaborate structure which, in the 
works of the genuine composers of to-day is being 
found well-nigh impossible for the ordinary ear to 
grasp. The present popular Craze for nonsense-music 
is, I think, the natural result of this over-elaboration 
of musical architecture. 
The Coda 
I have tried to write the foregoing as tersely as 
possible omitting many important branches and side¬ 
tracks for the sake of clearness, but on reading it 
over I find the end needs rounding off. So it is in 
music (and in sermons) ; one needs to chew the ker¬ 
nel of one’s subject a little before it can be made 
digestible. This “finally and in conclusion, my breth¬ 
ren,” is called the Coda (Italian for “tail”—used in 
the sense of postscript) and is a feature in all good 
musical composition. The early writers did not em¬ 
ploy it, and real dances had no use for it, but it gradu¬ 
ally invented itself and became ever more and more 
important till now it is the most essential part of a 
work. The more smooth the course of a piece of 
music has be'en the more we feel the need of a rous¬ 
ing climax to finish with. Exactly how this is con¬ 
trived wodld be too technical a matter for me to 
explain to you, but if you have ever heard the tran¬ 
scription of the Hungarian Rakoczy March, introduced 
by Berlioz into his Damnation de Faust you will have 
a clearer idea of the dramatic and sensational value 
of a coda than any words can give. One seems to be 
pelted—bombarded with fragments of the several 
tunes in the march, and at the same time this perora¬ 
tion is cunningly devised to portray a furious battle, 
so that when we reach the end our imagination has 
been stirred far more than hy the bulk of the piece. 
So, in the present essay on music-building, whatever 
impression my review of the art' may have made upon 
the reader, I want to take him by the button as I utter 
my last words, and assure him that unless he teaches 
himself to listen intelligently to music and to analyze 
it as it goes along he is losing the better part of what 
that music tries to tell him. It is difficult, but well 
worth while. Also, he must teach himself by con¬ 
sciously training his ear to recognize cadences and 
keys which are the roofs and walls of a musical struc¬ 
ture; without a perception of these-he is like an unedu¬ 
cated tourist in a cathedral, only bored by the mani¬ 
fold beauties by which he is surrounded, and wonder¬ 
ing which is the way out. 
THE ETUDE 
The Self-Help Road to Success in Music 
The remarkable development of English music 
ing the last two or three decades is due in n 
measure to two men who “self-helped” themselves to 
measure to two men w Edward Elgar and 
success. These two men are oir ^ 
Dr. Henry Coward. Of the two careers, towew, ^ 
Coward’s is by far the most instructive , or f n 
Elgar was blessed from the start with that rarest oall 
gifts, creative genius. Given determination, mdustrj 
and a suitable musical environment, it was 
that Elgar should rise head and shoulders above his 
plodding brethren. Coward, however, is a man 
different stamp. Musical creative genius he has no, 
and he‘never acquired the skill to play any instrume 
decently. The quality of leadership he has to excess, 
however, and a fiery zeal for music. These qualities 
are nesponsi hie for the fact that he is to-day leader ot 
the Sheffield Choral Society and the recreator of the 
best traditions of English choral music. He is cer¬ 
tainly the greatest chorus leader in England and prob¬ 
ably in the world. 
Few of us are blessed with creative musical genius 
of a high order, and the Elgars among us can be left 
to take care of themselves. The more homely virtues 
of Henry Coward, however, are possessed in some degree 
by most everybody, and it is instructive to observe how 
he has used them to elbow his way to the front. He 
was left fatherless at eight, and was obliged almost at 
once to earn his own living in the Pittsburgh of Great 
Britain—Sheffield. He was apprenticed to the cutlery 
trade, and it is significant that he made a success of 
that. When he was twenty-two years of age he had to 
decide whether to go on being a well-to-do master 
cutler or to be a school teacher at a salary of $100 a 
year. He became a school teacher—and this in spite of 
the fact that his early education had been neglected. 
“A period of almost incredible toil began,” says J. A. 
Rogers in his biography of Henry Coward. “When he 
left the workman’s bench to serve for three years ah a 
pupil teacher he could not decline a noun, or work a 
‘sum’ beyond long division. It may be realized, there¬ 
fore, how much leeway there was to be made good. 
He set aside five hours a day for sleep, rising at five 
A. M. in summer and six in winter, to study before 
leaving for school. He won a science scholarship at 
South Kensington, of which he did not avail himself. 
Other local certificates (Cambridge) were also taken, 
all being done in minimum time. He read voraciously 
Only an abnormal brain and body could have stood the 
strain.” Very soon success came in this career, and he 
had the good luck to tumble into a “soft snap”—the 
headship of the “Free Writing School,” with only 
sixty scholars and a salary of $1,000 a year. 
But what of music? Music from the start claimed 
him for its own, but Henry Coward recognized with 
the good judgment which is in no small measure re¬ 
sponsible for his success, that his work-stiffened hands 
were ill-fitted to enable him to win honors as a pianist, 
violinist or other instrumentalist. Neither was he en¬ 
dowed with a voice. Yet this man, who is neither com¬ 
pose! nor performer, is one of the most brilliant musi¬ 
cians of the day. A paradox! 
Before Henry Coward was twenty, the Tonic Sol-fa 
movement was coming to fruition, and he recognized 
that in this lay an opportunity to become a teacher and 
conductor. He accordingly set to work to master the 
subject and to teach it to others. A lifelong friend 
and pupil of Henry Coward gave Mr. Rogers the fol¬ 
lowing description of how Coward made a beginning 
along this line while he was still a cutler’s apprentice. 
“The youth started teaching in the dungeon-like room 
underneath Queen Street Chapel. His method of teach¬ 
ing was of the lightning order, and there was always 
a stock of dynamite on hand. The amount of modula¬ 
tor work we did was awful, and would have killed any¬ 
one less enthusiastic than teacher and scholars were. 
The way we schah-lahed up and down that modulator, 
worked at time exercises, listened to mental effects, got 
pulled up in the middle of an exercise, and were da- 
capo-ed back to the start are memories that haunt one 
still.” 
When in 1887 there was a “shake-up” in the educa¬ 
tional field, Henry Coward lost his position as head¬ 
master of the Writing School, which, in fact, was 
abandoned. He determined to become a professional 
musician. It must be made clear, however, that his 
ability as a conductor and leader had already made him 
known in Sheffield. He had in 1876 formed a choral 
body, known as the Sheffield Tonic Sol-fa Asso¬ 
ciation, which afterwards developed into the famous 
Sheffield Choral Union, often spoken of as the “Sheffield 
rhoir” He had also done much musical work f0r 
school children choirs, formed an amateur orchestra 
etc So upon losing his post at the school he determine 
take the best musical degree open and to make a 
success of music. In an incredibly short time he w 
the Oxford degree of Bachelor of Music, subsequently 
gaining the Doctor’s degree. 
Once more his faith m himself was justified. He 
soon established himself as a keen but kindly critic on 
a local newspaper, and in addition was in request as 
conductor, teacher, lecturer and examiner. Before Ion; 
he became nationally known, and to-day. thanks largely 
to the tour of the world made by him and the Sheffield 
Chorus he is an international musical figure. He has 
nut choral conducting on a new basis. Thanks largely 
to his influence the old-fashioned English chorus, year 
after year plodding in a dull, mechanical way through 
J hc Messiah and Elijah, is a thing of the past. In its 
place is the modern plastic body of singers capable of 
sinejn—in fact, calling into being-the exacting choral 
compositions of such modern English composers as 
Edward Elgar. Granville Bantock and Watford Davies; 
compositions that are intensely dramatic in feeling. 
What are the factors of success that carried this bov 
onward and upward from the workman’s bench to the 
conductor’s rostrum? First of all comes the dynamic 
force of the man in whom physical strength and men¬ 
tal balance arc united to an extraordinary degree. Then 
again, his courage. He never feared to tackle am 
undertaking that he felt capable of mastering: and he 
never feared to leave the safety and comfort of j 
present occupation for something that offered a better 
prospect to he won only with tod. 
When he was preparing his choir for its world tour 
he compiled a booklet for the guidance of the mem 
hers. In this booklet occurs in Isold type half a dozen 
times the sentence 
"Method Is the Secret of Success” 
And it is surely to this that Dr. Coward owes much 
of his preeminence. One incident will suffice to show 
how thoroughly he carried out this principle. While 
lie was on tour in Germany with his Sheffield Choir hr 
received the information that he had beerf appointed 
to the coveted post of conductor to the Leeds Choral 
Union. “To celebrate the occasion." says Mr. Rogers, 
“he invited a small party of traveling companions to 
dine with him at an open-air cafe. From time to time 
he was seen to take out a paper from his pocket, glance 
at it for a few moments, return it. and then join in 
the conversation. At last one of his friends asked wha: 
lie was doing—if it was the multiplication table he was 
studying. 
“ ‘No,’ replied Dr. Coward, ‘it is a list of the names 
of the chief officials and committees of the Leeds 
Choral Union (some forty in number). I am memoris¬ 
ing it so that- when I get back and am introduced to 
various? people there I shall know something aborn 
them and their position in the society. People like to 
think they are already known, if only by name.' I” 
jest someone offered to hear his lesson, and he agreed. 
In that short time he had thoroughly memorized all the 
names and initials of his future colleagues.” 
And the lesson for you and me. dearly beloved 
brethren, is that he not only learned the names of his 
future colleagues, but that hr had a list of those names 
to hand in case he liras appointed to the post. A case 
of preparedness! 
Overcoming Stage-Fright 
As a rule teachers do not fully sympathize or tp 
to aid pupils who are overcome with nervousness 
when playing in public. I think it as essential to 
improve this as any point in teaching, for no nervous 
pupil does justice to himself or teacher The fol¬ 
lowing plan Has proven most beneficial, as well as 
pleasant: 
gether for an impromptu recitai, requesting eacl 
bring a member of his family or a friend. At tl 
recitals each pupil plays the last solo piece 
up—sometimes a duet or trio is ready—and va 
the program. To the pupil showing most compo 
—regardless of age or grade—is voted a pr>: 
either a musician’s photo, musical or poem boo 
a pot-plant, box of candy or some such inexpen 
gift. It has not only benefited them in gaining * 1 
ndence and easy manner, but keeps them upon 
work, as they do not know just when they.maj 
called upon.—W. B. C. 
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Common Sense in Pianoforte Touch and Technic 
The Distinguished American Composer-Pianist 
To say that Common Sense is the most uncommon 
sense that we possess, is to repeat, riot only what 
numerous writers have expressed in language of vary¬ 
ing intensity, but to echo the thoughts of every one of 
us who work out art problems of any kind. It is so 
easy for us to learn formulae by heart, and then 
attempt to solve each question that arises, by applying 
some hard-and-fast rule, instead of using our common 
sense. This most uncommon attribute, if called into 
play, should teach us many things about art upon 
which we need to dwell. For instance, the use and 
abuse of technic. And by abuse I mean the applica¬ 
tion of the hard-and-fast rule on all occasions. Surely 
common sense would suggest that different emergen¬ 
cies require different action, and that one’s technical 
equipment in any art should be sufficiently elastic to 
allow free adaptation in whatever direction our tasks 
lead us. Especially should this be true in art which 
is of necessity so closely dependent upon mechanism 
as is the art of pianoforte playing. The instrument 
contains within itself so many aspects of the mere 
machine, that we ought continually to strive against 
adding further to its unyielding qualities by the impo¬ 
sition of a rigid technical employment of them. 
Of course, we must have technic, *and plenty of it. 
In order to express our own thoughts, or adequately 
those of others, we must first acquire a sufficient com¬ 
mand of language. This, in relation to the art of 
pianoforte playing, means command of technic. I hes¬ 
itate to repeat the trite statement that, without ade¬ 
quate technid, it is absolutely impossible to express in 
all its fullness the meaning of any composer or com¬ 
position. In the face, however, of the incompetency 
which so frequently meets us, it seems wise to repeat, 
and again repeat, the maxim that “a good workman 
is master of his tools.” A diligent practice of octaves, 
scales, trills, exercises, of whatever nature seems most 
necessary for the individual development or the correc¬ 
tion of individual faults, a firm grounding in all the 
preliminary requirements of good pianoforte playing,— 
all these must be worked out according to the indi¬ 
vidual needs, under the guidance of some teacher 
gifted with “common sense.” And we have many 
such right here in our own country! It is not neces¬ 
sary to go elsewhere to find as good foundation-work 
as may be found in the world. Not until the pupil 
has reached the stage of near-virtuosity should it be 
found wise to leave home and home influences in 
search of wider culture and experience. 
The Use and Abuse of Technic 
Now, as to the use and abuse of technic and the 
hard-and-fast rule. Many times I have been asked 
by apparently intelligent students whether I play oc¬ 
taves with a loose or stiff wrist. It always seems to 
me as if one should ask, “do you use a knife or a 
spoon in eating?” Our old friend, Common Sense, 
rises to explain that, in a half-dozen octave passages, 
each one expressing a different musical or emotional 
idea, precisely six kinds of octave playing would be 
necessary. 
Again, the matter of chord-playing in passages .of 
great, force brings up several questions as to whether 
it is right” to play the chords with the pressure touch, 
to pounce upon them from various heights above the 
keyboard, or apparently to throw them up in the air 
as if the keys were red-hot. What should Common 
Sense teach us about this, and all other similar prob¬ 
lems? In order to produce perfectly even tones at 
g-at speed, bow should one finger the “rheumatic 
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gave me her mournful confidence.) Which fingers 
should we use in the trill? How much hand or arm 
movement should be used in playing the successive 
notes of a legato melody? There can be but one 
answer to all such questions. We must adapt the 
method used to each separate phrase, according to its 
musical and emotional significance. 
I use the words “musical and emotional,” for each 
must have its place in our study and yet they belong 
together. It is only by mastering both that we suc¬ 
ceed in eliminating the mechanical elements in piano¬ 
forte playing. 
The Musical Meaning 
Having acquired the technic necessary for the inter¬ 
pretation of whatever grade of composition we may be 
considering, we come, first and foremost, to the ques¬ 
tion, “What does this music mean to me?” Is it 
merely a placid salon-piece, or does it bring sugges¬ 
tions of deep earnestness or heart-rending tragedy? 
This is taking us into deep waters, I know, for we 
bring up many strange and unaccountable associations 
of ideas when we attempt to describe what music 
“means.” 
The placid salon-piece generally bears its label in 
plain sight, and can be disposed of in few words. 
Usually its technical requirements are comparatively 
simple, and it matters little whether we employ one 
touch or method or another in any given passage. 
It is when we cross the threshold of the Temple, and 
enter into the atmosphere of music that has meant a 
part of some composer’s very life, that we must pause 
and search with all our faculties alert. Analyze this 
human document, study it over and over, from begin¬ 
ning to end, and try to discover what kind of message 
it brings us individually. If the piece appeals to us, 
its meaning comes out gradually under the developing 
fluid of our repeated analysis, until the picture takes 
shape, and we can then begin to think about coloring 
it according to our personal inclinations. Then, 
and only then, comes the time for attacking the tech¬ 
nical problems with the means best adapted to the 
solving of each separate one. 
There are so many interesting points connected with 
the study of a composition new to us. The develop¬ 
ments of the main idea, its various harmonic and 
rhythmic changes, all the subsidiary phrases that serve 
to enhance its importance, where the climax occurs, 
(if the piece contains one) where that climax begins 
to work up, etc. It seems as if we should be swamped 
by so much that must be considered before we begin 
to employ technical means for the expression of 
. musical and emotional details.' A new composition re¬ 
sembles a picture puzzle, and sometimes seems about 
as unintelligible as the latter when the colored bits 
are tossed out onto the table. Yet we can patiently 
put the bits together into a cohesive whole if we con¬ 
fine ourselves to one difficulty at a time. 
Some of us are able to read through a composition 
quickly, away from the instrument, as we read a book, 
and can thus get a good idea of the music or even 
learn it before taking it to the piano. There are 
numerous anecdotes on record about great pianists and 
their feats in this line. A notable one is that of Von 
Biilow, who, while traveling one day by railroad, 
studied a very difficult manuscript which he had never 
before seen, and, committing it to memory, played it 
that same evening in a concert. Naturally such feats 
can belong only to great musicianship, but the analysis 
of compositions away from the keyboard can be made 
a regular study with valuable practical results, and 
considerable ability, even in memorizing, can be ac¬ 
quired by patient and persistent work. 
A Practical Application 
Let us take up briefly three well-known examples of 
modern .music, differing widely in character, which 
may serve to illustrate many points that we have been 
considering. First. Rachmaninoff’s Serenade, Opus 3. 
At first glance this looks like a simple piece in waltz 
form, graceful in the outlines of its phrases and with 
no complicated development. No exciting climax is 
suggested; rather, a monotonous repetition of slight 
changes in the main idea. After the introductory page 
which merely hints at a figure of the principal sub¬ 
ject, the Tempo di Valse begins. The theme suggests 
the viola in character as well as register. Indeed, per¬ 
haps we may better understand the entire piece by 
imagining it as written for orchestra, so suggestive 
is its orchestral coloring throughout. The accompani¬ 
ment might be for pizzicato strings, with an occasional 
background of soft wind instruments. The viola 
theme is easily traced as it permeates the whole com¬ 
position, with comparatively slight changes. 
It is accompanied by a simple waltz figure played 
sometimes above, sometimes below the melody. The 
harmonic changes are strangely Oriental in their sug¬ 
gestiveness, and the persistent organ-point on the third 
and dominant seventh produces an effect of indescrib¬ 
able melancholy. It hints of Oriental mysteries, of 
indefinable longings. 
I know of no instance where this latter m 
chord-note is employed a 
period. Tschaikowsky’s u: 
it unusual 
s organ-point for so long a 
e of the third as organ-point 
i 
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similar effect of melancholy, unrest, emotional exhaus¬ 
tion. Are these unusual,uses of the devices of organ- 
point peculiar to the Russians ? The question opens up 
interesting possibilities for discussion and comparison. 
To return to our Serenade,. the viola continues its 
mournful song, after a short codetta, in a rather more 
impassioned phrase, thrice repeated: 
This brings us to the only suggestion of a climax that 
the piece contains. It is short and unimportant, for 
the first hopeless melancholy is at once resumed. The 
melody now lies in a higher octave (the oboe?) against 
the alto of the viola. The Serenade ends simply, with 
a repetition of the little codetta. 
Now it may seem as if I had made “much ado-about 
nothing” in selecting so comparatively simple a piece 
for minute study in piano technic, when its technical 
demands are apparently so slight. There is certainly 
nothing sensational here, but as to its being such an 
easy matter to bring out all the charm of this little 
gem of pianoforte literature, there may be several 
opinions. The melody gives opportunities for a sing¬ 
ing tone of ineffable beauty and variety of color, while, 
the accompaniment must be worked out until it is as 
delicate as a cobweb. As for the emotional significance 
of .the piece, and its effect when well played, let any 
well equipped, sensitive pianist experiment with it and 
discover! 
For an example of the climax and the working up 
to it, I know of no better instance in modern music 
for the pianoforte than Sgambati’s Nocturne in B 
minor, Opus 20. It is a bit of real Italian life, as it 
might be portrayed in a miniature opera. In its most 
impassioned moments one can almost see the tenor 
advance to the footlights and make his unfailing ap¬ 
peal to his ardent listeners. We need not enter into 
detailed description of this piece, another gem of rare 
charm, for its character is so unmistakable throughout 
that one could hardly go wrong in its interpretation. 
The contrast between its two themes is marked, and 
demands like contrast in the playing. 
I remember that, when I had the great and often 
repeated happiness of playing this Nocturne in the 
dear old composer’s presence (some years ago in 
Rome), he cautioned me against• playing the second 
theme too fast. I have among my treasures a copy 
of the work in which he added with his own hand 
several changes in harmony and dynamic marks, that 
he had made since it was published. I may add that 
the more dramatic expressiveness I put into it, the 
more he was pleased. Technically, its difficulties lie 
mainly in the production of the two kinds of singing 
tone demanded by the two themes, and in the force¬ 
ful playing of the chords and octaves at the climax.' 
One more illustration, a gem which we all know and 
love, Brahms’ enchanting transcription of an old Scotch 
Lullaby in his group of pieces, Opus 117. Here again 
we have a singing melody, perfectly direct in its ap¬ 
peal, simple in its musical form. In this case, the 
greatest technical difficulty lies in the fact, that the 
melody often runs through the middle of chords, like 
a golden thread through beads. It must be brought 
out with sufficient prominence against the surrounding 
chord-tones, and yet it must sing. To do all this with 
one hand is not easy. On the emotional side, Brahms 
has changed the entire character of the little melody 
by the-insertion, between its two occurrences, of a 
second section built on different melodic and rhythmic 
ideas. The black tragedy of this interlude adds a new 
pathos to what at first seemed a simple lullaby of rather 
placid character. When this returns, although the notes 
remain the same, it is hard to recognize it as the same 
melody. It has become intensified by passing through 
the valley of the shadow, until.it glows with a deep 
spiritual radiance. 
Now what has technic to do with all this? Every¬ 
thing. These three pieces, none of them demanding 
great virtuosity, must be played with as different a 
touch as if we played them on three kinds of instru¬ 
ments. Each one has its own story to tell, and the 
technic must be suited to the telling. Here we come 
to' the real value of technic: a means of expression. 
How often do we hear a comparatively simple com¬ 
position so buried beneath the avalanche of a stupen¬ 
dous technical display, under the hands of some 
virtuoso king, that its true character vanishes! 
If technical command be analogous to command of 
language, we are here reminded that “language is given 
to conceal thought.” Many pianists might study, to 
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their inestimable benefit, the interpretation ° 
as given by the greatest singers in the P . 
grams of to-dav. Each song is a complete dram*’ ^ 
ever so small or light in character, and no two a 
terpreted in the same way. Even the quality 
voice may change absolutely, in order to bring ... 
salient characteristic of the composition. 
perfection may indeed be there, but *o complete y 
subordinated to the emotional character of e 
that we lose all consciousness of its existence. 
Adapting the Means to the End 
It is this power of adapting means to ends, that 
distinguishes the greatest pianists in like degree, 
ability to make each piano piece, whether a mas e 
sonata or a simple nocturne, into a life-drama carry 
ing the hearer along a torrent of emotional intensi y 
while the brief story unfolds itself, belongs only to 
the very greatest among them. Who thinks of the 
technic while De Pachmann plays a Chopin Mazurka . 
He may be doing wonderful things in touch and 
technical detail, but it is our hearts that respond to 
each motion of his hands. Imagine stopping to con¬ 
sider technic when D’Albert plays a Beethoven sonata, 
or Gabrilowitsch the G major conerto, or Carreno the 
Emperor, or Paderewski—anything when he is at his 
best! , 
Technic is like most of the important things in life ; 
a power for good or evil. It must be the servant, not 
the master, of our musical equipment, ready to re¬ 
spond at all times to whatever demands we make on it, 
and equally ready to illustrate the idea that the greatest 
art conceals art. If we play each musical composition 
in such a way as to make it a well-rounded entity, 
symmetrical, fully developed and beautifully colored, 
we shall do much toward removing the stigma cas: 
upon the pianoforte as merely a mechanical instrument. 
And if we bring out the emotional side of that com¬ 
position in such a way as to make it tell a story, we 
shall do even more. Do we pianists like to hear 
people say “No, I never go to piano recitals. They 
are so monotonous that they bore me to death ?" Then 
let us make every effort to play music that is not 
monotonous with so much expressiveness that each 
piece sings; with a due regard to the proper arrange¬ 
ment of our programs so that every work may be 
“hung on the line” and yet not “kill” its neighbor. Our 
noble instrument with its marvelously rich literature, 
will respond bravely to our love and devotion, and 
exercise its real power over its hearers, whether we 
play octaves with a loose wrist, or not! 
Some Facts About Pitch 
Thf. tuning fork, for determining pitch, one of the 
most important factors in musical acoustics, was in¬ 
vented in 1711 by John Shore, a celebrated English 
trumpeter, who played in Handel’s orchestras. It was 
later developed to a more exact and scientific degree 
by Rudolph Koenig, of Paris. 
While the number of vibrations per second of the 
highest tone commonly used in music is 41.38. it is con¬ 
sidered that overtones with frequencies of 10.000 or 
more enter into the composition of sounds used in 
music and speech. 
The standard pitch to which rrus:cal instruments 
should be tuned has greatly varied from time to .time. 
In the days of Handel and Mozart the A (violinist’s A) 
of the keyboard was as low as 422 vibrations per second. 
The modern American Concert Pitch of A is as high 
as 461.6—a. condition which has proved a great strain 
for artist and instrument alike. Some years ago a 
committee of the American Piano Manufacturers’ Asso¬ 
ciation investigated the matter and decided to adopt the 
so-called International Pitch. A—435. A sim-'la- conven¬ 
tion of physicists established it at 440. Whi’e very 
little difference is practically existent between the two 
figures, the lower one is now almost universally re¬ 
garded as the most satisfactory figure, and. piano owners 
should see that their instruments are tuned at A=435 
This is variously known as “low pitch,” “International 
Pitch” and “Diapason Normal.” 
It is wise for music teachers to possess themselves 
of a tuning-fork for A at 435—International Pitch 
Tuners of the less responsible kind are sometimes apt 
to tune a piano below pitch when it suits their conven¬ 
ience. When this is done it is hard for the next tuner 
to restore the original pitch, and still harder for the 
piano to maintain it. When the musician has a tuning- 
fork handy he can test the tuner’s work for himself 
Why Should I Study Theory? 
By Harvey B. Gaul 
The other day I happened in a friend's studio jUJt 
as a girl pupil was dePartin«- He- the ‘Metier, „ls 
teliing her about some reference books which woulj 
be helpful for a fuller comprehension of Brahn, 
Among other things he suggested a book on theory 
As the pupil was going out, she said; 
••Why should I study theory.' 
The question was guileless and took the teacher j 
by surprise. He looked at her, smiled, and said: 
• Why should artists study anatomy, or school j 
teachers psychology? Simply because those studies I 
.ire indispensable for a thorough equipment in their j 
professions. Next Tuesday,” continued he, “1 »-ji| j 
tell you in detail why you should have a working 
knowledge of theory, providing it doesn't dawn on 
you before.” 
Many pupils must wonder why they should study 
theory. Theory to many a pupil must be like Latin 
to school children, a study which they think appar 
ciitlv useless. In school-boy phraseology, “What's 
the v 
If theory does nothing else it assists, as does a 
college education in the training of the mind 
The reasons for studying theory are manifold and 
incontrovertible. 
First: Theory will give you a discriminating 
mind, which is as essential in music as in literature 
When you listen to music you will do it in a critical 
and understanding manner You will not carp, but 
comprehend. 
Second You will know why you like cenau 
kinds of music and why you dislike others, which 
is as necessary as knowing why certain picture) 
have an "appeal" and others have none. 
Third: It will enable you to look through rein; 
of music, and tfi choose the wheat from the tart- 
as you choose the good front the lad drama. You 
will know why certain pieces contain advantaged!-, 
teaching material and why divers other pieces art 
empty and unprofitable 
Fourth You will be able to judge a true com 
poser from a musical constructor, ». t.. one who hi; 
a message and not merely an imitative faculty 
You may readily believe that composers who have 
something worth while to say are not too numer¬ 
ous. They arc quite as rare as real poets. 
Fifth: It will aid in your interpretation of mafic 
and that is the sum mum bonurn of the whole thing 
You will know why such a piece should go thus and not 
thus, because you have knowledge and the tradition-, 
and know how and why a piece was written. 
Sixth and Lastly: You are not a well-trained 
musician unless you have a thorough knowledgt 
of music, and music is not merely playing the piano; 
it, like every other art. has its theoretical features 
One cannot be a good actor unless one knows why 
people, under certain conditions and circumstances, 
do certain things. One truly cannot be a well- 
trained musician unless one knows all the condi¬ 
tions and circumstances. 
Theory is an inclusive study: that is. it has many 
subdivisions. They arc harmony, counterpoint 
fugue, form and history. These, beside an enecn- 
tive technique, form the modus operandi of music. 
Harmony is the grammar of music, and is useful 
every day; counterpoint is the rhetoric, and is nec¬ 
essary; fugue is syntax, and without it we cannot 
arrange nor analyze: form is composition, and fi 
essential to thorough appreciation: and history, 
well, history is history. If we would know the 
story of music as the story of peoples and nations 
we must learn the story of music. .. 
Some pupil may say he or she lives in a smah 
town where there is not a teacher sufficiently ad¬ 
vanced to teach theory. What of it? There is m 
the public library and there arc many reliable text¬ 
books and “ponies" which will at least give some 
insight into the study. To-day there is really no 
excuse for one claiming ignorance. Knowledge an 
opportunity arc of a truth knocking at onr doors. 
If one hasn't even recourse to a public library- 
there is, at least, the much maligned “correspon 
ence school method.” Through the correspondence 
school the subsidiary studies may be learnt, an 
learnt well. 
If a dentist is not thoroughly prepared for ^ 
work unless he has a well-founded knowledge »• 
medicine, how can a musician, and especial ‘ 
teacher be thoroughly competent unless he “j 
.one through his theorv from harmony to history 
The answer is. he can’t. 
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The Composer 
A Powerful and Fascinating Romance of Modern Musical Life 
By the distinguished writers 
AGNES and EGERTON CASTLE 
Authors of “The Pride of Jennico”, “The Bath Comedy”, etc. 
ough House.” 
“Oh, I say!” said Johnny. 
It was not that he had any solid objec¬ 
tion, but the average young man of his set 
ejaculated. “Oh, I say!" on every oppor¬ 
tunity. And Johnny was a very average 
young man indeed. 
“Do, Johnny," said his godmother, coax- 
ingly. “Lady Warborough made such a point 
' of my going. And it's so lonely here, in 
these wretched lodgings. London people are 
old woman with a sprained knee. I'd go by 
train, only I’m such a cripple." 
“Well, if I must, I must, I suppose.” 
Sir John Holdfast resigned himself with 
perfect equanimity; rose and extended a 
broad, sunburnt hand to assist the lady in 
her effort to hoist herself out of her chair. 
He further supported her filially to the door, 
wondering as he did so, how any one afflicted 
with so much difficulty in locomotion could 
hanker to find herself in the middle of a 
distracted crowd. It was fun enough at 
Warborough if you could roam the garden 
with a pretty girl; but, to be able to get 
Lady Caroline from motor to tea-room, and 
from tea-room back to motor, it was as much 
as the most sanguine could expect. 
“You’re a dear hoy, Johnny,” said she, 
"and I'll leave your wife all my emeralds 
when I die.” 
Lady Caroline Pountney loved smart, 
good-looking young men. She loved Johnny 
with special affection besides—a childless 
woman’s regard for the only piece of lusty 
youth that she might consider as belonging 
to her. 
The car duly wheeled in between the . 
guardant lions into the cedar avenue which 
is the most noted feature of Warborough 
House park. Sir John Holdfast, the crook 
of his cane to his lips, gazed contentedly 
out across the shadows of the a' 
the golden green spaces beyond. A curve 
of the road brought them in view of the 
terraces and the noble pillared house. A 
vision bright with color; from the stone 
vases blazing with geraniums to the delicate 
tints of dresses and parasols in the shift¬ 
ing crowd and the subdued glory of the 
rose arches against the green lawns. A 
vagrant gust of music caught his ear. He 
felt an odd stir within him ; something like 
the ting’e of excitement with which hi 
was wont to greet the first cry of the hounds 
on a hunting morn. 
Ladv Caroline, reminiscing, beside him 
upon her initial garden party at Warbor- ■ ough, rambled on unheeded : 
• . . "I was just eighteen and quite 
lovely, dear! When my mother brought me 
up to Lady Warborough—that was the 
grandmother of the present man, Johnny— 
stood with her smiling welcome; but Johnny 
accomplished the task manfully. Lady War¬ 
borough, tall, gracious, still youthful enough 
to be known as young Lady Warborough in 
spite of her grown-up daughters, received 
them both as if the whole entertainment 
had been planned in their honor. Lady Caro¬ 
line was an old friend of the family ; and 
Johnny was a cousin—indeed, he was cousin 
to most people—and something of a favorite 
besides. 
“No, Johnny, you must not leave me. My 
dear boy, you forget I’m a cripple—yes, Lord 
Hadersham, wasn't it stupid? I twisted my 
knee at the Foreign Office reception, last 
month.” As a matter of fact, she had done 
the deed at Euston Station. But, if we 
are not pictur- 
muslin" with a blue sash,” began Lady Caro¬ 
line with much unction. “The first time I 
ever came to this place. Dizzy was here. 
Dizzy was standing just there beside our 
hostess—he was still Dizzy then. ...” 
"Shall I go and look for your daughter?” 
cried Sir John with such alacrity that the 
harassed mother turned upon him, first with 
surprise, and then with a positively melting 
expression. 
"Look for her!” exclaimed Lady Caroline 
from the midst of her reminiscences, with ex¬ 
treme tartness, “look for a creature he has 
never seen, in this seething crowd!—My dear 
Mary—I don’t mean it personally, but what 
“He can’t mistake her," said her dear 
Mary, setting her 
countenance into 
lines of rigid 
firmness. 
e just ti 
ding beside 
indeed. 
mother and said 
pliment." And Dizzy 
her, and he said: 
dressed by Reynolds!’ He did 
Johnny !” 
“Oh, I say,” said Sir John, “what a pretty 
girl!” 
The car had drawn up below the terrace 
steps; and over the balustrade a face had 
looked down upon him as they swept past. 
He leaned out—the open window was on his 
side, but the face was gone. A flash of 
bright eyes, a smile of red parted, eager lips ; 
a face delicate and pearl-hued. illumined 
by that smile. Honest Johnny, twenty-four, 
felt a little giddy as he flung his long legs 
out of the motor. 
“Hood gracious, child, what are you gap¬ 
ing at? Aren’t you going to help me down?” 
There was some difficulty in getting Lady 
steps to where the hostess Caroline u 
woman, tberaoth- 
er of a bevy of unmarried daughters and 
possessed a keen scent for eligible young men. 
While her hard eye roamed over the un¬ 
conscious youth, her mind revolved. . . . 
“A fine old place in Yorkshire, a castle on 
the Border, and coal or something in Dur¬ 
ham. . . . Where is that tiresome 
child ?—I told her to keep within sight!” 
“Sit down, Johnny,” said Lady Caroline, 
anxiously. 
Then Mrs. Mim-prat spoke. “Yes, Caro¬ 
line, I brought my second girl with me.” 
She looked round, as if expecting to find 
her at her shoulder. “Dear me. what can 
have become of her?—Sir John, you are 
standing up ; tell me, do yon see any one 
with a white muslin and a yellow sash 
on the terrace? You could not mistake her; 
I am positive she is the only girl in white 
muslin with a yellow sash here.” 
“My mother always made me wear white 
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large hat wreath¬ 
ed with pale 
him, and plunged 
across theslopes; 
only to shy away, 
with a friendly 
smile, from the 
greeting of 
rksh - 
neighbor’s daugh¬ 
ter. He passed 
the beguilements 
of thestrawberry 
tents and the 
clashing appeal of the Hungarians: it was 
only when he reached the steps of the sum¬ 
mer-house and met an amused stream emerg¬ 
ing from the contemplation of the pigmies 
at tea, that he came upon the object of his 
His honest heart gave a leap. She was 
standing somewhat apart from a group of 
laughing girls. .Her voice had a full ring 
that struck John Holdfast as extraordinar¬ 
ily different from any he had ever heard 
before; and its utterance was so clear and 
measured as scarcely to seem quite English, 
though there was no alien accent to be de¬ 
tected. Now that he could contemplate her 
at his ease, what struck him most about her 
were the black, straight-drawn brows, which, 
as she stood, frowning slightly, made almost 
a bar across the white forehead. 
She turned on her heel and set off by 
herself across the turf with a .rapid free 
step. He noticed a flutter of primrose rib¬ 
bon from her waist. Her skirt, too, blown 
back by the swing of her passage, was, he 
saw, of some filmy white stuff, that might 
well be muslin. Was ever young man so 
favored by Fate? 
As he strode after her, he was conscious 
of an increase of that remarkable agitation— 
mixed exhilaration, and something else. At 
the sound of his rapid steps behind her she 
stopped and turned round. Johnny took off 
have been ser _ __ _ __ 
“Indeed?” A smile came into those lumi¬ 
nous eyes that a moment before had shot 
such an unencouraging gleam at sight of 
his unfamiliar face. 
“She told me I could not mistake you 
. that you were the only young 
lady with a yellow sash and white muslin." 
“Indeed!” The girl lifted a fold of the 
diaphanous fabric- that floated about her. 
say chiffon t 
“Shiffong, of course. I should have said." 
He corrected himself in all Innocence. She 
laughed—and Johnny was a lost man. 
Johnny was on the point of explaining, 
surprised, that he was the ambassador of 
a mother, not of an aunt, when the whole 
pitfall of the truth opened before him. He just saved himself from toppling in, by a 
"""-onted mental er--4- ""- - ••■ 
s afternoon, after 
•I rather think,” he said slowly and sol- 
’she wanted me to bring you back 
tea w 
The marked disfavor of the “Oh!” with 
which this announcement was received en¬ 
couraged him to continue. 
“Tea,” he repeated with emphasis, “in the 
hall over there. Such a stew as you never 
felt! And everybody talking together, and 
standing in each other’s way!” His blushes 
had left him. “Your aunt,” he went on, • 
“has got hold of my old godmother—and 
once they’re got you, they’ll never let vou 
go: they’ll talk and talk and talk till 'it’s 
time to go." 
“I will not accompany you back to tea,” 
announced the young lady with great for¬ 
mality and decision. 
“I wouldn’t,” said the delighted young 
A mischievous light danced in her eyes. 
“You’ll explain it very politely,” she 
hinted. “Say I have had tea.” 
“What then?” 
A bold and brilliant idea flashed upon him. 
“Look here, do let me take you for a 
turn on the lake. Oh, I say, do ! It is jolly. 
There's a ripping canoe.” 
She hesitated, glanced toward the house, 
toward the straggling crowd ; and then down 
I he green glade where, between parted bushes 
s'arred with bloom, the waters glimmered. 
Then she gave a quaint nod. 
He helped her into the canoe; she laughed 
to feel into what a fragile bark she was 
trusting herself: and she had a little ap¬ 
proving smile to note his balance, and’ the 
mastery of his hand as he wielded the paddle 
and pushed off. 
Both were silent for a while. He brought 
her jealously away toward the extremity 
of the lake into a solitude of still waters, 
patched with dreaming lilies, bordered with 
overhanging willows, mirroring a glorious 
sky. She leant her chin on her clasped 
hands, and looked out across Johnny Into 
some distance far beyond the lake horizon, 
her eyes dark with thought. Johnny looked 
at her. She did not seem to mind that. 
Indeed it would have required ultra sens! 
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tiveness to find objection in a gaze at once 
so guileless and so earnest. 
Johnny was actually thinking hard—won¬ 
dering who she might be, whence she had 
f the c 
them, I wonder?” 
or your thoughts,” he said 
a little; frowned a little, and 
them if you had 
least coquettls 
ward 
such as the schoolgirl 
the schoolboy, 
pleased, and honored, you 
a hum< 
e of t 
he said upot 
She nodded at - 
“I'm sure you would—wrap them up in 
tissue paper perhaps—but you wouldn’t 
understand them.” 
-Try me 1" he cried eagerly. 
She shook her head. 
Wild Birds 
ip. There’s a poem I read once that 
thoughts are birds that r ~J 
an effusive farewell took place between the 
ladies, Johnny had yet one more delirious 
Sarolta. 
“You mustn’t stop me,” she said to him. 
“1 haven't found my aunt yet.” 
"Oh, 1 say, let me help you.—What is she 
lit up. 
“Ah, there she is 1” 
The back view of Miss Sarolta’s aunt was 
large and shinlly clad. The front view, 
which was immediately presented caused the 
young man a sharp sense of surprise and 
disillusion. From the crown of her black 
head to the point of her toe-capped boot, 
his vision's “aunt” was unmistakably Jew¬ 
ish, unmistakably not a lady ; more, she was 
aggressively vulgar. How had she come to 
be included among Lady Warborough s 
guests? How, in the name of heaven, could 
there be any connection between her and 
Sarolta? , 
As he came up to them, he was aware that 
they were talking rapidly together, in odd 
guttural sounds that surely did not belong 
to French ; nor, he thought, to German. 
Upon his bashfully-uttered request, the 
girl, with perfect unconcern, performed the 
“No, 
r/S Mine* are wild-birds—they fly where 
they like. Why, if I tried to catch one and 
give it to you, it would slip through my 
fingers and be gone, so far, so far!” 
At her sudden wild gesture, the canoe 
rocked. ’ “Above all,” she exclaimed in pre¬ 
tended alarm, “do not throw me into the 
water. If you threw me into the water you 
would not know what you were murder- 
“Shouldn’t I just?” he exclaimed with 
heat, and then sagely added; “I’d pick you 
out all right.” 
“No,” she said, with a provoking look, 
“that’s just what you might not be able to 
do. Oh, you might save my body, right 
enough, but not my soul! . . • Now 
I’ve puzzled you. Take me back to the 
shore, at once. My soul is too precious to 
be risked in a cockle-shell that rocks if one 
moves one’s hands. Take me back!” she 
repeated imperiously ; and those eyes, of in¬ 
definable color, that seemed dark and light, 
as her mood varied, shot fire upon him now. 
The canoe rocked indeed as he drew it to 
the shore and she stood up to spring out. 
He was not sorry for this, because he had 
to clasp her hand so closely; and even, at 
one moment, to fling an arm about her. 
"Thank you,” she said briefly. "It has 
been nice—and not too long to be spoilt!” 
She shook out her misty skirt, glanced down 
at a lichen stain, snrugged her shoulders; 
and, one foot poised on flight, gazed back 
desired c 
Sarolta’s Aunt 
“Ttintchen, this is Sir John Holdfast— 
Mrs. Mosenthal.” 
A fat kid-gloved hand was instantly of¬ 
fered, which he shook with a cordiality in¬ 
creased by the knowledge of some quizzical 
eyes about him. 
“Lovely, here, ain’t it?” said the lady, 
meltingly. 
The subsequent observation anent “the 
Marchioness of Warborough” was interrupted 
by the advance of that personage herself. 
"I am sorry to say, Johnny, that Lady 
Caroline is going. You will find her at the 
head of the steps.” 
Sir John hesitated. A wild idea of offer¬ 
ing seats in his car to Sarolta and the 
. lady was struggling in his mind, 
when that person fortunately spoke. 
"Well, I’ll have to be trotting myself, I 
suppose. Good-bye, Marchioness, good-bye, 
“Aren’t you going back with your aunt?" 
asked Sir John, disappointedly. 
“No, indeed,” said Lady Warborough, tak¬ 
ing the girl's hand, and slipping it within her 
arm. “We are keeping Sarolta. We are go¬ 
ing to have a great treat to-night, I assure 
von, Mrs. Mosenthal.” 
‘Well, and I think you will, your lady- 
it bad. old man?” This wa 
‘to 
tapped himself ruefully o\ei 
“ the bull’s-eye!” he groaned^ >t 
M-cst 
anese-vellum programme K ^ him- 
a powdered footman, ptowHy “watch each 
self in a coign of vantage 
arrival. 
Johnny’s Long Wait 
Many he knew—-among them ^ady 
TSghwe^e°aWnPum"erWiof pretty married 
r/pThe h?dehimseelf gen^X”!^ Y f- 
tmguisbed dilettanti, who wore ^eh- hair in 
Johnny did not approve and then bail 
what he -'l^^^^rtMc^ XU shorn 
°Tbere were at least three ambassadors 
and their wives: mindful of the Foreign 
^rtoCe*’*S£ 
be followed by the light HU* figure that 
had taken possession of his thougu 
vainly. There 
present. 
ship.” 
“Shall I never 
Sarolta's ear. 
really don' 
e you again?” 
n know your n she si 
“1 am Sir John Holdfast” 
Then her sudden laugh broke out 
“Holdfast?” she repeated, as if th< 
were a joke. 
With that she was gone from 1 
ning like a nymph up the slope, let 
echo of her laughter l 
Johnny los“ *—■“ e of his 
__ _ -e and gar¬ 
den ; but, conjecturing that under the im¬ 
pression he had mendaciously conveyed, she 
would be likely to seek her chaperon in the 
tea-room, he proceeded thither himself at a 
more sober gait. 
Here unfortunately he was arrested. A 
nodding plume of lilac feathers became vio¬ 
lently agitated; and Lady Care11""’” 1 
d him ii of b 
mconsciousness. Almost 
v who “Johnny” was. 
y,” said Lady Caroline 
of command. “You've 
l minu 
y sight again you do not budge.” 
Johnny mopped his brow and cast a dis¬ 
traught eye about him. 
“Dear me, how odd you look!” commented 
his tormentor. “Mary Mauprat went off in 
a towering huff. I never saw such a plain 
girl in my days ! Image of poor Mary!” 
“I beg your pardon,” said he vaguely. 
“Was there not a primrose glimmer yon¬ 
der? Surely yes!” He sprang to his feet. 
“Good gracious!” began Lady Caroline 
testily, then broke off. Her hostess was ap¬ 
proaching ; she was resting one hand on the 
shoulder of a slender white-dad girl, and 
smiling down at her as she came: and the 
girl was smiling back from under the shadow 
of a large., rose-wreathed hat. 
“Help me up,” said Lady Caroline. “I 
may as well say good-bye now.” And while 
_m _ _ she said, with a 
But to this cruel phrase added an¬ 
other—“Who knows? Are you going to Mrs. 
Morton's concert next week ? I shall be there.” 
He had not the slightest acquaintance with 
Mrs. Morton but he answered bravely that he 
would “turn up”—and registered the vow, as 
he hurried back to his neglected duty, that 
no power on earth would keep him from that 
promised place of meeting. 
CHAPTER n. 
Mrs. James Morton, the handsome ambi¬ 
tious wife of the city magnate—whose 
father’s name it was whispered had been 
Mordecai—gave handsome ambitious parties, 
which, winnowed year by year, had moreover 
become very select entertainments indeed. 
Mrs. Morton had wisely fixed upon music as 
the best medium for attaining social success; 
and her concerts were now reckoned among 
the season's events. 
Music was not in Sir John Holdfast's line; 
and though, from April to the end of July, 
cards for dances were showered upon him 
thick as Vallombrosa leaves, nobody had ever 
dreamed of sending him a card for the big 
mansion in Carlton House Terrace. He had 
no difficulty, however, in obtaining the de¬ 
sired invitation. Young men in Sir John 
Holdfast’s position rarely find any London 
door closed to them which they wish open. 
lie hardly knew himself during the inter¬ 
vening few days that separated him from the 
moment when he was to see her again. His 
dreams were haunted by her face; his wak- 
> indeed very few girls 
P1 Neariy every place was occupied ; yet there 
was no sign of her. Had she only been 
mocking him? Had she changed her mind 
at the last moment? He looked disconsolately 
at his programme : there were names upon it 
which (had he only known) ought to have 
made him consider himself privileged indeed. 
Vaguely he surmised that the fat. pale- 
faced man, who played such a long, tiresome 
affair on the violin, must be “an awful swell 
at it.” This other, too, who bounded on to 
the platform and looked round with tierce 
eyes, curling a truculent moustache before 
opening what Johnny thought the biggest 
mouth he had ever seen, was probably a no 
less distinguished personage ; for he heard a 
murmur run around the decorous room, and 
when the song was finished, at least ten peo¬ 
ple in his vicinity remarked. “Divine!" 
Johnny, in a deeper depression of spirits 
than he had ever known in his prosperous 
existence and tired .of craning his neck to 
ward the rose-wreathed doorway, wearily 
counted the remaining "turns" he would have 
to sit through before be could escape. One 
more from the violinist; two more from the 
celebrated tenor; then a quatuur iTInrtni- 
mentu ancient—whatever that might mean. 
And then, divided by what was apparently u 
pause, a Miss Vaneck was to sing three 
songs: “The Little Birch Tree," "Oh. My 
Heart!” and "How Do You Know?” by Sir 
Arnold Pringle, accompanied by the composer. 
. . The names meant nothing to him 
but further boredom. Well, he would steal 
away in that pause. . No, he wouldn't, 
not while there was a soul left in the room ; 
not while there was a ghost of a chance of 
Sarolta walking in. 
Some people did evaporate: royalty having 
retired to supper with a dozen distinguished 
intimates, among whom, of course, was Lady 
Warbot-ough. Meanwhile the commoner 
herd—if such a word could apply to Mrs. 
Morton’s rigid selection of guests—partook of 
’ “' “ refreshments downstairs. 
that he might have been here!” sighed she. ■•Do you know, Mr. Christie, 1 positively 
made three pilgrimages to 1-rankhelm to try 
and meet him? But It was all In min. He 
double-locked. And the galrkecpers_ob, the 
gatekeepers!” 
Johnny went hack to ids seal, wonderisg 
who ou earth I-otlmar was. and why any 
one should be so anxious to meet him. Al¬ 
most every hope of Sarolta s belated arrival 
bad left him ; hut he was doggedly resolved 
to depart only with the last guest. 
He saw royalty reappear, benevolent and 
expectant; saw how lardy Warborough was 
again summoned to take her place at its side, 
and how animatedly they wore conversing 
Then, nil at once he had. in the doorway 
by which the artists entere-* --- 
form, a momentary vision ■ 
that was. yes, unmistakably, that of Mrs. 
Mosenthal ! 
Ills heart leaped: lie stared, amazed, al¬ 
most painfully expectant. A lank young man 
ran up to the piano, spread some music 
sheets, and then ushered toward the key¬ 
board a smiling, dapper Individual with 
grizzled hair, red face, and pointed mous¬ 
tache, who looked far more like a retired 
cavalry officer than any one even remotely 
connected with music. This was. of course. 
Sir Aruold l’ringle. He bowed genially, sat 
down, und tbe next moment It waa Sarolta 
wbo walked quietly out of tbe Inner ruoo 
to tbe platform, and stood facing them all— 
Sarolta herself! 
She. was In white. Her dusky balr was 
tied hack with black ribbon Into a kind of 
i> saw that her 
y ,*de. 
Johnr l the r 
"Have you heard the new singer?" some¬ 
one said near him, as he drank that glass of 
soda water which was all his injured feeling 
could condescend to. 
“I hate new singers," said the man ad¬ 
dressed. who was. though Johnny did not 
know this, the most distinguished musical 
critic of the day. “I should be off now, 
only I positively daren't—Lady Warborough 
The man al the piano struck a chord, and 
looked at her over tils shoulder. She looked 
back at him and nodded. Aud then Johnny 
hemtue nware that her hands, hanging down 
In front of her. were tightly clasped, and 
that, In spite of that, they were trembling 
"She’s frightened!” he said to hlmaelf. 
And only at that moment, so taken aback 
had he been by the unexpected apparition, 
did he realize that Sarolta waa Ills* Vaneck 
of the programme. 1-ady Warborough'a new 
There Is no denying tbe fact that It war 
a shock to Johnuy. Tbe conu.cllon with 
Mrs. Mosentlial. tlielr presence at Wirborongh 
House, all was now explained. Ills nymph, 
l-.ls divinity, was Just a girl with a voice, 
who was going to sing for her living. 
But the next momenf n high, dear noic. 
something hlrdllke ami *v...-l and piercing. 
mentally down on hi* kmes. asking pardon 
for that first and single Instant of wavering 
When the song was finished, there was a 
moment’s silence: and then the faint ap¬ 
plause. which was all that the presence of 
royalty admitted. Johnny saw Lady War- 
borough turn a flushed face toward tbe ex¬ 
alted lady beside her. 
She began another song. This time the 
pure notes quivered. She was indeed fright¬ 
ened. poor child, delicate, lovely creature, 
standing up there before them all. piping for 
their pleasure, all ber hope”1 In life evidently 
banging upon tlielr approval! 
Just In his own line of vision. Johnny be¬ 
held the amende countenance of one of the* 
youths whose artistic neckwear he con¬ 
demned. gazing up at tbe platform. He 
noted the expression of rapt admiration min¬ 
gled with an odious condescension—admtrx- 
<a« with i 
t ft**'1 
vonld n 
liono 
“I say," lie would ask the most repandus 
youths of his acquaintance, "have you ever 
come across any girl called Sarolta?—no end 
of a pretty girl,” he would add in an off- 
and some jocular; but 
none of assistance. 
“Might be Russian,” opined the Foreign 
Office young man, in virtue of his superior 
knowledge of languages. 
“Don’t have anything to do with her, 
Johnny, my boy,” warned an experienced 
ter divine Barolc 
crucial disappointmen- 
“Lothnar!” ejaculati 
the name of an unattainable cel, 
’ * " How < 
she?” 
t it! 1 know what It 
for Mrs. Morton puu 
ict is. she 
-night—si 
ie lady. 
Johnny saw) for the y 
beauty; condescension for the Immature 
singer. A sudden fury leaped In bis breast. 
If he had wanted to assault him who had 
shaken a disapproving head, he wanted badly 
to murder the owner of Jlu- eyes that leered., 
appraised and patronized. 
"It's no life for her!” he cried to him¬ 
self. with a rush of tenderness, wrath, and 
chivalrous disgust. And the nrxt moment- 
all the turmoil of the last days crystallized 
itself Into n passionate determination. “I1 
gH" ” for her. I’ll lake her ont 
f It!” 
The Princess Applauds 
..— _ . vuunug io London. 
tanza promised to try and bring biin 
Old Mordecai—beg pardon, Mrs. Morton was 
reoav with „ *%.-1— - toward those 
over after all; changed his plans at the last 
moment. Poor Mrs. Morton had to fall back 
on Lady Warborough and royalty and that 
entaHed Lady Warborough's prottgfe—d you 
“Oh, but Lothnar, Lothnar! To think 
% appianoeo A **t 
-..and Sarolta gathered sonr 
eient courage to give the last song without 
that pathetic uncertainty that had gone to 
John Holdfast's heart. 
"She sings like a thrush." be thought, 
lie sot on a moment or two. uocoBseloa® 
"f the movement around him. In s condition 
which he himself would have described a- 
"struck silly." when he suddenly realize8 
that the room was emptying, and that the 
one purpose of his presence here *»® 11 
eomplished. He rose in a great hurry aao 
went boldly up tbe length of the room W 
(Continued on page 7//) 
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What Every Student Should Know About Phrasing 
Especially Written for THE ETUDE 
By DR. FREDERICK NIECKS 
Emeritus Professor of Music at Edinburgh-University, Scotland 
A close study of this article and an ensuing one on the same subject, will be found very profitable 
1. The Problem and Its Possibilities 
Do not expect to find in what follows a set of rules 
that will enable performers to phrase correctly every 
piece of music that may come before them. To formu¬ 
late such rules is an impossible feat, indeed, a feat that 
never has been done and never will be done. If I 
pretended to be able to do it or, worse, to have 
actually done it, I should be either a visionary or a 
humbug. This confession of inability is not in the 
least an exhibition of modesty; it is purely and simply 
a clear-eyed recognition and honest acknowledgment 
of the conditions of the problem. The subject of art 
is a thing of the imagination, and things of the imagina¬ 
tion cannot be confined within a system of mechanical 
rules or any system whatever. What, then, is possible? 
To give indications, and these of the greatest possible 
definiteness, as to how to proceed in order to attain 
the object aimed at—namely, the intelligent reading of 
music, the proper interpretation of the composer’s 
meaning. 
2. The Two Means: The Notation and the Conformation 
• of the Music 
To become masters of phrasing we have to learn 
first what the notation tells us explicitly or implicitly 
of the how of the rendering of the music. The amount 
of information thus given varies greatly in different 
periods. Compare, for instance, the notations of J. S. 
Bach and Chopin. The latter is immensely fuller and 
more minute. Nevertheless both are inadequate, for 
to the more developed notation corresponds a more ex¬ 
acting content. We may generalize and say: the more 
emotional and individual the content, the more needful 
is a detailed and subtle notation. In short, with the 
music of whatever period the performer has to deal, 
he will discover that the notation does not supply all 
the help he needs. He has to look beyond, to the 
second means pointed out by me, the Conformation of 
the Music (the subject of Part II), and try to make 
up in this way for the shortcomings of the notation. 
But what is meant by the somewhat obscure expression 
“conformation,” the thing from which the performer 
is to extract the supplementary information? I mean 
by it: 
(1) The rhythmical groupings of the music; 
(2) The melodic designs with their ups and downs, 
steps and leaps, continuity and division; 
(3) The harmonic combinations and progressions; 
(4) The tonal play of rest and unrest as seen in the 
characteristics of the degrees of the scales; and 
(.5) The form or architecture, in other words, the 
rhythmical groupings on the larger and largest scale. 
Therefore the performer who wishes to be armed from 
head to foot must have not only a thorough knowledge 
of notation, hut also a knowledge of rhythm, melody, 
harmony, tonality and form. However, even all this 
is not yet sufficient to secure always an altogether satis¬ 
factory result. 
3. A Further Requisite 
To draw right conclusions from the conformation of 
the music, the performer must be guided by a partly 
inborn and partly trained musical intelligence and 
feeling. Of course, the possession of this and all the 
other requisites in perfection is a rarely attained ideal, 
except where natural talent, excellent education and 
abundant opportunity of hearing the best music have 
gone hand in hand. Still, it is well to keep this- noble 
ideal before our eyes, for only thus will the student 
comprehend the task and more or less succeed in 
accomplishing it. 
4. The Difficulties, Though Great, Are Not Hopeless 
The demands made upon the student are, as the 
•reader has seen, undoubtedly very considerable, nay 
formidably. But they need not discourage him. If the 
difficulties are faced with determination they become 
less and less terrible and overwhelming; and if they 
are faced in a systematic way and under fairly favor¬ 
able conditions, they disappear altogether. The proper 
course is to begin the study of the art of phrasing in 
the first lessons and under the tuition of a' good master. 
In this case example and precept will be combined. 
That good phrasing is to a large extent an acquired 
habit, no one can fail to notice. The example of good 
teachers and other good models lays a foundation of 
good taste, and the precepts explain the example. 
Precepts alone will not do. It is the same with the 
acquirement of good phrasing as with the acquirement 
of good manners, where of course example is the indis¬ 
pensable and most important factor. Given these 
favorable conditions, you have, to secure certain and 
easy progress, to start from the simplest structures, 
and continue to the most complicated ones step by step 
and without haste. The student less favored in his 
upbringing, either without a good master or without 
opportunities of hearing well-performed music, must 
try to approach as nearly as possible the method in- 
Prof. Frederick Niecks. 
most eomprehem ..__ 
tone-poet. In 1890 lie becar 
Edinburgh University. 
Germany and lived there until he was 
age. He then settled in Scotland, 
>■■*>-«= .chained for nearly fifty years. He has 
great success before learned British .bodies 
a regular contributor to English musical 
of Frederick Chopin is considered the 
aud important work upon the Polish 
u- 1-Professor of Music at the 
dicated by me. The attempt at a later stage to make 
up for the early neglect by swallowing at one gulp the 
medicine intended to be taken in small doses cannot 
have the happy result desired. 
5. The Meaning of the Term “Phrasing,” Accent, 
Punctuation and Tempo 
I am afraid the term “phrasing” suggests to us very 
different ideas, and to some no ideas at all, at least 
no definite ones. Well, let us endeavor to clear our 
mental atmosphere, and come to a common under¬ 
standing. Phrasing is fundamentally the same in music 
and in speech. The means, too, are the same in both. 
• The difference is solely one of degree. Without phras¬ 
ing, speech as well as music is unintelligible and in¬ 
expressive. Do not .forget that both the intellect and 
the emotions are concerned. It is generally assumed 
that there are two means employed in phrasing,.namely, 
Accentuation and Punctuation. These are certainly the 
most important, the least dispensable. But there is a 
third one which especially plays a part of immense con¬ 
sequence wherever emotion is involved, and that, is 
Tempo, rate of movement. Observe attentively the 
speech of a good actor, reciter or orator, and you will 
easily notice these three factors: Accentuation, with 
varying force of certain words and syllables; Punctua¬ 
tion, by pauses of varying length; and Tempo, varying 
rate of movement, which movement may be steady 
or gradually quickening or slackening, and modified 
momentarily. The incorrect use of these factors 
obscures, alters and even destroys the intended mean¬ 
ing. In music we find the same—only, there these 
factors are much more developed, having a larger com¬ 
pass and an infinitely finer gradation. Accentuation in 
music may be anything between a forceful blow and 
the lightest of pressures, nay, it may be merely a 
slight broadening (lengthening). Punctuation in music, 
although it corresponds to punctuation in language, is 
something more subtle. Marks of punctuation are 
marks of silence indicating different degrees of finality, 
incompleteness, detention, interruption, separation, in¬ 
terrogation, etc. The full stop, colon, semicolon, 
comma, etc., of language do not suffice the musician, 
his needs are greater. Let us note also that almost all 
modern music is verse; prose, as in recitative, is rare. 
To find it in larger quantity we have to go back to the 
old polyphonic music, say, to the music of the six¬ 
teenth and earlier centuries. In the phrasing of verse, 
in music as in language, the performer has to attend 
to two aspects—the formal of .the verse structure and 
the expressional of the sense and feeling. For much 
that is required in satisfactory phrasing our notation 
has no signs. How much is wanting in it is to some 
extent shown by Dr. Hugo Riemann’s phrased editions 
of the classics, which, whether we approve of them for 
ordinary use or not, may serve as an introduction to 
the mysteries .of the art of phrasing. In them an 
attempt is made to make up by new signs and a stricter 
utilization of the old for the shortcomings of the gen¬ 
erally current notation. As to Dr. Riemann’s theories 
with regard to phrasing I must confess my skepticism, 
and find myself unable to accept his theory of the in¬ 
variable unaccented beginning of phrases, and the occa¬ 
sional preceding, independent, accented starting note. 
But whatever our objections to the great theorist’s 
theories and interpretations may be, the musical world 
owes him much for his ingenious labors. They have 
advanced us a considerable bit on the way towards a 
more satisfactory state of matters. Defective, how¬ 
ever, as the generally current musical notation un¬ 
doubtedly is as a phrasing notation, there is no denying 
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equal portions,, and the time-signature shows the 
amount contained in the portions. . 
Now so far nothing has been said in.connection with 
the time notation about Accent and Punctuation, which 
were stated to be the most important factors. Ut 
punctuation I shall now say only that it can be indi¬ 
cated by rests, but that many breaks needed for this 
purpose in phrasing are not indicated at all. More of 
thjs later. Let us confine ourselves at present to ac¬ 
centuation. This our notation does not give explicitly, 
but has it implicitly. That is to say, there are certain 
universally accepted rules as to the accentuation of 
measures the different groups of metrical members that 
make up’the content of a bar. The flme-signature at 
the beginning of a piece or part of a piece, such as 
2/2 3/4, 9/8, etc., indicates the measure that prevails 
and continues to prevail till another signature appears. 
Now what are the rules about the accentuation of the 
metrical members or beats? They are easy if we know 
that measures are either simple or compound, and how 
the compound measures are compounded. A continued 
series of sounds of equal length and loudness bores us 
because it is unintelligible. Indeed, it is so unsatis¬ 
factory and so intolerable to the hearer, that he un¬ 
consciously forms it into groups. If you hear a clock 
strike, and the strokes are.of equal force, your mind 
will order this inarticulate succession into measures 
of two members (simple binary time) consisting of an 
accented and an unaccented beat; or measures of three 
members (simple ternary time), consisting of three 
members of one accented and two unaccented beats; 
or compounds of these simple measures, which com¬ 
pounds may be duple, triple or quadruple, and re¬ 
spectively have two, three and four accents, of which 
the first is the principal and more considerable. The 
most rational classification of measures—which is not 
the usual one in England or in Germany or anywhere 
else—seems to me to be as follows: 
Simple Measures. 
(a) Simple Binary Time: 2/1, 2/2, 2/4, 2/8. 
(b) Simple Ternary Time: 3/2, 3/4, 3/8, 3/16.. 
Compound Measures. 
(a) Duple Binary: 4/2, 4/4, 4/8. 
(b) Triple Binary: As the fractions with the 
numerator 6 are assigned to Duple Ternary, there is 
no satisfactory signature for Triple Binary, and we 
must be content with borrowing the signature of Simple 
Ternary (see the following musical illustrations). 
(c) Duple Ternary: 6/2, 6/4, 6/8, 6/16. 
(d) Triple Ternary: 9/4, 9/8, 9/16. 
(e) Quadruple Ternary: 12/4, 12/8, 12/16. 
Besides the regular compounds we find sometimes 
also irregular compounds, that is, measures com¬ 
pounded of one binary and one ternary measure—such 
as 5/4, which may consist of 2/4 and 3/4, or ot -V4 
and 2/4, and 7/4, which may consist of 3/4 and 4/4 or 
4/4 and 3/4. This, however, introduces no new diffi¬ 
culty. The first constituent has the principal accent, 
and each has its usual proper accentuation. 
In the simple measures, then, there is only one accent, 
and in the compound measures two, three or four, ac¬ 
cording as they are compounded of two, three or four 
single measures. The first accent of the compound 
measure is the principal accent—thus the third beat in 
4/4, the fourth beat in 6/8, the fourth and seventh beats 
in 9/8, and the fourth, seventh and tenth beats m 12/8 
have lighter accents than the first beat. In the latter 
case, where the measure is compounded of four simple 
measures, there is yet to be noted a' difference in the 
force of the accents. The third accent, that at the 
beginning of the second half of the bar, though less 
strong than the first, is stronger than the second and 
fourth, that is to say, in order to make the articulation 
clearer, the quadruple measures are treated not as if 
they were compounded of four simple measures, but 
of two compound duple measures. Let me illustrate 
this by A of three different sizes, the larger the sign, 
the stronger the accent. . 
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The theory of accentuation does ^enwTut So 
not only are the bars articulated by accent , ^ ^ 
the divisions and subdivisions of th tjjere 
besides the above described primary a«ent^onther 
may be in more ornate music secondary, tertury,■ « ^ 
accentuation. These further layers o acc ^ more 
repetitions of the primary one on a m duration, 
reduced scale, reduced in force as wel p 
The Adagio of Beethoven’s pianoforte sonata i 
minor Op. 2, No. 1, will show what is meant by ornate. 
The first part of the menuetto of be following 
presents an example of plain music. Tn the fol owing 
illustration the secondary accentual n 13 . 
dots, the more dots the stronger th: uccentuatio . 
Now, in the time-signature and the bar, and the 
system of accentuation implied in them, the composer 
has a most ingenious means at his disposal to express 
his rhythmical ideas. But we must not overlook that 
all this is only a mechanical contrivance which the 
composer makes use of to serve his purpose, but does 
not allow to tyrannize over him. At his pleasure he 
can displace the regular accents of the system, as he 
j es when he writes syncopations or puts a fornate 
mark wherever he lists. Indeed, the whole system of 
nmation is so out and out mechanical that it stands 
frequently in need of modification. The melody, the 
harmony, the intended expression, etc call for such 
modifications- One may go so far as to say that the 
accent theory as given is false. In most music the 
accents are not sharply outstanding peaks with inter- 
vening low plains, but more usually summits of 
gradients-or, in other words, they are not a matter 
f isolated blows, but an alternation of crescendos and 
decrescendos. Of this I may have more to say by and 
hv There is yet another point to be considered, one 
often misunderstood. Those equal portions which we 
call bars or measures, into which since the 17th century 
music has been divided, have no artistic significance. 
Only a comparatively small number of composers’ 
rhythms begin with the first beat of the bar, the greater 
number begin with upbeats. The following examples 
show first a rhythmically inarticulate series of notes, 
the others the way in which composers can spread out 
their rhythms across the bars, and thus utilize the 
fixed accentual system for the purposes of their un¬ 
fettered imagination. 
In the second part of this essay we shall be chiefly 
concerned with the aids to phrasing furnished to the 
composer by the conformation of the music. 
Learning to Depend Upon One’s Self 
By Leonora Sill Ashton 
Once or twice a week, when the music lesson recurs, 
in a certain sense, the responsibility of performance 
rests upon other shoulders than those of the pupil 
himself. Then it is that the latter knows that every 
mistake will be singled out for him: every incorrect 
motion of the hands and fingers righted; and although 
he may be painstaking in the extreme, these lesson 
hours will have a peculiar significance, in that the mind, 
perhaps all unconsciously rests upon another. 
The teacher’s highest aim however should be, to 
guide you to depending upon yourself: and you should 
always bear this in mind, as well as the rules and regu¬ 
lations he lays down for you. 
Here are a few suggestions as to the matter: 
In your practice hour, try to imagine, if you can, 
a keen-eyed teacher, seated beside you, his gaze fixed 
on your hands one moment, and on the page of music 
the next; and continuing the imaginative scheme en¬ 
deavor to call to your mind, and keep there, the many 
things to which he would be constantly calling your at¬ 
tention. 
First: Place the hands squarely on the piano, play- 
'ing firmly with the tips of the fingers, always remember¬ 
ing to have the knuckles, wrists, elbows and shoulder 
joints, as. loose and limber as possible; letting the 
strength of your touch arise, rather from a sense of 
weight, than one of striking the piano keys. 
Second: Keep a police guard over the printed page. 
In your anxiety to read quickly; to find the melody, 
the rhythm to play, you will very naturally slight 
and overlook many an item, which during the lesson, 
it would be a watchful teacher’s first care to point out 
to you. 
Dozens of little errors will creep in, if you are not 
constantly on the watch to avoid them. Faulty time; 
rests unobserved; dotted notes hurried over; marks of 
expression unheeded; to say nothing of the sounding 
of wrong notes, and the omission of notes in a choral or 
even in the barest melody. 
There are so many things to remember, and it is so 
easy to leave most of them in a teacher’s care. 
A good way to foster, this self-reliance is this: 
Before attempting to play any new composition, take 
it away from the piano, and spell it out note by note, 
measure by measure, not leaving a dot or a double bar 
unnoticed. Thus the mental side of the music is con¬ 
quered first. 
After this, sit down to the piano, and conquer the 
technical part. Then combine the two:—and, much has 
been accomplished. 
The same kind of constant guard is needed over the 
practicing of scales, arpeggios and exercises: for re¬ 
member, it is the daily routine of practice of these, 
that makes the fingers sfrong and skillful, ralher than 
the performance of a few of them during a lessoa 
Keep the thumb curved well under the hand in play¬ 
ing the scales and arpeggios; and except when prac¬ 
ticing them with the different staccato touches, stnve 
for a smooth, perfect legato. . . 
It is in these practice hours that the true artistic 
spirit shows itself, in willingness to work. 
The pupil who “hurries up” a lesson, just in t®* 
for the teacher to hear it fairly well played; scarcely 
tleserves the name of a pupil: but the one who for 
love of perfecting the work, takes the responsibility 
of searching out, and remembering, things for himsel, 
will develop into a genuine musician. 
By following these suggestions, and struggling 
by day alone with difficulties, you will find, in time 
that the imaginary teacher beside you, has become yotf 
constant, and most trusted guide. 
Later you will learn, that he is not an imaginary 
person after all. but yourself, in whom you now rely, 
because you have learned and tested your own 
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®j||| A Useful Addition to the QaUery _C 
The Violoncello The Viola 
The violoncello, a descendant of the The viola is identical in shape with the 
viola da gamba of the 16th and 17th cen- violin, but is one-seventh larger. The 
turies is midway in size between the four strings are tuned a fifth lower than 
huge double-bass and the small violin. those of the violin, .C, G, D, A. The in¬ g 
It is held between the knees of the player, £, strument is held and played the same as 
and its four strings are tuned C, G, D, A, S the violin,-and all the bowing and other S’ 
an octave lower than those of the viola. effects possible on the violin can be pro¬ a 
Practically all of the bowing and other .5 duced on the viola. The tone of the in¬ t 
effects possible on the violin and viola £ strument is somewhat mournful; in the 
can also he done on the ’cello. The 1 words of Berlioz, “The sound of its low ■- 
bow, however, is somewhat heavier and c strings is peculiarly telling, its upper 1 
the strings longer and thicker, with the ; tones -are distinguished by their mourn¬ .5 
result that the instrument- is better suited . f fully passionate accent.” The viola was 
in graver music. The main orchestral e formerly the Cinderella of the orchestra; 
function of the ’cello is to play the bass, I its lower tones overlapped those of the 1 
usually an octave above the double-basses. ’cello, and the upper those of the violins, e 
The singing quality of its upper tones, ■i with the result that the older composers 
especially those on the A string, makes it j used it. mainly for “filling in” the har¬ 2 
exceedingly valuable as a melody instru¬ 1 monies. Very frequently the viola simply g. 
ment. Frequently it sings above the vi¬ doubled the bass part, and where a very v 
olas, and there are many works famous X light effect was desired was (and still = 
for melodies given to the ’cellos, such 1 is) used as a bass instrument. An in¬ I 
as the andante from Beethoven's Fifth 3 stance of this occurs in the Miniature 3 
Symphony, the second theme, first move¬ $ Overture of Tchaikovsky’s Casse Noi¬ % 
ment of Schubert’s Unfinished Symphony. £ sette Suite. Modern composers have given £ 
Goldmark’s Sakuntala Overture, etc. A g the viola a more prominent place, espe- g 
unique passage for ’cellos is found in the 3 ciqlly where a mournful quality is needed, 5 
overture to Rossini’s William Tell, in ° though Mehul’s attempt to replace vio¬ ° 
which five ’cellos and two double-basses 5' lins entirely with violas in his opera 3 
play a septet. Apart from the orchestra, Uthal was not a success. Elgar gives the 
, the ’cello is popular as a solo instrument. viola a lovely solo in his Italian Overture, 
and indeed is second only to the violin and others have done the same with ex¬ 
among'string instruments in this respect. cellent effect. 
(The Etude Gallery.) (The Etu.le Gallery. I 
The Glockenspiel The Harp 
The glockenspiel, meaning in English 
“chime-bells,” was originally a toy imita¬ 
tion of the Flemish carillons. It con¬ 
sisted of tiny little hells giving a fairy¬ 
like effect. Handel used an instrument of 
this kind in his oratorio Saul, probably 
for the first time in a serious work. 
Mozart also employed one in his Magic 
Flute, with charming appropriateness. 
The modern glockenspiel consists of a 
number of small steel bars arranged lad¬ 
der-like on a horizontal frame, and struck 
by means of little hammers. The one 
most usually employed has a compass of 
two octaves sounding sometimes one, . 
sometimes two octaves higher than writ¬ 
ten. Three octave instruments are in ex¬ 
istence but are less frequently played. A 
small keyboard is sometimes employed 
similar tc the piano keyboard The prin¬ 
cipal function of this little instrument in 
the svmphony orchestra is, according to 
Forsyth, to “brighten the edges” of a 
figure or melody heard in the upper reg¬ 
ister. It is frequently combined with a 
piccolo or ar E flat clarinet for this 
purpose, and in such cases is audible 
above the din of an orchestra playing 
forte. The glockenspiel has been used by 
Wagner in Walkure. Siegfried and Die 
Meistersinger. Meyerbeer. Delibes, Mas- 
t and many other moderns have used 
(The J 
The modern double-action harp as used 
in the symphony orchestra has a compass 
of six and a half octaves, and is tuned 
to the scale of C flat major. Seven trans¬ 
posing pedals corresponding to the scale 
names are used to neutralize the flats, 
laising the strings a half-tone or tone as 
desired. The harp can, therefore, be 
tuned to all keys. The complicated mech¬ 
anism renders the harp ill-adapted for 
rapid chromatic scale passages, and even 
for chromatic modulations unless these 
are carefully contrived. An additional 
“forte pedal” increases the loudness of- 
the instrument. The tone quality of the 
harp is the purest of all “plucked string” 
instruments, and is very valuable when¬ 
ever ethereal or poetic effects are desired. 
In a passage almost impossible to play, 
Wagner has used the harp for the flicker 
of the flames in his Magic Fire music; 
Gounod used it very effectively in the 
Garden Scene in Faust and again in that 
work for the heavenly ascension of Mar¬ 
guerite at the end. The word “arpeggio”- 
suggests the kind of music best suited to 
the harp, but it can also produce solid 
. chords; play an effective “glissando” and 
even sustain a legato melody piano-fash¬ 
ion. While the harp is one of the oldest 
instruments of the orchestra it has 
changed less in general structure than 
any other. 
The Violin 
The string instruments, first and second 
violins, violas, 'cellos and double-basses, 
form the main body of the symphony or¬ 
chestra. They can play sustained or de¬ 
tached tones at all speeds; their compass 
from the lowest tone of the double-basses 
to the highest of the violins is practically 
that of the piano keyboard; they com¬ 
mand all dynamic effects from pignis- 
simo to fortissimo; and their tone-quality 
is the least tiring of all to the human 
car. The violin has four strings, tuned G 
(below Middle C), D (above C). A and 
E The tone of all viol instruments is 
produced by drawing the bow across the 
• strings, setting them in vibratory motion. 
This motion is communicated by the 
bridge to the hollow wooden body of the 
instrument, which acts as a resonator, 
greatly reinforcing the tone. A violin is 
made from some seventy pieces o» wood, 
of which only ten. the bridge, fingerboard, 
etc., are movable. The rest arc built 
into tbc structure. A “mute" placed on 
the bridge somewhat deadens the vibra¬ 
tions, muffling the tone if desired. By 
allowing th<f finger to rest lightly on 
certain points of the vibrating strings, 
flute-like “harmonics” arc produced. One 
may play sustained tone* on two strings 
at once or detached chords on three or 
four strings, this process being known as 
“double-stopping.” 
(Tb» Elude GaUarj.t 
The Double-Bass 
The double-bass is the largest of the 
string group. The older thrcc-stringed 
instrument has now given place to the 
four-stringed instrument tuned in fourths, 
E, A, D, G. The E is the lowest F. ob¬ 
tainable on the piano keyboard. This 
instrument is the foundation of the or¬ 
chestra. To it is confided the bass part, 
and though in very loud passages it is 
sometimes reinforced by the tuba or the 
contra-bassoon, its deep, booming tones 
are usually adequate, and indeed must be 
used with discretion to avoid heaviness. 
In waltzes an,d two-steps, etc., the double- 
bass often plays pizzicato on the accented 
beat of the measure only'. It is a some¬ 
what tiring instrument to play, as the 
strings are long and thick, and the bow 
■ necessarily heavy, but it is capable of 
playing rapid passages. Gluck took ad¬ 
vantage of its low rumble to imitate the 
howling of Cerberus, the hound-like 
guardian of Hades. Beethoven frequently 
gave the double-bass rapid passages as 
in the scherzo of the Fifth Symphony, 
and in the Pastoral Symphony. A fa¬ 
mous Beethoven passage is the recitative 
in the Ninth Symphony Berlioz, Dvorak, 
Tchaikovsky and others have divided the 
basses to produce three- or four-part 
harmony with lugubrious effect. Music 
for the double-bass is written an octave 
lower than it sounds. While not a solo 
instrument, concertos have been writ¬ 
ten for it by Dragonetti and Bottesini. 
(The Etude Gallery.) 
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Reed Organ 
i beginner 
n excellence t< 
“1. I have a < 
Is bright and apt. Is there 
able for such pupils slmila _ ■ 
ny’s Exercises for piano? I am using Landon’s 
instruction book, and Short Melodious Studies. 
2. I am also using for my piano pupils The New 
Beginner’s Book, and Mathew’s Standard Graded 
Course, and Czemy-Liebling studies. Is this a good 
course for them? 3. Will you also tell me If 
Mason’s Touch and Technic would be helpful for 
my pupils in reed organ and piano who are in the 
first and second grades?”—J. D. C. 
1. In addition to Landon’s Reed Organ Method, 
there is by the same author a School of Reed Organ 
Playing in four volumes of four grades. There is also 
a Graded Course of Study for Cabinet Organ, by Mor¬ 
ris. Then there is a collection of Velocity Studies for 
Cabinet Organ, by Theodore Presser. Classic and 
Modern Gems for R(ed Organ will provide interesting 
pieces, as also Familiar Dances for same, which is- of 
a lighter character. The Little Home Player and Laus 
Organi are also two excellent collections. Examine 
carefully all piano pieces of the earlier grades that 
come into your hands, and you will find many that are 
well adapted for the reed organ. You can determine 
this by trying them yourself. 
2. Your Etude selection is a very good one. 
3. Some of the principles in Mason’s work might be 
applied to the reed organ, .but not the book as a whole. 
To use it with the piano you should make sure that 
you thoroughly understand it and its principles and 
the proper method of their application. I have 
known some teachers who made but a sorry mess 
of the Mason books because they did not understand 
them themselves. To study them out for yourself 
correctly you' should have had the advantage of a 
thorough musical and technical training. Lacking this 
it would be better if you could go over them with an 
expert teacher. 
Technical Studies 
“I have a pupil who has reached what X would 
term the finishing stage. She has had such studies 
a? Moscheles’ ?.!, Characteristic Studies, both book's 
of Kullak s Octave School, and part IV of Mason's 
Touch and Technic. I would now like some book 
of exercises so comprehensive and so economical 
. in the matter of consuming time, that my pupil 
may have all the threads of per past experience 
hound together in a masterly technic. Are the 
. Tausig Daily Studies suitable?”—S. S. 
Is your pupil able to play all the scales and arpeg¬ 
gios in the various forms prescribed by Mason with the 
highest brilliancy? Also the scales in double thirds, 
sixths and tenths, the chromatic scales both single and 
double, and the unusual seventh chords as well as the 
dominant? With most players these things constitute 
a life-long study. Tausig’s Technical Studies had a 
considerate vogue at one time, but in recent years 
have been supplanted by other things to a large degree, 
although they contain many excellent ideas. If you 
will procure a copy of Complete School of Technic 
for the Pianoforte, by Philipp, I think it will provide 
you with much of the exceptional work you are looking 
for. There are a number of books by Philipp which 
are rftost comprehensive, and by providing yourself 
with them you will be able to make selections for your 
pupils of various degrees of progress. Exercises out¬ 
side of the standard, routine, however, are hardly 
possible with any pupils, except those who have ample 
practice time. Pupils who are in the high and graded 
schools are usually scant of time for even the routine 
work. Don’t overdo the technical idea. In advanced 
compositions there are innumerable passages which 
must be made into technical exercises before they can 
be learned. The many short cadenzas in Lizst’s 
works, for example, as well as the “kinky” passages. 
Individuality in Touch 
“J have a pupil who plays with a great deal of 
feeling, hut her touch Is rather light, and she never 
seems to make the big climaxes. She would be a 
brilliant player were It not for this. I have had 
her work a great deal on octaves and chords, but 
she does not develop much strength, although she 
can play them heavily enough when I stand right 
over her. She is eighteen and can play things like 
the Chopin Ballades well. Is there any special 
work I can give her that will be better than what 
I am doing?” c. E. 
I should, infer from your description, that you have 
in this case entered what might he called the domain 
of natural aptitude. The-type of player you mention 
is very frequent. I have watched their progress with 
many, teachers, but they never seem to rise out of the 
style of playing for which nature intended them. This 
is a question very largely of individuality on the part 
of the player, and with the teacher ljes the necessity 
6f determining along what lines special emphasis should 
be placed in training. With those teachers who only 
have one cut-and-dried process in their methods, which 
they apply to all pupils, there can, of course, he no 
question. They do not realize that any standard curric¬ 
ulum which may be laid out, exists largely to be 
broken. It suggests the main highway to be travelled, 
but makes no allowance for individual bent, and this 
the teacher must study. Every teacher, when he has 
learned and thoroughly understands the application of 
this standard course of study, should at once begin 
the study of music suitable for the exceptional cases, 
which will be surprisingly numerous. Sometimes such 
cases can be covered by suitably selected pieces which 
embody the principles desired; sometimes*special etudes 
need to be looked up, and again a special course of 
technical training will be necessary. 
There seems to be something in the physical or nerv- ' 
ous constitution that determines the natural touch of 
the fingers. There are some whom no. end of musical 
study can make sympathetic in their playing; others 
seem to acquire this faculty without special effort. 
I have in mind now two young men, both of whom 
had less than a term of lessons when children. One 
has a tenor voice of exceptional beauty and a winning 
style of singing. The other is simply a business man. 
The latter’s only accomplishment is Nevin’s Narcissus, 
which he plays, inaccurately, with a touch that is so 
musical that it immediately arrests attention, and is 
the result of neither effort nor training. The tenor 
has vainly tried to learn to play a little for his own 
assistance. The tone he produces is hard, clumsy and 
terrible, disagreeable even to the unmusical. Further¬ 
more, he does not seem to realize how had his touch 
is, in spite of the fact that his ear is so sensitive in 
regard to singing. Cases of this sort could be multi¬ 
plied. They only go to show how infinitely varied is 
human nature, and how difficult it seems to be to make 
the human system respond to sensations to which there 
are apparently no corresponding nerves. I say appar¬ 
ently, for it is often surprising how much may he ac¬ 
complished in the development of these latent nerves 
by a long and systematic course of study and listening. 
The touch of some is naturally brilliant; others soft 
and caressing; others limp and flaccid, and some hard 
and brittle. Whatever the natural characteristic may 
be, that will be the predominating feature of his or 
her playing. Corrective methods of training, for those 
who need it, often accomplish wonders, hut the one 
whose touch is naturally unmusical never accomplishes 
quite as much as the one more favorably endowed. 
Furthermore, individual characteristics of touch which 
are beautiful and expressive should be cultivated and 
the most made of them. Even though you may strive 
to add brilliancy to the one with a natural cantahile 
touch, yet the cantahile should never he slighted hut 
constantly nourished and added to, as the player’s 
reputation may depend upon it, that being his or her 
gift. Your function as a teacher is not only to cor¬ 
rectly lead a student through a well selected course of 
study, but to show insight in determining native gifts 
and by teaching the pupil to make the most of it. 
Whatever you may add to this should only serve as 
contrast in causing the player’s individual talent to 
stand out with the greater emphasis. Nearly every 
artist has a certain well-defined individuality, and to 
that he has a right, and should strive to make the most 
of it. 
Your pupil who troubles you now by lack of bril¬ 
liancy, but whom you say is talented and inordinately 
fond of practicing, should have much practice of the 
hand, arm and shoulder touches, and work on several 
“big chord” etudes. Octaves are not necessarily effica¬ 
cious. Mason’s fourth book of Touch and Technic will 
afford you many, ideas, and suggest many useful etudes 
and pieces for study. The accentual study of appro¬ 
priate exercises and studies is especially useful. At 
first let the accents be much exaggerated, until a pupil 
gradually acquires a feeling for them. It is the lack 
of accents that makes so much playing seem lifeless 
and devoid of brilliancy. Work for these and the big 
chord effects, and through it all do not neglect the 
pupil’s natural ability to play with sentiment and ex¬ 
pression. Nothing will be gained by adding that for 
which the player has little feeling at the expense of 
the natural aptitude. The pupil should know that 
natural sentiment will be ineffective without the great 
contrasts. 
“Try, Try Again” 
“I now have a pupil of fifteen years who has 
taken forty lessons of fairly good teachers but is 
unable to find the notes correctly on tiie key- 
beard. When asked to play the treble clef she 
makes many mistakes. When given bass and 
treble she cannot strike them together, and in 
either hand often plays chord intervals of two ’ 
ul)slde down. Would you advise her to take 
up Mathews or Czerny Studies?"—C. IX. 
A pupil of this sort hardly seems ready to advance 
farther, but would better follow the old adage, “If at 
first you do not succeed, try, try again,” and review 
practically from the beginning. Can you not convince 
her, or her parents, that it would be inestimably to her 
advantage to go over the preliminary ground again 
with you thoroughly and carefully? Such a review 
might help to bring her into line and enable her to 
continue her work in a more satisfactory manner. 
Included in this review should be a generous amount 
of note-reading work until she learns to read and 
locate the notes better. Select a treble part with many 
notes, passage work, perhaps, like Czerny etudes, and, 
regardless of note values, read each one aloud and 
locate upon the keyboard. Use similar exercises for 
the bass, and continue for a number of weeks, or until 
reading becomes more automatic than it is now. She 
has evidently tried to advance beyond the point which 
she is able to read, and a thorough drill in this may 
produce excellent results. When you find a pupil with 
any given sense seemingly deficient, you should try and 
adapt work that will give it special drill until the de¬ 
fect is in a measure overcome. For the two-note in¬ 
tervals, let her read the lower first, and then the upper 
and strike together. For the bass and treble, read 
aloud from the bottom up, the left first, then the right 
then strike the chord both hands together several times 
until they come together. After she has been thor¬ 
oughly drilled in this manner for several weeks, giving 
her very easy little pieces for recreation, you can try 
her on the simplest things in the Standard Course and 
at the proper stage, the Cserny-Liebling.' Without 
doubt the natural aptitude of this pupil is small. 
Therefore you will have to train her patiently and 
carefully. Do not try speed work with her too soon 
hut try and train her to play quiet little pieces cor¬ 
rectly until speed develops in scales and etude pas¬ 
sages. 
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Honor to the Teacher 
S. 
George Noyes Rockwell 
Mr George Noyes Rockwell, whose death on July 
23^d last will be deeply lamented by Etude readers, 
was composer of many very successful works for 
was u»e r _, Mr. Rockwell was K,,. 
Believing that the cooperation of our 
readers will assist us immensely in caring 
for their musical tastes and needs Ihe 
Etude herewith offers 
A Prize of a Complete' Set of 
Grove’s Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians 
(Valued at $15.00) 
• for the best letter of not more than 200 
words containing the most original, the 
most practical, the most useful and the best 
expressed ideas for new Etude features 
that will make The Etude more valuable 
to its great body of readers, ideas that will 
make our journal even brighter and more 
helpful to the greatest number. 
In addition to the letter itself we shall 
expect each contestant to answer the fol¬ 
lowing questions frankly, tersely and in 
such a manner that we may get a more 
definite idea of what phase of The Etude 
seems to be the most needed. 
Etude Friends can help immensely in 
improving the magazine by joining whole¬ 
heartedly in the following: 
Please answer the questions in the 
order given. 
1. To which department or page do you 
habitually turn first when you open a 
new issue? 
2. Which ten Etude articles during the 
past year have interested or helped you 
most? 
3 Name twenty pieces from The Etude 
of last year of the type you prefer to 
use in your own work as a performer or 
as a teacher. 
4 Are there any tilings about The Etude 
which do not meet with your entire 
approval, anything you would like to see 
changed ? 
Which do you look for most ? Articles 
on Technic, Articles on Interpretation, 
Articles on Biography, Articles, on 
Criticism, or what ? Self Help Articles, 
“How to Teach” Articles, Musical or 
Fiction. 
6. Would you like to see more illustrations 
in The Etude or fewer illustrations ? 
7 For what feature principally do you 
take The Etude ? What is your most 
severe criticism? 
Suggestions 
This is not any easy way in which to earn a fif¬ 
teen dollar set of books. The letters will require 
thought, time and care. Do not sit down and dash 
off a few words and expect them to receive serious at¬ 
tention. 
Our sole purpose is to invite honest, constructive 
criticism. By helping The Etude in this way our 
readers are really helping themselves and others to a 
brighter, better, more useful paper. 
Write on one side of a sheet of paper and make 
your letter as brief and to the point as possible. 
No letter mil be returned and the only notifica¬ 
tion of the winning of the prize will be that published 
in The Etude. 
Do not write about other matters in your letter. 
Do not fail to give your full name and address. 
Contest Closes October 30th 
Address ETUDE Betterment Contest 
1714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
By D. C. Parker was U1C —r—- . . 
" ' , . the respect that ^"uiicr^New8York. He studied piano with well- 
' he measured by nthe in Jris youth, biff 
r. Rockwell was born 
h ell- 
for the 
His best known compositions a 
,, mp is Lr t is Mv Shepherd (sacred solo), Shout the 
.... 'background^ S the pupil gj Tidings 
•Paderewski the ^ LanterJ Light (piano), Installation March (piano,. 
!aSome rimea‘s6nceP,h^°sent the Etude the following 
„oem, with the suggestion that we publish it The 
noem now makes a very beautiful elegy, showing Mr. 
Rockwell’s beautiful ideals and spirit 
Civilization may l 
people give to the teacher, ‘puMius He was an organist of pro- 
gj* f*. -tePd ability, - ^ ~ 
? <»«■ 
her the name of the new artist and the 
content himself with the increased client 
reflected fame brings. If the pupil be a ttr ^ 
is always the chance that he will tell■ h 
that he studied with So-and-so! Teache s ; 
are born, not made, but it is possible to say certa-s 
things about teaching which experience tel 
valuable. . trpe. 
The first of these is that an instructor mrtfr* 
himself from prejudices. I do not mean that a teacher 
should throw off all convictions, for a teacher of per 
sonality is more likely to develop the personality of a 
pupil than one who is devoid of character. But I mean 
that successful teaching depends very largely upon the 
ability of the teacher to adjust himself anew to every 
student who enters his studio. One youth is boisterous 
and given to taking everything flippantly, another 
deadly dull; one girl is sensitive and romantic, anothe 
woefully lacking in imagination. Is it to be supP0S® 
that a cast-iron rule which treats them all alike will be 
productive of good results? The teacher should g.ye 
every pupil the impression that he or she is the one 
in whom he is most interested. 
That we hear so little about the tutors of great 
musicians is often quoted as evidence that they owed 
little to study and could have got on without it. Ihe 
assumption is ill-founded. I believe that of the very 
great it is true to say that their best masters were 
themselves. Beethoven was the severest critic of 
Beethoven. But the view to which I have referred has 
its origin in the fact that teachers of the great were 
able to do only a certain amount for their illustrious 
pupils; the rest they did for themselves. Now, this 
ought to he 
when the 
vv, „ consolation to those who find that, after 
of patient moulding, the pupil shows a tendency 
to go a way of his own. There comes a time when the 
teacher, can up longer be the sure and certain guide 
to the young spirit, and when this point is reached the 
teacher should not be discouraged at a failure. For 
it is not a question of failure. It'is not the function 
of a teacher to produce replicas of himself, but to equip 
the youth of the country with the essentials for the 
artistic pilgrimage. You can at most give the learner 
an idea of perspective; you can train his eye and ear, 
enlarge his culture,.widen his knowledge. To ask him 
to submit to more than this is not to ask him to be 
taught, but to ask him to surrender his soul into your 
keeping. 
Respecting the Pupil 
I do not think that teachers sufficiently realize what 
powerful instruments in the formation of taste they are. 
There are hundreds of them who give their pupils 
third-rate music to play and sing. This stuff is bad 
enough when one has to listen to it once, hut when one 
is asked to practice it, it amounts to an insult. Never 
take your pupil too cheaply. You are better to scare 
a pupil by giving him a piece that is intellectually above 
him than to scare a serious student by giving him 
music that ought to be beneath his notice.’ Many homes 
are musically ruined by the stupidity of teachers who 
give their pupils potboilers to study. By doing this 
they are blunting the artistic perceptions of their charges 
and making more difficult the real work of education. 
Another matter which teachers might well consider 
is the subject of musical history. This applies espe¬ 
cially to singing teachers. Many girls sing songs and 
operatic excerpts and do not know by whom or at what 
time they were written. I have never been able to 
understand the kind of music-lover who, when you 
asked her what she would sing, said Serenade or Ber¬ 
ceuse. When a pupil is given Je Suis Titania or Depuis 
le jour to study it is the duty of the teacher to see that 
she knows by whom it was written and to what school 
it belongs. By this means we should be spared the 
ridiculous criticisms of the half-musical concert-goer, 
who gravely assures us that Lohengrin is far more im¬ 
mature than The Flying Dutchman, and wonders why 
Gluck’s operas seem so old-fashioned compared with 
those of Puccini. 
Sensible people are getting more and more dis¬ 
gusted with the whole idea of “puffs" in print When 
printing presses and publications were fewer there 
was something of a novelty in seeing one's accom¬ 
plishments set up in type. Now any little street urchm 
who throws a brick at a trolley car in a strike can have 
his genealogy published in the papers if he desires it. 
There has been a deliberate business in tickling 
human vanity. There are human ghouls who watch the 
newspaper death columns. When father dies the sons 
and daughters receive a note saying that the career of 
the late and noble deceased has been so important that 
the “Year Book of the Immortals” has decided to in¬ 
clude his biography next year. You have the privilege 
of subscribing for the book at the rate of $5.00 per 
copy. If you do not subscribe you find that fathers 
name in some mysterious manner has escaped the 
immortality that the book might have conferred. 
Musical "puffs” are so easily secured nowadays that 
their importance depends entirely upon the publication 
in which the puff appears and its reputation for being 
uninfluenced by money or advertising considerations. 
Most of these puffs are absolutely worthless except as 
a sop to the vanity of the advertiser. Legitimate ad¬ 
vertising and legitimate news are always important 
But, if you have given a trifling little pupils’ recital 
and are persuaded that the world wants to know abotit 
it and you for the consideration of so much per col¬ 
umn, you are likely to be forming a habit, at which 
any advertising man would laugh heartily. 
Note to Old Etude Friends 
The Librarian of Congress desires to pro¬ 
cure copies of The Etude for November, 
1883; December, 1883; January, 1884; Sep¬ 
tember, 1884; November, 1884; December. 
1884; all issues of the year 1885 (VoL IIH> 
all issues of 1889 (Vol. VII) ; March, 1896. 
and April, 1896. These issues are out of 
print, and The Etude regrets its inability to 
supply them to our national library- Tbose 
who possess copies of these numbers ate re¬ 
quested to write directly to The Librarian of 
Congress, Washington, D. C It is high!) 
desirable that the file of The Etude at the 
Congressional Library be kept complete for 
historical purposes. 
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“Scherzo,” literally translated from the Italian, means 
a joke. Its use among German composers as title for 
a composition in joking, playful mood is an old one. 
The word appears even among the works of Bach, 
once at least, as heading for a lively movement in 2-4 
time in the A minor Partita, although this particular 
piece, to modern ears, seems hardly deserving of its 
title. As an example of musical humor it is hardly to 
be compared with the Prceambulum of the G major 
Partita, for instance, not to mention some of the fugues 
in the Well Tempered Clavichord or the rollicking 
, gigues of the French and English Suites. 
Haydn introduced the Scherzo into string quartet 
literature, as a change from the everlasting Minuet, but 
it is to Beethoven that the credit must be given for 
the final establishment of the Scherzo as a musical 
movement of importance. It first appears among his 
piano works in the A major Sonata, Op. 2, No. 2, and in 
his orchestral compositions in the Second Symphony. 
Subsequent works contain numerous examples. The 
tempo is largely 3-4, as in its forerunner among sonata 
movements, the Minuet, but there are also examples 
in 2-4 time, as in the Sonata, Op. 31, No.- 3, and the 
trio to the Scherzo of the Pastoral Symphony. Al¬ 
though at first holding to the simple three-part song 
form of the Minuet, the dance character was quite 
absent, and in time Beethoven adopted a freer treat¬ 
ment of the Scherzo, giving the possibility of thematic 
development, as in the Sonata, Op. 31, No. 3, where the 
middle portion of the movement, (bearing the title 
Allegretto vivace), is nothing other than a development 
of the theme of the first part. In this Sonata the 
slow movement is replaced by a Minuet of stately 
character, following the Scherzo. In the Ninth Sym¬ 
phony the development is much more elaborate, so that 
finally, in the hands of Beethoven and other composers, 
the word “Scherzo” came to indicate more a style of 
composition than a form. Not only did Beethoven 
extend the formal scope of the Scherzo; it became 
also the vehicle for the expression of other moods as 
well as the jocular. With him the humor sometimes 
takes on a grim quality, and even exhibits aspects where 
the term humor is hardly applicable at all. 
Notable Examples of the Scherzo 
As for the Scherzo as pianoforte composition, there 
are delightful examples in the works of Schubert and 
Schumann, the former holding in the main to the 
more playful mood and the simple form, the latter 
using in some cases a larger cast, as in the Sonatas in 
F minor and F sharp minor, and extending the charac¬ 
ter of the musical content beyond the mere jocular, 
often to the bizarre and grotesque. Chopin gave the 
word Scherzo an entirely different meaning in his 
mighty efforts bearing this title, so that one can speak 
of his stormy Scherzi as marking a new departure in 
the stereotyped forms of pianoforte composition, just as 
do his Ballades. The Chopin Scherzi are no jokes; 
on the contrary, they belong to the composer’s most 
serious works, rich in emotional content and interesting 
in formal structure. Only in one of them, that from 
the B minor Sonata, is there anything of the spirit of 
play. Brahms, in his Opus 4, bid fair to become a 
serious rival of Chopin in the Scherzo form. Although 
Raff held Brahms in suspicion for having been a trifle 
too familiar with Chopin’s B minor Scherzo while 
writing his own Opus 4, the imputation was an unfair 
one, as Brahms had not even heard of the Chopin 
composition at the time. The Scherzo in the piano 
Sonata Op. 5 is as boisterous an example as one can 
find anywhere, but Brahms could also play in a finer 
manner at the keyboard, as is proven by the B minor 
Capriccio and by the C major Intermezzo from Op. 119, 
Scherzi in character if not in name. 
Of all the composers, however, there is one whom 
the mention of the word Scherzo brings immediately 
to the mind of every musician—Mendelssohn. “Scherzo” 
has long lost its original meaning in musical parlance. 
For the broader or more grotesque forms of musical 
humor, for 4he real musical joke, alia burla seems the 
correct appellation. The spirit of light playfulness, of 
sprightly, tripping rhythms, which the very word 
Scherzo calls up, is something which Mendelssohn has 
expressed in a happier manner than any other com¬ 
poser. One writer has it that Mendelssohn “brought 
the fairies into the orchestra and fixed them there,” and 
surely fays, elves and pixies have never danced to more 
appropriate measures than those of the .Scherzo in A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream. 
Perhaps the particularly happy surroundings under 
which Mendelssohn grew up and the practically un¬ 
broken success which- followed him throughout his en¬ 
tire career, had much to do with that entrancing light¬ 
ness of touch and that sheer bubbling over of high 
spirits which find such delightful expression in his 
Scherzi and similar compositions. 
Mendelssohn’s Care-free Life 
Perhaps also this very fact that his life knew no 
shadow of care, at least until the death of his father 
in 183S, accounts for there being so few among his 
compositions in which the note of genuine, deeply-felt 
emotion is sounded. Contrast the bright, sunny exis¬ 
tence of Mendelssohn with the life-struggle of Beetho¬ 
ven against a relentless fate which had laid upon him 
the almost unbearable burden of an ever-increasing 
deafness, or with Wagner’s youthful struggles with 
poverty, or with the blight which a martyred father- 
land cast upon Chopin, and you have the reason for 
the care-free gaiety of the Mendelssohn Scherzi and 
the lack of depth in so many of his other compositions. 
Among his larger piano works, there are but two which 
can lay claim to a sustained depth of emotion, the 
Fugue in E minor, written, so tradition has it, at the 
deathbed of a beloved friend, and the splendid Varia¬ 
tions serieuses. Of the shorter compositions it would 
be hardly fair to omit mention in this respect of the 
brief but exquisitely beautiful Song Without Words in 
F major, Op. 53, No. 4. Had not his life, outside of 
the periods of intense concentration over his work, been 
one round of successes, of intellectual and material 
pleasures, of unremitting adulation, there might have 
been more of these moments of deeper insight. 
Mendelssohn’s Delightful Scherzi 
Passing over the Scherzi in the Symphonies and 
chamber music, as well as the tripping, elfish finale of 
the violin concerto, we find among the piano compo¬ 
sitions of Mendelssohn numerous examples of delight¬ 
ful Scherzo writing, in various forms and in all varieties 
of duple and triple time. The youthful Capriccio, Op. 
5 (1825), seems almost an anticipation of the Chopin 
Scherzo in scope and purpose, while the Rondo Capric- 
cioso is a true Scherzo in Rondo form, fairly bubbling 
over with laughing good spirits. Of the Character 
Pieces, Op. 7, the one bearing the inscription “Light 
and Airy” belongs among the most delightful of all 
Mendelssohn’s Scherzi, and the exotic Scherzo a 
Capriccio, with its strong oriental tinge, is one of the 
most strikingly effective of the composer’s creations in 
Scherzo style. Among the Kinderstiicke, Op. 76, there 
is a charming little' Scherzo in F major, and for com¬ 
pleteness’ sake, we may mention the Scherzo from the 
youthful Sonata, published posthumously as Op. 106, 
and the short Scherzo in B minor, without opus 
number, the latter written as musical supplement for 
the Berlin Allgemcine Musikalische Zeitung in 1829. 
The two last mentioned compositions are Mendelssohn’s 
weakest attempts at Scherzo writing. 
Among the pieces for piano and orchestra we find 
in the Rondo Brillante an elaborate composition in 
Scherzo style. The finale of the D minor Concerto is 
a Scherzo in enlarged and developed form, and the last 
movement of the popular G minor Concerto, while not 
actually labelled Scherzo by the composer, might almost, 
from the vain in which it was conceived come under 
this heading. 
Mendelssohn adopted the Scherzo style to various 
forms of compositions, as we have just seen. Curiously 
enough he avoided almost entirely the three-part song 
form, the form in which the Scherzo was originally 
conceived by Haydn and Beethoven. Of all his Scherzi 
for piano, only the Capriccio, Op. 5, is composed in this 
form. The Scherzo in E minor, Op. 16, with which we 
have especially to do in this article, is in reality a 
miniature of the sonata form, as we shall see when 
we come to look at it a little more closely. It was 
composed in 1829, when Mendelssohn was in his 21st 
year. In April of that year he had crossed the channel 
for the first visit to England, following an invitation 
of the London Philharmonic Society, and after con¬ 
ducting his C minor Symphony and appearing in public 
as pianist with the Beethoven Emperor Concerto and 
other works, he set off for a pleasure trip through 
Scotland, the north of England, and Wales. While in 
the last named country he went for a visit to the 
country home of Mr. John Taylor at Cocd-du, near 
Mold, in Flintshire, spending a very happy time in the 
company of the three daughters of the house, sketch¬ 
ing, composing and amusing himself generally. It was 
here that the three piano pieces. Op. 16, came into being, 
composed for the three daughters of his host. The 
first and third of the trio of compositions have fallen 
into the neglect which has long ago overtaken a large 
part of Mendelssohn’s pianoforte music, but the second, 
the Scherzo, is as popular to-day as ever and well 
deserves its popularity, as it is one of the finest fancies 
of the composer. 
A Little Trumpet Piece 
Mendelssohn used to call this Scherzo his little 
trumpet piece, and indeed the pianist who would do full 
justice to the delicate workmanship of this dainty 
creation must have in mind the fine finish of the scor¬ 
ing in the composer’s own orchestral works. Technic¬ 
ally the piece requires from the performer the posses¬ 
sion of a light, piquant staccato for its effective exe¬ 
cution, not the staccato of the thrown hand, which 
would be far too clumsy for this case, but a staccato 
played very near to the keys, the latter more plucked 
than struck, and the wrist elastic and firm, not loose. 
This manner of controlling the wrist gives delicacy and 
perfect distinctness, even in the lightest pianissimo, 
avoiding the flop of the hands on the keyboard which 
comes from the loose wrist. 
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The introductory trumpet call of the first few mea¬ 
sures must have the metal of - the instrument in it, 
without exceeding-in.tone quality the piano indicated 
by the composer. Let the second finger of the left 
hand, which has the accented notes, be held nearly 
vertically and quite rigid, the wrist high and firm. 
Now play with both hands as near the keys as possible 
and the requisite trumpet timbre will come out beauti¬ 
fully, the “triple tongueings” clean and distinct, and) 
yet the whole unobtrusive and piano. Take the pedal 
before beginning to play, and hold it throughout the 
trumpet introduction. A very slight slackening in the 
tempo towards the end of the phrase is to be recom¬ 
mended, and the last note of the pair of trumpets may 
be held just a trifle longer than indicated, to avoid 
any impression of haste before the a tempo beginning 
of the phrase that follows. 
In regard to the tempo of the whole, the indicated 
metronome marking, (^j = 96), gives the author’s 
tempo, approximately, in actual performance. This or 
any other set tempo for that matter, must, however, 
not be regarded as a rigid, mechanical indication for 
time-keeping throughout the entire composition. The 
metrorfome mark must be understood as giving the 
approximate “ground tempo,” from which there will 
always be variations even in the course of compositions 
like the one under present consideration, in which 
rhythmic exactness plays such an important part. 
The necessary lightness for the following measures 
can be best obtained, paradoxical as it may appear, by 
playing with an extremely firm wrist. Let the move¬ 
ments away from the keys be slight, but sharp and 
exact; remember that the staccato depends on how 
quickly you leave the keys, far more than on the manner 
in which you take them. The movement must be one 
of plucking, not of striking, and the hands must be 
raised but very little from the keyboard after each 
eighth note. Think of pizzicato strings in the orchestra, 
and let the upper voice of the three be distinctly 
stronger than the lower two, keeping the whole, how¬ 
ever, in pianissimo. Play the grace note B, in measure 
seven, immediately after the last eighth in the preced¬ 
ing measure, just as though two-sixteenths had been 
written here, and imitate the sharp accent on E in the 
right hand when the same occurs an octave lower in 
the left hand, in the second half of the measure. The 
remaining grace notes in the phrase, as well as those 
in the phrase beginning at measure 20 and in similar 
passages later in the piece, should be played almost 
'simultaneously with the main note, but lighter, of 
course, in tone quality. 
In measure eight, take advantage of the pedal at 
count three to leave the quarter in the left hand as 
quickly as possible, and prepare the hand for the com¬ 
ing staccato figure in the bass. Large skips in such 
rapid tempo can only be executed with certainty through 
lightning-like preparation of this sort. The staccati in 
both hands .preeisely as before, extremely near the 
keys and with very firm wrists. Let the right-hand 
octaves, as accompaniment, be pianissimo, so as not to 
divert attention from the melody of the left hand. 
Give a bit of color to the pfirase by a slight crescendo 
in the left hand to the upper G of each measure, fol¬ 
lowed by a corresponding diminuendo. 
At count four of measure 10 the trumpet sounds its 
high B again. This and the following B in the suc¬ 
ceeding measure require slight accents with the firm 
little finger. In measure 15, the use of the pedal for 
the first half of the measure adds a bit of color and 
relieves the dryness which would result from a con¬ 
tinual playing of the staccati without pedal. 
In measure 16 the trumpets bring anew the theme 
from the beginning of the Scherzo, this time forte 
and in conjunction with portions of the pizzicato pas¬ 
sage. Differentiate very strongly between the forte of 
the right hand and the piano of the left, keeping the 
trumpet notes brilliant and metallic throughout the 
phrase. As before, the hands very near the keys. The 
fingering of the second (E-F sharp in the left hand, 
measure 19) may seem odd at first, but it enables the 
player to keep the two hands out of each other’s way 
andl ensures a clean execution of the repetitions. In the 
latter, let the sixteenth notes be much less forte than 
the dotted quarters, and where the two trumpets play 
together, keep the upper well in the foreground. 
For the following phrase of four measures, what has 
been said above about the shortness °f J^al^reaks 
must be repeated. The shght use of the pedal^b ^ 
the dryness of the staccato, and the a 
decresendi indicated in measures 22 and 24 D g 
little color into the passage. finder 
In the passage which follow?, usj- . ® hg .;dea that 
throughout for. the repeated high D. tempo 
such repeated notes, even in moderately fast tempo, 
must be played with continually fing*s ’were 
longs to the antiquities of fingering. 1 would of 
sixteenths instead of eighths, the matter would, °t 
course, be different. By playing with the same fing > 
the wrist held firm and elastic, an even tone quality is 
assured for these accompanying note-repetitions. 
color to the melody of the left hand by alternating 
mezzo forte with piano, as indicated. tive 
In measures 30-31 and 33-34, the accented motive 
in the left hand well brought out, like sharply-blown 
horn tones. Hold the wrist high and the thi d 
finger and thumb nearly vertical, so that th* ^ d 
weight of the arm can be utilized for the ac“"ted 
notes. Avoid the use of the pedal at the second appear¬ 
ance of the horn motive (measures 33-34), as otherwise 
a blurring of the accompanying staccato thirds in tne 
right hand would result. The latter must be taken 
throughout the whole passage very near the keys tne 
wrist tense, and the movements up and down of the 
A Perfect Fanfare 
Barely touch the keys in the measures which follow 
(35-39). Beginning with the last two-sixteenths ot 
measure 39 we have the trumpets in a lower octave. A 
second takes up the motive two measures later, then a 
third, until finally we have a perfect fanfare played 
double forte from a trio of lusty lungs. Keep the right- 
hand staccati uhobtrusive during the whole; think ot 
violin passages played with light, springing bow The 
finale of the trumpet fanfare, ff, must fairly make tne 
welkin ring, and must be executed with quite stiff 
wrists, which, however, must, become immediately pli¬ 
able again for the succeeding passage. Take the pedal 
at the beginning of measure 46 and hold it without 
change until the end of measure 51, letting the brazen 
tone* of the fanfare sound, throughout the waving 
figures of the arpeggio passage. ... 
The con fuoco in measure 48 is more an indication 
that the spirited tempo is not to be relaxed in the 
slightest. Begin the passage in a clear-toned piano, 
building up a gradual but powerful crescendo to its 
climax in measure 54, and then continuing the full- 
throated fortissimo unabated through the following 
phrases. From the end of measure 53 we have trom¬ 
bones instead of trumpets, giving out the triple-fongued 
motive in strident tones. The repetition of the octave 
B in this low position on the keyboard is a technical 
matter of extreme difficulty for one not possessed 
of veritable wrists of steel. The hammers are heavier 
of movement than those further up in the scale, and 
the left hand is, in addition, seldom the technical equal 
of the right. The manner of execution indicated) (an 
innoyation of Theodore Leschetizky) has the advantage 
of avoiding the technical difficulty, of the repeated 
octave, without altering appreciably the tonal effect of 
the passage. The wrist is held high and perfectly 
firm, the thumb almost vertical, and the proper inten¬ 
sity of. tone secured by rotating the forearm from the 
elbow, the movement, but rapid and vigorous. Let the 
right hand play the accented note at the beginning of 
each group (measure 54, etc.) with a strong sforzato, 
the remaining three notes of the group much less 
vigorously. 
At the end of measure 57 raise the right hand 
slightly from the keyboard, so that the following B, 
on count one of the next measure, may be taken quite 
by itself, and with a powerful afccent. This last is. best 
accomplished by placing the thumb quickly under the 
second finger of the hand, so that the whole weight of 
the latter comes to its assistance in producing the neces¬ 
sary vigorous sforzato. The hand must, of course, 
quickly regain its proper position for the following ff' 
octave passage, which is played with high, firm wrists, 
martellato, action from the elbow. Make but slight use 
of the pedal in this passage, as indicated. More would 
destroy the staccato and result in an unbearable 
blurring. 
Broaden the tempo slightly toward the end of fl* 
scale and when tome E is reached at th; bot- 
rCm Imagine the entire orchestra let loose, trumpets, 
Ss ^Snes, tympani and all. Here at measure 
S2 the original tempo should be again taken, which is 
nuite Possible even for the pianist of moderate technical 
q -^ment when the method for playing the repeated 
sixteenths* given* above is followed. The o tempo exe- 
0rRemroyveWthe pSTuT^efore the eighth at (he end 
t measure 63, so that the heavy vibrations of the bass di“rr :hin r raU in the treble begin. Make the tiniest pause for 
breath just before the repeated sixteenths at the end 
ef measure 64, and let the repeated C, especially in the 
right hand, ring out clean and distinct. Also before the 
sixteenths in measure 67 a tiny pause, such as at a 
comma in reading. Execute this fortissimo with trurn- 
net-like brilliance until the beginning of the dmmuendo 
in measure 69. The pedal remains down, as indicated, 
giving a tonal effect of much beauty. Let the dimw- 
uendo in measure 67 be a sharp one so that the desired 
contrast between the fortissimo of the trumpet passage 
and the piano of the following expresswo may be 
realized. . 
The fingering given at measure 78, et scq., is, as 
mentioned before, preferable to a constant changing of 
fingers When the second is kept constantly in contact 
with the key and held firm, the repetitions at the re¬ 
quired tempo are quite easy of execution. 
In the tripping staccato passage for alternating hands, 
beginning at measure 88. slight crescmd, and dmm- 
uendi, as indicated, to avoid the blank monotony of no 
shading. The octave E in the left hand, measure 96. 
with a slight, but distinct pressure, and the following 
trumpet passage forte and with clarion-like brilliancy. 
The change from minor to major at measure 99 is 
not exactly easy of execution, and. if it is to be done 
without any blurring, requires a deft handling (or foot¬ 
ing) of the pedals. Press down the left pedal (nna 
corda) immediately after the last high B of the trunv 
pet is struck (end of measure 98), and do not let the 
execution of the following three grace notes be too 
hasty. Change the damper pedal precisely when the 
octave E is struck on count one in the left hand. 
The whole of this delightful E major close of the 
Scherzo must be heard as from a distance, but far 
off—“the horns of elfland faintly blowing.” Keep one 
pedal from the beginning to the end. The right hand 
passages must be fairly rippled, with lightly thrown 
fingers. In the left hand, imagine softly accented horn 
tones in the first three measures. Note the nght-hand 
accents on count three of measures 102 and 103, ac¬ 
cents in piano, not louder. Let the airy lightness of the 
dancing staccati become even more fianissinl° towards 
the close, so that at the end mere rhythmic pulse beats 
f far-nff nlavprc 5 * * * ^ ** in 
Exactness of Rhythm 
Exactness of rhythm plays a most important role 
throughout the entire composition and the student must 
be on the guard against the use of senseless ritardandi 
and accelerandi, and against even a tinge of the much- 
misused tempo rubato, which has no place in this piece. 
An occasional trial with the metronome will serve to 
show up any such faults. The amateurish mistake ot 
coming too soon on the principal metrical and dynamic 
accents must be doubly guarded against. The proper 
points for rhythmic alteration have been sufficiently 
indicated in the text and the music. . . 
As far as the form of the piece is concerned, it is 
easy to trace the miniature first-movement Sonata form 
in the composition. The first subject extends to meas¬ 
ure sixteen. Then appears a short bridge passage, m 
which the trumpet motive and the first staccato phrase 
are used in conjunction. The second subject enters a 
measure 21, the development, based largely on the 
trumpet theme, at measure 40. At measure 62 we are 
again in the key of E minor, and a quasi recapitulation 
of the first subject begins, followed by the second su 
ject in the key of the tonic at measure 74. At measure 
96 begins the coda, going over into the key of E major 
after the three first bars. 
A Master Lesson by S. Stojowski upon Mendelssohn s Spinning Sbng, will appear in November and 
one by Alberto Jonas on Chopin’s C Sharp Minor Polonaise will be published in the December ETUDE 
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Edited by Edwin Hughes 
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PASTORELLA 
THEODORE LACK Op 263 
A Pastorale is a piece ill rustic style. A Pnstorella is a miniature Pastorale, reminding one of Watteau shepherds and shep¬ 
herdesses, with their airs and graces,and out-door gayeties. Grade 3| 
Copyright 1907 by Theodore Lack 
Copyright transferred 1916 to Theo.Presser Co. V 
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TRIUMPHAL MARCH 
SECONDO E'R’ KROEGEK.Op. 88 
Copyright 1916 by Tbeo.Presser Co. British Copyright secured 
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TRIUMPHAL MARCH 
This splendid March by Mr. Kroeger in its solo form was awarded a Ptize in one of our former ETUDE Contests.The composer 
himself has made the four hand arrangement, which is sonorous and well-balanced. Grade 4. 
kL 
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OYER THEJOOTLIGHTS 
, . , Although intended as a drawing-room piece, this waltz might 
A modern waltz movement, somewhat in the nature of an at dancing. Grade 3% 
de ballet The principal theme is particularly taking and anginal be used 
contrasting well with the smooth and graceful Trio section. 
Andante con moto 
RAYMOND ROWE 
Tempo di Valse m. M. J- = 54 , , 
Copyright 1916 by Theo.Presser Co 
British Copyright 
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IN THE TWILIGHT 
" “"““»>«> 0,0,0, ^ 
George Posca is a successful contemporary writer, with a i tended as a piano piece it should prove equallyeffect 
European reputation. He excels in drawing-room pieces of on the organ. Grade 4. 
the best class. Although In the Twilight was originally in- I 
L 
Copyright 1916 by Theo.Presser Co 
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This little March movement will afford good practice in | thirds are considerably more difficult to play. It is a good 
thirds in the right hand. It is particulary useful for this pur- thing to learn double note playing «*s early as possible 
pose, since ordinarily, pieces which introduce passages in I Grade 2-|. 
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To Mr. Otto Fritsch 
THE MERRY HUNTER 
A lively six-eight movement in the traditional hunting style,based on familiar horn passages. Pieces of this type should be 
played in the snappy manner, with strong, almost abrupt accentuation, at a good rate of speed. Grade 3. 
L. RENK 
Allegro m.m.J =120 
L 
the etude 
<,M5s9S™?T|DREAM;music 
from “MIDSUMMER ^ incidental music to Shakespeare's romantic 
A very effective and pianistic transcription of the/?™^usic°Grade 4. F. MENTWi cca,„. 
play. Mendelssohn excelled in depicting Fairy an sostenuto well stained 
Andante M.M. J = 84 
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Introducing“WHO IS SYLVIA?” 
Who is Sylvia?”\§ one of Schubert’s most beautiful songs, ■ Spenser has supplied some appropriate and interesting 
set to words of .Shakespeare, from the play'Two Gentlemen introductory material, 
of Verona’.’In making this into an instrumental number, Mr. ' Grade 2H 
GEORGE SPENSER 
,, p ■—j 
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WHO IS SYLVIA? 
Copyright 1916 by Theo. Presser Co. British Copyright secured 
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fields abloom 
Three joyous themes, well contrasted, lying 
Grade 2| 
Allegretto m.m.J 
WALTZ GEORGE SPENSER 
well under the hands, and affording good practice in nimble finger w* 
TRIO* 
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LELKEM 
SWEETHEART 
Hungarian Song and Csardas 
British Copyrightlewrei 
OSCAR J. LEHRER 
A brilliant number, not difficult to play. Mr. Lehrer has caught the true spirit of the Hungarian Folk SongsandDat 
ces in the clever and tasteful arrangement. Grade 3. 
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menuetto 
from “SEPTET” . in the first eight measures. Beethove ’ 
I, is interesting to note that Beethoven has I ^This most famous ' 
same principal theme for both the Minuet from the Son*'* | Grade 3 L.van BEETHOVEN,Op.20 
Op.49, Mo. 2, and the Minuet from the Septet. The simua Arnby Hans Harthan 
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ELEGY 
It is eminently fitting that the late Mr. George Noyes Rock¬ 
well’s final composition for the organ should be in the form of 
an Elegy. 
The plaintive and delicate theme should be delivered with 
much expression, using an appropriate solo style, balanced 
Adagio M. M. J = 72 
on another manual by a quiet accompanying style, preferably 
of stringed tone. 
An appreciative biographical notice of Mr. Rockwell will be 
found on another page. Grade 3. 
GEO. NOYES ROCKWELL 
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INTO MY LIFE SHE CAME T0DBGALL0WAY 
GRACE DENIO LITCHFIELD TOD B. GALLOWAY 
An artistic text with a tender sentiment, delicately expressed. The musical setting is sympathetic and broadly melodious. 
cold - in 777 Soft - ly as blos-soms<"ome In - to the May. I on - ly knew that she was there,_ 
day of days, Stil - ly, as on nights dark.God’s stars out blaze. I, on - ly knew that she was there,- 
Copyright 1916 by Theo. Presser Co. British Copyright secured 
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THE FIRST PRIMROSE 
J. PAUL SEN (1851 - 
Grieg’s music touches both the brain and the heart. It has 
an atmosphere all its own, appealing alike to the theorist 
and the music lover. The First Primrose is wonderful in it=> 
MIT EINER PRIMULA VERIS 
(Composed in 1876) EDVARD GRj£fJ 
(1843-1907) 
simplicity, yet strikingly original. One never tires «f tfe 
sort of song- 
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Facts About Our Keyboard 
By Hazel Victoria Goodwin 
It is doubtful whether Archimedes him¬ 
self could have evolved a more beautifully 
symmetrical system than the circles of 
major jonalities. Nor is this symmetry 
confined to the Circle of Perfect Fifths. 
From the keyboard, itself, comes a per¬ 
fect marvel of symmetry. Beginning with 
C, which has no signature, immediately 
to the left and immediately to the right 
we find keys with five sharps and five 
flats respectively (B and Db). A whole 
step to the left and a whole step to the 
right lie two flat and two sharp tonalities. 
The next half-steps each way (A and Eb) 
show three sharps and three flats. Four 
flats and four sharps, one sharp and one 
flat, six flats and six sharps succeed, and 
the order of succession of flats and sharps 
going to the left, or going to the right is 
alternate. 
Another example of symmetry is fur¬ 
nished by the following. Traveling to¬ 
ward the left (or right) from C, we find 
that the first pair of keys have flats and 
sharps amounting in number to seven; 
that the second pair have flats and sharps 
amounting in number to seven; that the 
third, fourth,—each succeeding pair down 
to C again follows this law (allowing the 
midway key its two aspects of F sharp 
and G flat). 
Again, the flats and sharps of all keys 
whose names are derived from a com¬ 
mon letter, when added, make the same 
mystic number seven. (Reference, of 
course, is to major keys that are not 
merely theoretical.) For instance B and B 
flat derive their names from a common 
letter, “b”; B has five sharps and B flat 
has two flats and five and two are seven. 
One knows which is the key with flats, 
furthermore, for every key that has “flats” 
in its key name has flats in its signature 
(with the one addition of F of the single 
flat) ; for, every key—with any signature 
at all—that has the simple letter for its 
key name, has sharps for its signature 
(with the one exception of F sharp of 
the greatest number of sharps). 
There is a fourth example of keyboard 
symmetry that suggests the visualizing of 
major scales as well as the learning of 
them per the time-honored whole and 
half step rule. Consider the three major 
scales that employ all the black keys: one, 
B has five sharps; one, D flat, has five 
flats and one, F sharp (or G flat) has 
six sharps (or six flats). 
Helps in Good Sight Reading 
Good sight reading depends upon fine 
points, anticipative power, ability to listen, 
muscular control, a careful study of 
some of the most common and imports 
ant technical forms met in ordinary work, 
and a clear mind. 
Reading groups of notes like words be¬ 
comes easy to one who really knows his 
notes and keeps up his practice regularly 
and faithfully. Anticipation is most im¬ 
portant. While the eye is taking in a 
certain part of the score, the hands and 
fingers are performing what the mind has 
already grasped. This looking-ahead 
habit is to be encouraged, both for the 
sake of overcoming hesitation and favor¬ 
ing the growth of sight reading. It can 
be cultivated by taking new pieces at a 
speed slow enough for it to be done fairly 
well; then gradually increase the speed 
as improvement is noted. Pieces that are 
too difficult either wholly or partly m'ay 
be gone over at the desired speed pritna 
vista; in which case the intention is to 
get a fair idea of how the piece would 
go if played more correctly after more 
practice. Right here comes up the 
“stuttering” habit which once formed is 
usually hard to break. It comes about 
through frequent stops to correct mis¬ 
takes, especially when going through a 
piece the first time. 
“Listen” is but an easier way of saying 
“pay better attention to your playing as 
judged by the ear.” One should never 
play a chord even without listening very 
closely. Inattention plays a great part 
in more than one failure when a per- 
. former seeks to gain public favor. Ears 
trained to recognize mistakes in wrong 
notes or bad phrasing help us all to do 
what good sight readers are expected to 
do. 
A great many sight readers think noth¬ 
ing of the loss of muscular control due to 
the daily grind. Unstrung nerves, brain¬ 
storms, and whatnot can be traced to too 
much coffee, flurries and unpalatable 
fancies of society, late hours and too little 
exercise and fresh air. Muscular control 
may be developed by careful practice of 
regular technical work done with con¬ 
sideration as to what the muscles can 
stand or by certain gymnastic work in 
physical culture. 
The Teacher’s English 
By Gertrude M. Greenhalgh 
Since the teacher’s English is the 
means through which she conveys her 
instruction to the pupil—the bridge be¬ 
tween the master and the student—the 
teacher cannot be over careful that the 
language she employs should be all suffi¬ 
cient 
Moreover, the time has passed when an 
illiterate music teacher could make her 
way merely upon her musical knowledge. 
American parents are becoming better 
and better educated, and they know the 
value of example. The teacher who gives 
her lessons in bungling, ungrammatical 
sentences will have difficulty in competing 
with the teacher whose language is correct 
and adequate. Remember the Scriptural 
quotation, “By your mouth shall ye be 
judged.” 
Teach the little folks in a well-modu¬ 
lated voice, using simple, concise words. 
The teacher must not feel, however, that 
her language need be that of the stilted 
purist. Some teachers feel that a just 
use of “slang” is sometimes most expres- 
■ sive to the little boy. Perhaps it may be 
better to tell the active youngster, “John, 
you played that ‘bully,’ ” than to say, 
“John, you rendered that composition ex¬ 
quisitely.” It is hard to get close to the. 
boy without Overstepping the mark. The 
least use of familiarity is liable to set the 
young man loose, and you will have a 
volley of slang that will upset the whole 
lesson like the teacher who asked a pupil 
to define the name of Concone’s famous 
piece Extasy. The answer was, “Extasy 
is when you are ‘nuts’ over anything.” 
SECOND SUITE FOR ORGAN by JAMES H. ROGERS 
The fact that the first edition this work was sold in abo 
THEOyCpilESS5RSco!fO|,Publi8her8 
5 after date of publication indi- 
ients; it iff useful both for recital 
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A Goal Worth Striving For 
Thousands of young men and women creations are restricted in scope and per- 
throughout the United States will take formance and necessarily confined to met- 
their first lessons in singing during the ropolitan, or, in other words, to sophis- 
cgted localities. 
There is an immense field in which the 
, 
months of September and October. It is ti a , 
safe to say that every one of these be- here is an - - 
ginners is filled with the desire to sing singer of melodious songs can work, this departmen . 
necessary, however, for each Equipped with twenty songs that have be- 
Class Room Vocal Instruction for Children 
■ r .1 r the man.” The All unadaptable music should be 
“The child is father_ " extended jected, and will be rejected by super*?; 
same statement holds tr“ ho drill who know their business a-J ’ 
to their voices_ A l «ache- shouId 
class room children in voca* ... 
have a clear conception of what to 
1 ri-. „ r^11r**a/inCr SUB 
1 have !b; 
__ The following sugges- 
offered for consideration: 
one to understand that final success 
this, as in all other undertakings, de¬ 
pends upon mastery of unvarying prin¬ 
ciples, earnestness of purpose,—which 
means a fixed determination to win out— 
and unbounded enthusiasm. 
In order to attain eminence as a singer, 
you do not have to possess a voice of ex¬ 
ceptional power' and range, neither is it 
Make sure that each child 
All singing to be 
forc- 
__part of his very soul, each of which 
he is able to sing as, for instance, Gadski jjgftj. quality of 
sings In the Time of Roses; as Julia done w;thout the slightest strain or 
Culp sings Long, Long, Ago; as Schu- • ■ ---jmjggjd 
mann-Heink sings His Lullaby; as Bis- 
pham sings Danny Deever; as Wither¬ 
spoon sings Flow Gently, Sweet Afton 
as Jessie Bartlett Davis sang O Prom- 
Me—if he can do that he will find 
necessary for you to surpass the world friends and admirers wherever he goes, 
in vocal agility or in astonishing climac- Let him fill his soul with a small group 
and dramatic outbursts. If you have of really tuneful songs and he can travel 
a musical voice you can make 
quality if you work under inspiration years, repeating the 
and true guidance. You can achieve dis- old songs that are 
and sing with unqualified success for 
old songs— 
because of 
tinction as a singer by coming into a full being sung with inspired feeling, 
realization of the power and influence of T ’ A1 C",J 
the spirit of truth and sincerity in song. 
I have said that the field open to such 
singer is immense. It is. There are 
Become a devotee at the shrine of pure thousands of cities and towns in the 
music and you will learn how to refresh United States where audiences of from 
the world with a delightful simplicity of 500 to 5000 people will assemble to hear 
utterance in song. The world hungers a David Bispham, a Julia Culp, a Kittie 
for such a message, and you will do Cheatham or a John McCormack. Sing- 
more for the love of good singing ers. of the kind I have described are far 
through simplicity of achievement in the too few. Whenever and wherever they 
art of presenting folk songs, ballads and appear people flock to hear them. We 
sacred songs of worthy composers than have room for thousands of them—we 
r be accomplished by austere and possess only dozens. 
itn i im- -- , , 
The tender and undevelope vocal 
organs must not be subjected to any 
practice that overtaxes them. 
All exercises and tunes should be within 
an easy compass, preferably between C 
and F. . . 
The length of time for singing periods 
rarely to exceed half an hour. 
The endurance and compass of the 
average voice should be the standard to 
govern the preparation or selection of 
song material. 
It frequently happens that composers 
who write music for children, and others 
who select such music show a surprising 
lack of judgment regarding the average 
child voice. 
children’s welfare really at heart. 
It is a mistake to burden childra,' 
minds with frequent allusions to ^ 
technic. They will acquire a fight «. 
of the voice through correct singing, ft. 
compass of their voices will be quite nat- 
urally extended in time through practice. 
Compass should be considered secondjrr 
to quality. 
Time, rhythm, accent and pause-tie 
inherent characteristics of tunes-art ^ 
sorbed and mastered by children uncon¬ 
sciously through the medium of the test 
They should not be alluded to as things 
in themselves. 
The aim then should be to leach chil¬ 
dren to ting, and not hots to fin;. 
This field in which to advance the kve 
of vocal music is an exceedingly j» 
portant one. Those in charge of educa- 
tional affairs should make every posfible 
effort to get eflicient and experience! *. 
structors in this branch. TTitToictioi 
maturity will in a great degree depend 
on how they were cared for inch 
Teaching Is An Art 
sophisticated forms of vocal music. Be¬ 
hold Julia Culp 1 Spiritual sincerity In 
song is recognized and loved by all the action. 
. people of the world at all times and 
der any conditions. The heavier vocal singer who really t: 
Try to perfect yourself then for this 
choicest as well as most useful sphere of 
goal worth striving for 
within the reach of a talented 
Little Matters of Big Moment 
Nature’s way of unfolding a bud into 
a beauty of form and fragrance contains 
a world of meaning for the student who 
is unconsciously conscious of the deeper 
significance of song. 
The solution of the more difficult voice 
problems will be found within, not outside 
of yourself. 
An hour spent with an enthusiastic stu¬ 
dent seems much shorter than a minute 
with an indifferent one. 
Does it do singers any harm to smoke ? 
Does it do any good? 
To all students this: In your train of 
thought see to it that none of the cars 
gets uncoupled. 
the most important vocal means that can 
he used. See Jhat you have it at your 
command. 
The more perfectly you feel the pitch, 
of a tone\ the closer you will come to an 
ideal realization of it. 
Even an artist is not always on the 
alert; not always ready for his best song. 
There is considerable misunderstanding 
among singers regarding the meaning of 
the much used term relaxation. It really 
means that all rigidity should be absent 
in singing. 
Teaching is not a science, teaching 
is one of the fine arts. Teachers, like 
poets, are born, not made. Like begets 
like. It takes fine art to develop fine 
art. Intellect alone has never yet pro¬ 
duced either a real teacher or any other 
kind of an artist. 
It is of course desirable to possess a 
refined understanding, but it is of vastly 
greater importance to possess refined feel¬ 
ings. 
It is not a difficult matter to make an¬ 
other understand something which you 
yourself understand, but it is quite a diffi¬ 
cult matter when you try to make some¬ 
one else feel what you feel. Do you get 
the point? If you don’t, sit dona! 
think it over until you do. 
I f you have a teacher who, you is 
is really developing your natural «b»- 
ments to their utmost limit*, stick to bin 
-“grapple him to your soul with hasp 
of steel"—a* far as you are ascend 
he is priceless The Vest vocal itscs 
tion for an American singer is tinne 
he can get in the United Sates Ht« 
get instruction that is jnst as beats u 
his money: that will advance hia is 
as inevitably as every boor adraacs a 
age, provided, of course that be ha & 
God-given spark within. 
A Vocal Lesson from the Baby 
Important for Singers to Learn How to Read 
s has 
Careful and repeated reading aloud of 
both prose and poetry is of inestimable 
value to singers as well as speakers. Com¬ 
mit many passages to memory, for in this 
way you will have material to work on 
when books are not conveniently at hand. 
All songs should he memorized. When 
you read or recite,, speak each word 
clearly. Be sure to articulate the con¬ 
sonants distinctly and give full value to 
the enunciation of the vowel sounds. The 
aim should always be to make your listen¬ 
ers hear every word uttered, together 
with its inflection, emphasis, pause and 
accent. By all means become skilled in 
the art of reading. 
In reading any passage the pitch of the 
voice will vary according to the inflection. 
But there is a fundamental pitch to begin 
with, and it would be a beneficial prac¬ 
tice to change this fundamental pitch 
within a limited range, say, four or five 
notes, care being taken to preserve the 
chosen pitch throughout the reading, al¬ 
lowing of course the necessary variations 
for inflection. 
Inflection is the basis of the vocal art. 
Vocalists who fail to grasp this principle 
will never* become speakers or singers of 
■ either merit or distinction. Melody in 
the last analysis, is really nothing ’but 
heightened inflection. 
The cry of an infant is the quintess¬ 
ence, even if it is not the most attractive 
feature, of pure vocal sound. The ex¬ 
planation Of this is that the near com- 
ing together or adjustment of the vocal 
chords is so perfect that no breath gets 
through that ,s not in active vibration. 
The vocal organs of the infant spring 
into correct position and action 
matically, and the erv that follow 
that remarkable intensity and tclhngnc*.. 
of tone which carries to the farthest 
reaches of the largest auditorium. Such 
a tone is; the result of unconscious effort 
and perfect balance of the forces en 
5=Stt:M:S=5i 
takeneijm1S ^ °ther thin» tha» "lust be 
Con of th acc?unt:-the pristine perfect 
and the vital'forces a^atTh'"' ™Uscle' 
of efficiency and in ,he,r ,0P-notHi ■...I,.. "-1 
to become the imperfect beine * *** 
»rL”d make him, 
An infant cries with 
tomed to critical listening to the 1® 
voice can tell, proceed* from of * 
up at the bottom of the throat * #*? 
words within die larynx. wW 
original source of vocal s< 
time the infant renews its 
know how to listen, a gkdtu-strofr ® 
be detected, varying in M®*® 
cording to the loudness and 
its cry. This denotes the uttnes ««*• 
of use of the breath wrought 
into vocal sound. Place jtwria9® , 
the region of the rib*. dajbnP" 
underneath the shoulder-blades «* • 
will feel how evenly, regularly 
cdly the muscles of the thorax 
in their effort to expel the bfe»» 
the lungs. As the cry &ro*s 
increased contraction of the 
muscles will be noticed. Tb* 
the sound waves through mcre*5*^^ 
pressure or density of 
pipe We learn from Hetabo*0 . 
tensity or telhngness of sound n ^ 
ent upon the density of *T ^ * 
it is generated" and thxw i* “ ^ 
unconscious babe is the 
holts, since the baby does1? M£fft 
Helmholtz, only d 
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Tone Talk 
We do not need to be told when we are 
fooling away time, we know it ourselves, 
jt we don’t, the case is hopeless, and no¬ 
tice may be sent to the undertaker. 
The teacher of singing who really is a 
teacher of singing is the one who says : 
This is the right way, and then proves it. 
This is the test of teaching efficiency. A 
teacher must measure up to this level or 
take the consequences. 
Question your teacher frequently. 
Keep a record of what he says. This 
plan, enables you to see if the last les¬ 
sons of a term tally and hold together 
with the first. 
There is no sound that can approxi¬ 
mate the quality and attractiveness of the 
human voice in song. 
There are two harmful tendencies prev- 
for Singers 
alent in the training of voices. One is to 
compel contraltos to sing too high, and 
the other is in training baritones to sing 
in the tenor range. Both actions are 
harmful. Voices thus trained reveal the 
strain to which they have been subjected 
in deterioration of tone quality. There is 
a cure. Quit it. Sing with the voice 
God gave you. 
There are many evidences that the 
germs of unanimity of thought on the de¬ 
velopment of the singing voice are 
growing and spreading. Scores of letters 
from Etude readers* convince the writer 
that there is agreement among teachers, 
widely separated as to locality, that me¬ 
chanical means of training voices are 
incorrect. There is an undeniable trend 
towards a wholesome Standard of Voice 
Culture in America. 
A Helpful 
Many years ago a teacher with whom 
I studied said to me “Close your eyes. 
You will sing better.” 
When closing your eyes or dropping 
your eyelids you do get a better tone and 
will probably find yourself possessed by 
the spirit of the song in a much greater 
degree than when not doing so. That is so 
simply because the homogeneity of your 
ego is not broken up by external influ¬ 
ences coming to you through your eyes, 
and the consequence is that the emotional 
message of the song, as well as the qual¬ 
ity of your tone, reach their highest level. 
Try to make your ego stronger. Culti- 
Expedient 
vate self-possession—not through the 
medium of pride nor through the medium 
of humility but through the conscious¬ 
ness that you really have a message for 
the world. When you have come into full 
possession of yourself you will probably 
be able to sing as well with your eyes 
open as closed and your tone will lose 
none of its quality. Never sing for ap¬ 
probation. Let your soul dissolve its joys 
or sorrows in song, simply because you 
cannot help it. Then, your song will be 
true at any rate. Whether people like 
it or not should not matter much. Christ 
was crucified, as you know. 
The American Singer's Handicap 
By John C. Rau 
The American singer’s handicap is im¬ 
patience. Our very independence makes 
us uncomfortable under restraint. In 
Europe a more tractable student submits 
readily when the maestro says, “Your 
vocal course will take four years.” By 
dint of our natural talent, our great en¬ 
ergy, our surprising initiative we some¬ 
how make up for the time we lose 
through blunders brought about by short 
cuts. This does not mean, however, that 
there are not many other singers who 
might become famous in America if they 
could bring themselves to see that voice 
training is an art that takes time and 
In all professions the standards are ris¬ 
ing. In medicine one must have from one 
to four years’ college training to enter 
any first class medical school. In music 
the student who does not realize the 
oncoming pressure of competition is des¬ 
tined for failure. Get as good a train¬ 
ing as you possibly can, and get as much 
of it as possible. Then remember that 
there are thousands who have had a good 
training and that you are in one of the 
swiftest and most difficult races in the 
world in which not one minute may be 
Monotones 
By Albert S. Watson 
Every chorus leader has encountered 
the individual who sings blissfully away 
on one tone, perfectly unconscious of the 
fact that he is making hideous discords 
with every note. That some people are 
really tone deaf is a common discovery 
of the voice teacher. I remember a pu¬ 
pil with a very fair voice indeed who 
sang with great accuracy exactly one- 
third above any given note, and thought 
that she was singing the note. 
In congregational singing in church 
there are frequently heard earnest mem¬ 
bers of the church who devoutly inter¬ 
rupt the best efforts of the good singers 
by singing so far out of tune that the 
whole effect is disastrous. This, in fact, 
is one of the great difficulties with con¬ 
gregational singing. Usually those who 
sing out of tune are those who sing the 
loudest. 
The only remedy for those who sing 
out of tune and who have voices worthy 
of ’reclamation is drill, drill, drill. A 
patient, hard-working teacher can some¬ 
times accomplish wonders by means of 
drill. Play the right pitch on the instru¬ 
ment, and then have the pupil sing. The 
pupil fails! Well,—try it over and over 
and over again. There have been some 
cases where the results have been very 
satisfactory and the ear has been well 
enough trained to enable the pupil to de¬ 
tect false tones without delay. 
The Isolated Singer 
This singer, who for'one reason or 
another cannot get into touch with a 
teacher, is by no means helpless. No 
singer is really separate from all chances 
of improvement who realizes that in pos¬ 
sessing mind, soul, gift of voice and 
musical talent he has at hand assets of 
incalculable value. With these great ad¬ 
vantages and the aid to be found in good 
voice books and magazine articles or de¬ 
rived from interviews with other singers 
he can accomplish much by himself to¬ 
wards his own development as singer. 
The talking machine is also a means by 
which to obtain many useful points. This 
course is especially valuable to all stu¬ 
dents in getting ideas of style and inter¬ 
pretation. 
Where there is a will, the way above 
indicated can be turned to good personal 
account. 
Our Smallest Grand 
This piano presents in the smallest com¬ 
pass we believe desirable, those qualities of 
tone and touch which make the grand incom¬ 
parable. Less elaborate and expensive than 
most high-class grands, yet in materials, 
workmanship and finish, it is as artistically 
perfect as our largest grands. Our latest 
catalogue—an invaluable guide to intending 
purchasers interested in what is latest and 
best in piano designing—mailed (free) on 
request. 
Ivers <& Pond 
PIANOS 
are of but one grade—the best; built to com¬ 
pete in quality rather than in price. They 
have the individuality of every true art prod¬ 
uct, yet show ultimately unsurpassed econ¬ 
omy. Recognizing this, over 400 American 
Educational Institutions have bought Ivers 
& Pond Pianos for their own use, in numbers 
from a single piano to over 300. 
How to Buy 
If no dealer near you sells the Ivers & Pond, you can buy 
from oar factory as safely and advantageously as if you lived 
nearby. We make expert selection, prepay freight and ship 
on tried, in your home, in any State in the Union. Liberal allow¬ 
ance for old pianos in exchange. Attractive easy payment plans. 
For catalogue and valuable information to buyers, write us now. 
IVERS & POND PIANO CO. 
141 Boylston Street Boston, Mass. 
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& PIANO 
Its Possession Proclaims 
Musical Judgment 
In New York and Philadelphia 
at the IPanamaker Stores only. 
Dealers in Other Principal Cities 
SCHOMACKER PIANO CO. 
Established 1838 
23rd and Chestnut Streets 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
the etude 
Reform in English Methods of Teaching Singing.s o 
The Etude is in receipt of a special of the training of a smge 
report issued by the Society of English instrumentalist. 
Singers. This organization includes “single teacher” system. 
_mPD Itl ICtl ^ . * . . - i, C-VlTAIll fl DC many of the representative men in Eng- 4- department should bc T,® 
lish musical life, including Sir Charles l js Df the teacher or teachers p . 
... h- n'.Md:rJif r£ pupils of the institution mid not o .P^ 
ticular members of the s trained 
visable that any pupil should.betra 
all the various branches by 
Villiers Stanford (president), 
Plunkett Greene, C. Haydn Coffin, W. 
A. Aikin, Percy C. Buck, Ben Davies, 
William' Shakespeare, Arthur Somer¬ 
vell, and others. The recommendations . _ 
are directed particularly toward schools teacher, 
and conservatories, but the report is in- . ... x 
tcresting to private teachers as well. The 5.—The phystca! side of ^ upon 
report follows: ‘The careeroa ^ g for its success. 
“There is unanimous agreement among his physical development of hi> 
members of this society that the present In the interes s o theoretical studies 
eta*. offers in o„ in*i- ,hc,d 
not be made c 
tutions to those who wish to become 
singers is inadequate and on unsatisfac¬ 
tory lines. 
"Owing to' the great changes now tak¬ 
ing place on all sides, it is regarded as 
opportune to suggest that if a true Eng¬ 
lish School of Singing is to be estab¬ 
lished, the time is favorable for a com¬ 
plete revision of the conditions under 
which singers are trained in this country. 
Therefore the society sets forth the fol¬ 
lowing criticisms upon the existing con- 
compulsory. 
6.—Neglect of the English lArngnage^ 
“The first duty of every English singer 
is to sing his own language perfectly. 
To this end the English language should 
form the basis of his training. 
“The society wishes to urge the adop¬ 
tion of a system under which the singing 
school is to constitute a separate depart¬ 
ment, supervised by a person specially 
acquainted with the art of singing and 
ditions, and suggests what it holds to be its requirements, and conducted by 
a comprehensive system of teaching: 
I.—Insufficient technical training and with his colleagues. 
body of teachers’, each of whom teaches 
subject or subjects in agreement 
supervision. “The pupils should receive technical m- 
‘The present system of half an hour struction in vocalizing and diction under 
twenty minutes twice a week is wrong the daily supervision of their teachers 
- in the early stages, and be passed’on to 
the higher branches when they have 
acquired proficiency in .technique. They 
in principle. The number and duration 
of lessons should be elastic and regu¬ 
lated according to individual needs. - 
ginners require daily supervision, either should study singing side by side with 
individually or in classes, in the technical the proper declamation of the English 
study of vocalizing and diction, and pro- language, together with sight-singing. 
ficiency iff these should be secured be¬ 
fore attempting more advanced work. 
“The period of study should be cap¬ 
able of being extended to five years. 
2.—Absence of any general principle co¬ 
ordinating the whole training. 
semble singing, repertoire, memorizing 
and pianoforte accompanying. 
“To these subjects should be added 
dancing,*fencing and stage technique for 
those who intend to follow an operatic 
‘The student will thus be enabled to 
“The subjects: Technique of Vocalizing take his place fully equipped on the c 
and Diction, Study of Musical Works, 
Sight-Singing and Interpretation should 
be taught upon common principles and a 
progressive system. 
.—Absence of Ensemble Classes for solo 
singers. 
“Ensemble work is as essential a part 
cert platform or the stage. 
“There should be such an entrance ex¬ 
amination as would ensure a definite 
standard of ability and intelligence in 
every pupil. 
“Lectures and demonstrations should 
be given, which the whole school should 
be required to attend.” 
Vocal Dynamics 
By Karl Klinger 
In no instrument are there greater pos¬ 
sibilities for quantitative tonal shading 
than in the voice. From fff to ppp is 
a comparatively small distance in the 
voice, but in that distance it is possible 
to get every imaginable degree of vocal 
shading. The difficulty is that very few 
students attempt to get anything more 
— --...... great ae 
of the variety and interest in the voice 
due to the intelligent regulation of tl 
A good way to try this out is by meat 
SCa!es‘ Start ^ scale pianissin 
and then increase the force with eve, 
degree. Returning, diminish the for 
with every step. 
The final decision should be in favor 
of some one of the better teachers in 
the locality in which you live, provided 
you remain at home. Prospective stu¬ 
dents of song, before deciding upon an 
instructor, should listen attentively to 
what well-informed persons, be they sing¬ 
ers or otherwise, have to say about teach¬ 
ers. But bear in mind that such talk 
should not be allowed to enter too deeply 
into your final decision because reputa¬ 
tions are not always built upon rock-bot¬ 
tom foundations. 
Investigate for yourself by interview- 
v^iioosing a l eacher 
«ng teachers. Very few of them will c 
ject to being questioned about their wo 
with voices. Should any refuse v „ . 
. 
sirable. * lke,y to Prove <j 
choice of a teacher?^,*"! ™Ucr 
Stock, ' ® 
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The Composer 
„.ard that Inner chamber into which the 
musicians bad disappeared. 
He stopped a moment on the threshold, the 
riance of' his gray eyes flying unerringly to 
Sarolta, who stood the centre o£ a group. 
Her cheeks were flushed. He had thought 
her beauty was enhanced by her usual pallor. 
_ thus incarnadined, It seemed to him 
adorned as if by jewels. 
As he stared, he became conscious that 
many eyes were fixed on him: those of his 
hostess severely, of Lady Warborough with a 
smile and of Princess Wilhelm with curios¬ 
ity through her uplifted eyeglass. Sir Ar¬ 
nold Pringle had a shocked expression, and 
Johnny was vaguely conscious that, from a 
retired comer, Mrs. Mosenthal was gazing 
doubtfully upon him. But Saroita 1< 
at all, a 
le else. 
le could spare no thought 
“It was awfully jolly,” said Johnny. 
Her highness smiled more broadly at this : 
then advanced a step, with the unmistakable 
movement of departure. There was an in¬ 
stant flutter; Lady Warborough, Sir Arnold, 
Mrs. Morton, gathered about the august one; 
a small, eager, black, hook-nosed man sprang 
forward from the outer room, summoned as 
if by magic by his wife's Imperious gesture 
to proffer his escort. As the cortege moved 
away, the Princess nodded a pleasant fare¬ 
well to Saroita. 
Johnny drew an audible breath of relief on 
flndlng the coast clear. 
“Oh, 1 say," said he, coming up to Saroita, 
“you were stunning, you know !” 
She gave a little start and regarded him 
as out ot some very far-off, entrancing dream. 
Then he saw, with a stab at his honest 
heart, that for a moment she did not reeog- 
“I am glad you like it," she said formally : 
stereotyped answer to the expected compli- 
Bnt, even as she spoke, her face lit up. 
Johnny only felt, without analyzing, the fas¬ 
cination with which light and shadow alter¬ 
nated on her countenance. 
“So it's you !" she exclaimed. 
“Yes, It's me,” he responded In his special 
language; and thought that, upon this, he 
might shake hands. 
He took her fingers; wondered to find 
them ice-cold ; held them. 
“You never told me-” he began, but 
Ms moment was gone: a loud, excited voice 
clamored for attention. 
“Saroita! Here she is, madame." And 
Mrs. Mosenthal laid her hot clasp upon her 
“Saroita, Saroita—-here's Madame Cos¬ 
tanza!” 
A magnificent being In pearl-colored satin, 
conveying, as she advanced, the Impression of 
a ship In full sail, pushed the Hebraic lady 
on one side, and took the girl bodily into 
her embrace. Two kisses resounded like pis¬ 
tol shots. Still holding her there by the 
shoulders, she gazed in Sarolta's face with 
a pair of gorgeous, hawk-like eyes. 
“Yon are a treasure! A mine of gold!" 
she cried in rich toues. 
Saroita had turned very pale. The glance 
she lifted was full of awe and ecstasy. 
Johnny saw that she was trembling again 
and wondered who this explosive Panjandrum 
might be who seemed to produce so much 
greater an impression on the singer than 
had a Queen's daughter. 
“Yes, my child,” went on the lady. “You 
don’t know how to sing, of course, no—not 
for nuts', as you say in England. You don’t 
know how to breathe. Above all, you don’t 
know how to attack the note, poverina. Y’ou 
don't know how to phrase. Y'our voice is not 
even placed, to begin with. It is execrable. 
You have already a thousand tricks. Slais aQ 
He fait rien . . . macht nichts. . 
The gold is there—a treasure !” 
A Golden Voice 
At the first words of this ruthless criticism 
Saroita bad winced as if the large, jewelled 
hand that gripped her shoulder had struck 
hor In the face. From pale she grew a pain- 
ful scarlet, and tears of Intense mortifica¬ 
tion sprang to her eyes; she set her teeth 
not to shed them. But she was angry too. 
behind those unshed tears her eyes flashed, 
and those level brows were drawn so fiercely 
a« nearly to meet. Nevertheless, as the other 
rattled on, and appreciation succeeded eon- 
lunation, Miss Vameck's expressive face lost 
Us tense Indignation, and quivered into be¬ 
wilderment. And Madame Costanza pro¬ 
ceeded as if these signs of emotion were 
finite outside bqr notice. There was no 
unkindness, though, in the keen glance that 
saw all—only a genial, if determined pur¬ 
pose. She Imre down an apologetic attempt 
at Interruption on the part of Mrs. Mosen- 
“And to think how little I expected such 
a discovery ! These great ladies, with their 
little new singers—a me connalt! They 
pick a linnet out of a hedge and call it a 
nightingale ; set it twittering, and swoon with 
rapture . . . till the next linnet hops 
up !” She broke off, drew back, and flung out 
her forefinger. “Who has been teaching you?” 
she inquired, with an acute change of tone. 
Obsequiously Mrs. Mosenthal answered, be¬ 
fore Sarolta’s trembling lips could articulate 
“The Marchioness of Warborough was hav¬ 
ing her taught by Sir Arnold Pringle, Ma¬ 
dame Costanza.” 
"Sir Arnold!” repeated madame, “ah!” 
The long drawn-out note held a world of sig¬ 
nificance. "And that was why you were 
trotted out to sing ‘The Little Birch Tree,’ 
and 'Oh, oh, oh! my Heart!' Tell me, child, 
do you want to go on with that kind of 
thing? Have you no better prospect than to 
lie the little pipe for the little tunes of a 
l'rin#)e? Oh, you might get an engagement 
now and again at a ballad concert, and at 
teas in Mayfair and make perhaps—perhaps 
fifty guineas a year at the height of your 
fame! That Is your ambition, heint And 
never to know any better than to run up to 
your note, like a sailor up a rope, quite 
pleased to get there, after all, heint Is 
that your idea of art?” 
Salorta leaned forward with parted lips; 
all her wrath and humiliation seemed to have 
passed from her ; she was hanging on the 
other’s speech as If it held life or death. 
“I will make of you,” said the great one 
slowly, “an opera singer ... of the 
first order.” 
“Oh !” cried the girl. 
“There, Saroita!" It seemed as if Mrs. 
Mosenthal, too, were hardly able to con¬ 
tain herself with the joy which this prospect 
offered. 
But Johnny felt his blood run cold. It 
was bad enough to have her set up to amuse 
a fashionable party; but Saroita, an opera 
singer! 
"Yes,” proceeded the teacher in a breath¬ 
less silence, “I, I, Costanza, I take you. 
You come to Paris. I ask you no 
fees. I ask you nothing but to be a good 
child and do as you're told. And if you're 
not the best Isolde I ever launched, may I 
never train an opera singer again.” 
Johnny listened with a sinking heart, his 
mouth dropping open in dismay. He felt as 
if he were looking on .at a play, as he saw 
the girl now seize Madame Costanza’s out¬ 
stretched bands and press them to her lips; 
while Mrs. Mosenthal, her head inclined at 
an intense angle of sentimental rapture, 
clapjped her fat palms and exclaimed in¬ 
coherently : 
“Well, Saroita, of all the lucky ! Of course 
she can go to Paris, madame. There ain’t 
any difficulty about that. I’ll go with you 
myself, love.” , 
“Allons, allonsl” cried the superb Cos¬ 
tanza, Impatiently but with good-humor. “It 
is settled then. I carry you off for an hour, 
petite. At the hotel we can talk. I leave 
to-morrow morning for Paris—the first boat. 
O h, la. Id 1 those boats! You can come with 
us now also, madame. If you like. I will 
send you both home in my taxi." 
Johnny stood forlornly gazing after them. 
She had not as much as glanced back. She 
had forgotten his very existence! 
CHAPTER HI. 
The crest of the Holdfasts was a “cubic 
arm” with a clenched fist; and their motto 
ran in similar canting manner. “Holde 
Faste.” A legend was, of course, current in the 
family. But, without entering into the ques¬ 
tion of its authenticity, there was no doubt 
that they were an obstinate race, who, from 
one generation to another, thoroughly up¬ 
held the imposed tradition. Johnny, the last 
in the direct line of that sturdy stock, had 
certainly no idea of modeling his thoughts 
and deeds upon any conventional standard. 
Yet, in his modern way, he was no less stub¬ 
born than the far-off ancestor who had won 
name and preferment by the sheer strength 
of his grip, in holding his Northumbrian 
castle for Plantagenet. From the time of 
his childhood it went characteristically 
against nature with him to give up any¬ 
thing once he had laid hold of it. On the 
other hand, his desires were few, -so that he 
passed among comrades as an “easy-going, 
good-natured chap.” 
For three days after his disappointing 
evening, Johnny moped about in a dissatis¬ 
fied way very new to him. He went to a 
couple of Hails and to some races, and de¬ 
rived about' as much pleasure from them as 
an acutely dyspeptic man from a series of 
good dishes: Other fellows’ jokes could not 
produce a smile: the company and conversa¬ 
tion of the girls he generally liked were 
almost more than a bore. 
On the morning of the third dav. however, 
on fane *47.) 
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How to Make Organ Recitals Worth While 
While the organists who are able to. confine their 
professional activities entirely to the giving of recitals 
are as scarce as the proverbial angels’ visits,—or the 
equally proverbial hfens’ teeth, yet most of us have 
more or less opportunity for this branch of work, even 
if it be only in connection with our regular playing in 
church on Sundays. Many organists make a regular 
practice of playing a short recital in connection with 
one or the other of the regular Sunday services,— 
either before or after,—and while this close connec¬ 
tion with the service imposes limitations that do not 
apply on other occasions when the organ may be used 
for what we may designate as purely concert work, 
still a recital it remains. Many organists, and this 
for a number of reasons, never have other opportunity 
than this, and many organists thus limited never real¬ 
ize their splendid opportunities for benefitting them¬ 
selves, and for giving pleasure and satisfaction to 
others as well. The educational value of a good re- 
'cital program, well played, to both performer and 
audience is very great, and too many young organists, 
otherwise ambitious, persistently neglect this opportu¬ 
nity that lies waiting at their very doors. For one 
thing, the organist who uses his instrument simply in 
accompanying the service, and in playing the smallest 
excusable minimum (counted either in time or in ef¬ 
fort) by himself, be it preludes, or postludes, or offer¬ 
tories, will find himself rapidly becoming careless and 
slovenly. It is remarkable how easily one can fall 
into careless habits in accompanying, especially where 
there is at least a fairly-trained choir to carry things 
through. For one thing, congregations almost never 
listen to the organ during the service, except as a 
background or support for the voices. This is a 'sad 
thought, but cases where it is not true are, I firmly 
believe, the exception. If so, how great the tempta¬ 
tion which often comes to the organist, to put as little 
of effort and of enthusiasm into this part of his duties, 
as is possible! And if he regards his playing in this 
light, how easily he drifts into regarding his position 
as merely a pot-boiler, as it were,—merely an easy 
way of making a little badly-needed money. I think 
the greatest value of recital-work to a young organ¬ 
ist lies in the fact that it puts him on his mettle, be¬ 
cause the thing is obviously not worth doing at all 
unless it is done well, and he will learn more of 
the possibilities of his instrument, be it ever so 
humble, and see more ways of making it interesting 
in service-playing and otherwise by playing one really 
conscientious recital than by going through, in a mere 
routine, hundreds of services. My advice to the young 
organist then is this, play all the recitals you can, in 
your own church or out of it, if you are paid for 
them, so much the better, but play them anyway, when¬ 
ever you have the chance. The educational value of the 
recital to the player is very great indeed. 
Education of the Audience 
It is also vety great to the audience. Most people 
are not only willing, but anxious to admire anything 
worthy, only they are all “from Missouri,” they “want 
to be shown.” A well-chosen program, well-played, often 
falls flat because the people simply don’t know 
that they ought to admire it; they take it as a matter 
of course. And just as the ordinary congregation will 
start chattering and gossiping the minute the postlude 
begins, so an audience at a recital often regards the 
' instrumental part of the program as merely a means 
of filling in the time between solos, so that the singers 
can take breath and have a little intermission for rest. 
. The excuse for this is the same as Doctor Johnson 
once gave for a faulty definition that somehow or other 
got into his great Dictionary—“Pure ignorance, 
Madam.” A recital ought to be announced in a way 
to call attention to it as a matter of serious artistic 
endeavor, and a printed program is practically indispen¬ 
sable,—if it can be annotated, so much the better. An 
organist who plays a recital, either in connection with 
a church service or not, without adequate announce¬ 
ment, and without programs, is wasting his time; 
while with proper publicity and a printed program, a 
recital, or better yet, a series of recitals, can do much 
to stimulate public interest and public appreciatio 
wherever the organ is used, so that recitals 
proper auspices will almost invariably react tavo y 
upon performer and audience alike. ... 
Taking it for granted, then, that the recital is wortn 
while, what are some of the points for the player t 
consider? First of all, the program. The greatest 
fault of most recital programs is this, they are too 
long. Just as it is a test of a good public speaker, 
be he parson or politician, to say what he has to say, 
and then sit down, so the organist at a recital should 
know when to stop. If he has been working hard on 
his repertory he may have so many new things at his 
fingers’ ends that he wants to play that it is hard to 
limit the number; but it is a great mistake to go on 
playing all night just because you happen to be inter- 
ested yourself. As a rule, an hour is enough, and if 
the recital is given in connection with a church service, 
half an hour should be the limit. It is much better 
to let your audience go away wishing you had given 
them more than to have them getting up and slinking 
out one by one during the last part of your program, 
or, what is worse, going to sleep, even if they don t 
snore. I have on my desk at this moment a program 
of two inaugural recitals on a new orgap, played by 
one of the most prominent recitalists in this country. 
" It is a good organ, and .they are good programs, but 
they have the fault of which I am speaking,—they are 
too long—much too long. Half of those two audi¬ 
ences will get fidgety before the program is finished, 
and when a listener gets fidgety, all' pleasure in the 
recital is gone for him, and, most likely, for his neigh¬ 
bor as well. An hour gives the player ample scope 
for variety, and is quite enough for any but an ex¬ 
ceptional audience. 
The Right Kind of Program 
Then as to selections, don’t be too serious all the 
tiine. Remember that your audience is not made up 
largely of trained musicians, but the reverse. Only an 
audience of organists could enjoy a program made up 
exclusively of the most serious literature for the instru¬ 
ment, and the chances are that even if you had such an 
audience they would pick your renditions unmercifully 
to pieces. The average audience is ready to be pleased, 
but equally ready to be bored; to please them should 
be your first aim, and to avoid boring them, your sec¬ 
ond. Play one serious, scholarly work, if you like.— 
a Bach Fugue, a Rheinberger Sonata, a Widor Sym¬ 
phony, or what not, if your audience will stand for it, 
as the saying is,—but be sure to give the people plenty 
that they can understand and enjoy. If they can get 
pleasure out of the majority of your selections, thev 
will give you the benefit of the doubt as to the others’; 
but if they feel themselves lost most of the time, the 
chances are they will not come the next time you play 
and you will have lost an opportunity to help educate 
them towards that standard of the ideal audience which 
you have somewhere in the, back of your mind There 
is plenty of good material that is grateful to the plavcr 
musically excellent, and yet not above the heads of -,n 
average audience,-use it. As to whether you shall 
play Handels Largo, or the Meditation from “Thai*” 
or Lemare’s Andantino in D-flat, I don’t pretend n 
nfavSethyp°m ,bUt uy°U thiDk >:OUr audience wants them, play them by all means. You.and I perhaps think 
they are rather stale, but they are, after all 
music, though of small scale, and rather hacknfyed 
Perhaps, however, they are not hackneyed to your 
audience-have you ever thought of that? The nlaver 
who doesnt please his public will very soon find that 
he has no public to please. Once you get an audien 
interested, and on your side, you can put in sol, u 
a little above their heads, if you like, and the next 
M rhey Wil1 thank ^ *or introducing Z 
ZZr ZZ 18 80 stupid as to be where the talk 
is over ones head all the time. If you pi* * 
thing very serious and intense, it is often best t. i l 
up to it gradually instead of doing as so ™ * ead 
gram-builders do, and that is to put it on a"the ££ 
beginning, so.as to have it over with. It is the best 
to begin with something fairly compelling, so as to 
leave no doubt in the minds of your audience that you 
really have begun, and it is also well to wind up with 
something fairly jubilant, so as to send your audience 
away, so far as in you lies, in a good humor; though 
if your recital is a prelude to a service immediately 
follow jpg. a piece rather quiet in character may nuke 
a more appropriate transition. 
I said above something about the desirability of at 
notations on the program, where possible. A few 
words telling your audience what to be on the watch 
for will not only aid them in an appreciation of the 
music, but, better yet. it will give them very genuine 
pleasure when they pick up the clues you indicate, and 
they become from that moment particeps criminis with 
yourself. I do not say this as in any way disparaging 
the average audience, but I do insist strongly that if 
you can, by means of annotations, or in any other way, 
take your listeners into partnership with you, and let 
them know what to watch out for, and what to admire, 
and why, the audience that will not respond must be 
very dull indeed. 
As to soloists, most audiences will relish a little vari¬ 
ety of this kind, and as a rule a singer makes the most 
intimate appeal, owing to the intense personal inti¬ 
macy of the singer’s art. Next to a singer, the violin, 
as probably the most intimate of all instruments, fur¬ 
nishes an almost equally great contrast, and is so to 
he recommended, but other instruments in combinatiai 
with the organ are very effective, and the organist in 
arranging his programs will have to be governed by a 
number of conditions that cannot be treated in a short 
paper of this kind. 
There arc, however, plenty of occasions where it is 
perfectly allowable, and even desirable, to do away with 
an assisting soloist altogihcr. When the recital is given 
in connection with a church service, where there will 
be, in due time, plenty of singing to listen to, it will 
perhaps be just as well to confine the program to orga 
numbers, or to numbers of other instruments in com¬ 
bination. There arc other instances,—when the interest 
is primarily in the instrument, or in the performer 
(such things have been known) so that the prtsen« 
of an assisting artist on the program is regarded as a 
sort of impertinence,—there it is belter to do without 
one, but in ordinary cases, it is probably best to ba« 
some little variety of this kind,—but never too nrach 
For an hour’s program one interpolated number by a 
singer, or other instrumentalist, is probably soficot 
and two is the maximum. 
Sanity in Playing 
As to the manner of performances,—make everyth!? 
you do carry its message. Over-phrasing i« oi coant 
a serious fault, but it is better to show off the strut- 
ture of some noble composition in this way than t» 
jumble it all together in one Urge smear, as so nary 
players, especially those brought up on die old theory 
that a legato touch should always and invariably bt« 
evidence, are apt to do. Frequent changes in registra¬ 
tion arc fussy, and monotony is • fatal, the successful 
recitalist must steer a middle course, but if the 
chanical equipment of the instrument will not penmt 
much variety without seriously interrupting the pn# 
ress the rendition, it is usually better to 
the continuity at the expense of variety of color. Tt» 
last observation is for the benefit, and consolations 
those hampered by antiquated and obsolete coos*; 
the player with a modem instrument at bis cocniM1' 
will not need such caution. ■ 
In San Diego. California, a very interesting ***“ 
'iient has been tried with great success.—the l**® 
°f a concert organ for use in the open air. 
the place. in a sense, of the traditional brass 
and with the growth of such use of the organ « 
as well as with the large and very rapidly P**® 
use of the organ in motion-picture, and other the 
the instrument is coming more and more to being * 
quatelv appreciated for its own sake, and no ** 
merely as an adjunct to the church service. 
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Getting the Best from a Small Organ 
By Mrs. John Edwin Worrell 
Every young organist in charge of a 
small organ reaches a point in his work 
where he becomes dissatisfied with the 
limited number of stops his organ af¬ 
fords. He has worked the same combi¬ 
nations over and over until he grows 
sick of the monotony. 
He makes substitutes in pieces which 
call for oboes, trumpets and vox humana 
until he feels, (and with reason) that he 
is at the end of his resources along that 
line and that he can only make further 
progress when he has a larger instru¬ 
ment to work on. 
He imagines that with its wonderful 
resources he could make fine music, and 
as far as tone quality is concerned, he is 
right. 
But does he realize the importance of 
some of the other things besides tone 
quality, which go to make up good organ 
playing, and has he really (as he imag¬ 
ines) in the acquirement of these things 
exhausted the possibilities of the small 
organ at his command? It is barely pos¬ 
sible he may have overlooked one or two 
things in combinations, so we call his 
attention to the following: 
Coupling the Manuals 
1. In case his organ has only one 
pedal stop (which is usually too loud for 
the softest manual stops) does he use it 
constantly or does he make an 8 ft. pedal 
by shutting off the real pedal stop and 
coupling the pedal to a manual? 
More Variety 
2. Does he invariably use the Dulciana 
for accompaniments when he has a piece 
with solo and accompaniment? 
In pieces of a sandwich type (two loud 
sections with solo and accompaniment 
between) it is sometimes very effective to 
play the solo on ap open diapason or 
other bold stop on the great and put 
the accompaniment on the swell. 
Technical 
Now as to his technical attainments. 
.1. Has he mastered the true principles 
of pedaling? 
2. Is his legato with both hands and 
both feet perfect? 
3. Has it ever entered his head to find 
out what phrasing is? 
4. Is his sight reading good? 
5. Has he perfect independence between 
hands and feet? 
6. Are his accompaniments all they 
should be, limited only in stop selection? 
7. Has he studied Harmony to get an 
insight into what he plays? 
8. Can he play a hymn in five sharps, 
and does a hymn with six flats put him 
out of business? 
If he is not well up in all these things 
he is by no means ready to jump to 
trumpets and oboes, but he should look at 
his small organ with eyes open to its won¬ 
derful possibilities as an aid in acquir¬ 
ing a solid foundation in playing. 
It offers no obstacle to a good legato, 
none to correct fingering. It affords as 
good pedal practice as a large organ with 
the possible difference of a few less keys 
at the top of the pedal board, but it has 
been the writer’s experience that very 
few compositions exceed the small or¬ 
gan’s compass of pedal keys. 
It stimulates ingenuity in finding suit¬ 
able stop combinations, and it demands 
speed in making them as its mechanical 
appliances are so few. 
By working unceasingly and using the 
small organ to the very limit of its pow¬ 
ers, the organist will soon find hirqself 
placed whebe he will not have to jump 
but can step easily into a better place. 
Badly Registered Accompaniments 
By W. P. Mero 
With the vastly increased resources of 
the modern organ the organist who is 
young in experience is often tempted to 
use registrations in accompanying that 
are not only in bad taste but actually 
detract from the character of the anthem 
or the hymn. 
It is always well to remember that the 
devotional side of the music is after all 
the first consideration of those who go 
to a house of worship. With hymns it 
is always best to rely upon the solid stops 
avoiding the fancy combinations. In 
working out the registration of an anthem 
consider first of all the appropriateness 
of the stops to the text. The same dia¬ 
pasons that are so effective in giving the 
background to a hymn often sound hol¬ 
low and “hooty” when accompanying an 
anthem. Don’t think that careful atten¬ 
tion to registration will go unnoticed by 
the congregation or by the music com¬ 
mittee. They may not be capable of un¬ 
derstanding technically what you are 
seeking to do but they will unconsciously 
feel that you are providing an appropriate 
service. While such a combination on 
the swell manual such as Bourdon (16'), 
Viola di Gamba (8'), Dulciana (8'), Vox 
Angelica (8'), Oboe (8'), coupled to the 
Choir Hohl Flute (8') and Lieblich Ge- 
dact (4'), swell box closed, may be very 
effective for an evening text such as 
“Softly Falls the Light of Day” it would 
be ridiculous with such words as “Stand 
Up, Stand Up for Jesus.” 
Bach and the Organ Pedals 
By Clarence Whitman 
Possibly the best cure for the one- 
legged organist is a good dose of Bach. 
Even the easy preludes and fugues are 
excellent pedal drill. W. T. Best knew 
that and it is said that after one had 
been through a course of Bach with the 
great English organist one did not have 
to think about the pedals. 
The organ student should realize that 
in adding the pedals he is practically 
adding another pair of hands. He be¬ 
comes a four-legged musician instead of 
a two-legged one as is the pianist with 
his one manual. The organ pedals need 
drill work just as much as the fingers. 
Woe be to the organist who can only 
stumble around the middle notes of the 
pedal keyboard. Every good organist 
should be able to play the notes at the 
extreme end of the pedal keyboard with 
almost as much ease and facility as those 
in the centre. Guilmant apparently could 
and that was no small feat (no joke in¬ 
tended) when one remembers the short 
stature of the brilliant little French or¬ 
ganist. 
Bach, Bach, Bach, and then more Bach 
if you would acquire pedal skill. If you 
have little pedal skill do not claim to be 
a real organist. 
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The Repertoire of a Concert Violinist 
The War and the Violin Market 
s the r A violinist's “repertoire’ 
ber of compositions which he has 
tered technically and artistically, has 
committed to memory, and would be able 
to play at-a moment’s notice, or at least 
with very slight preparation. How many 
pieces should the repertoire of the violin¬ 
ist contain, for him to be dignified by 
the name of artist? Hans Von Billow, 
the famous pianist and director of or¬ 
chestra, used to declare that no pianist 
could justly claim to be considered an 
artist, whose repertoire consisted of less 
than two hundred compositions, worked 
out to the last degree of finish, and thor¬ 
oughly memorized. This great musician 
certainly j ustified his opinion, in his own 
individual case, as the amount of music 
which he had mastered and memorized 
is one of the wonders of musical history. 
It is said that he knew all of Beethoven’s 
Sonatas by heart, in addition to an enor¬ 
mous number of piano pieces of every 
description. When he directed the or¬ 
chestra he used no score, as he always 
memorized the parts of the entire orches- 
There is little doubt that Von Billow 
would have considered that a violinist’s 
repertoire should be as large or larger 
than that of a pianist, since a page of 
violin music can be. ordinarily memorized 
much quicker than a page of piano music, 
as it is much less complex. 
As a matter of fact, however, it is 
doubtful if there are many violinists, 
even well-known professional concert 
players, who have a repertoire of as many 
as two hundred pieces. Many a concert 
violinist gets through the season with 
three or four programs, consisting of 
eight or ten compositions, which prove 
all that is necessary, considering that the 
bulk of his appearances are in different 
cities, anrf he rarely appears more than 
twice during the season in the same cities. 
In the case of violinists of the first rank, 
who have a great popular following in the 
large cities, a very large repertoire is of 
course necessary, since they play re¬ 
peatedly during the season in the same 
city, and a great, variety of programs 
is expected. One of the most prominent 
violinists played twenty-five times in- New 
York city during a single season,'a year 
or so ago, thus requiring a large number 
of compositions. 
Violinists who do lyceum work, or who 
are connected With concert companies, 
who fill “course” dates in the smaller 
cities, often make a couple of programs 
serve the entire season, as they seldom 
play twice in the same town. 
Among violinists, a repertoire of one 
hundred pieces, thoroughly mastered and 
memorized, is ‘considered large, and one 
of 200 is exceptional. 
Every violinist should possess a reper¬ 
toire, even if it is a small one. It is his 
stock of trade, just like the goods and 
capital of a merchant. He should con¬ 
stantly strive to add to it, and if his 
duties are such that he . cannot do that, 
he can at least keep it in good order, 
famous musician once stated that a 
linist should make it a point to memor¬ 
ize one page of music each day, thus 
making over 300 pages per year. At this 
rate, a repertoire would build up very 
fast. Another violinist, a successful and 
busy teacher, stated that he had very 
little time for personal study, but that he 
did what he could. He always made it a 
point to master two important violin 
works each year, such as concertos for 
the violin, or miscellaneous works of 
the rank of the Ballade and Polonaise by 
Vieuxtemps, or the Faust Fantasia by 
Wieniawski. Some years a group of 
smaller pieces, would take the place of 
one of the more important works. In 
this manner this teacher managed to 
acquire quite a good sized repertoire as 
the years went on, and was always pre¬ 
paid for a public appearance. 
The concert violinist is expected to 
number from six to a dozen or more 
violin concertos in his repertoire, and it 
is these which take the time to master, 
as they are very lengthy as a rule, and 
difficult technically. If they are to be 
played with the orchestral accompani¬ 
ment, he must spend much time in famil¬ 
iarizing himself with the orchestral 
parts. Mastering a single concerto often 
takes as much time as learning eight or 
ten smaller compositions. 
Many violinists who have, in their stu¬ 
dent days, studied a great part of the 
literature of the violin, fail to keep up 
their studies, when they become busily 
engaged in teaching and orchestral play¬ 
ing. In a few years they have no reper¬ 
toire whatever, and if a solo engagement 
offers, they have nothing to play. In this 
failure to keep up their repertoire they 
make the greatest mistake, since “he, who 
is not advancing, is receding,” and the 
violinist who has “nothing to play” is 
like a merchant whose shelves are bare 
of goods. Even a half dozen pieces, if 
of standard grade, is better than nothing, 
in the case of a violinist, who has few 
calls for public appearances. 
Then, a large number of fine instruments 
are owned by musicians, and amateurs, 
who are at the front, and in many cases 
these instruments are packed away, and 
cannot be sold until their owners r 
In the language of the street the mar¬ 
ket for both old and new violins is al 
“shot to pieces” on account of the Eur°' 
pean war. American importers of both 
possible^ to theT turn. Altogether the situation in regard 
filled, and the prices are, of course, much to genume old v.olms is m a complete 
higher. The world’s principal stocks of 
genuine old violins are principally in the 
large European cities, and owing to the 
chaotic condition of transportation of all 
genuine c 
state of chaos. 
The situation in regard to the trade 
in new violins is about the same. Violin 
makers in Europe are at the front, many 
>- kinds between these cities, shipments of of the 
valuable violins can only be made at 
treme risk. It would be worse than 
folly to try to ship violins worth thou¬ 
sands of dollars by any of the ordinary 
methods of transportation. Sending the 
instruments from town to town by 
find it practically impossible to fill their 
orders promptly. The situation is the 
same as regards musical instruments of 
all kinds, small goods, trimmings, etc 
The American importers and wholesale 
music dealers have abandoned their cata- 
sengers i little less dangerous, for only log prices, and hardly know what they 
the most roundabout ways, through 
tral countries, are bpen to ordinary trav¬ 
elers, to the countries at war, and travel 
of this character is hedged about by the 
most annoying and dangerous restric- 
A violin dealer of Paris relates that 
can sell goods for from week to week, 
as they cannot place orders with their 
European correspondents with any cer¬ 
tainty of having them filled correctly.' 
This condition of affairs has resulted in 
quite a boom for American violin mak¬ 
ers, and manufacturers of similar mu- 
before the war he went to Petrograd, to sical instruments, but this does not help 
buy a Stradivarius ’cello, for a customer, 
and the journey lasted just ten days. 
During the war he made identically the 
same journey to buy another Italian i 
strument in the same Russian city, and 
the journey lasted just three months. 
This gives an idea of the difficulty the the prices at which they were turned out 
old violin trade is experiencing in Europe, by the cheap labor of Europe. 
much in the case of very cheap vi 
and similar goods since the unprece¬ 
dentedly high wages now prevailing in 
every line of manufacturing in the United 
States, makes it .impossible to produce 
such goods at less than double or treble 
The Nut of 
The nut of the violin is the little piece 
of ebony which occupies a position where 
the neck joins the head, the strings pass¬ 
ing over the nut into the string box. 
Like everything else about the violin the 
nut must be perfectly adapted to the vio¬ 
lin, and adjusted properly in every detail. 
Inexperienced violin makers and repairers 
often make many errors in fitting the nut 
which greatly inconvenience the violinist. 
One of the principal faults is spacing the 
strings at the wrong distance on the nut. 
In the ease of a violin with a neck and 
fingerboard of average size the spacing is 
about as follows: 
• I 
G D A E 
The Vienna Meisterschule of Violin Playing 
The Meisterschule (master school) of 
' Violin Playing at Vienna, with the famous 
The school, which is known as the Im¬ 
perial Academy of Music, is divided 
technician, Ottakar Sevcik, at the head, four courses, the elementary, intermedi¬ 
ate, the finishing school and the Meister 
School. The elementary course lasts two 
_e of the world’s most famous violin 
schools.. Sevcik is known the world over 
as the writer of voluminous text-hooks. , , , 
, “ ” . , ; ,, years, and the next two courses three for the study of every conceivable prob- •’ „ . , 
- - — - years. In the Master School a student lem of violin technic. These works 
coming n into general use cannot enter for less than one year. Any 
with violin teachers, who accomplish 
markable results with them'. In the hands 
of’ their author, they have produced a 
legion of fine pupils, headed by Jan orchestra concerts, chamber music 
Kubelik, one of the world's most famous ir.gs, reading at sight, lectures - 
violinists. 
student can enter any of the classes for 
which he is far enough advanced. 
There are frequent students’ recitals, 
cal history, e 
Extra wide necks and fingerboards are 
often used by players with extremely 
large fingertips, and large hands, and in 
such cases the spacing of the strings is 
wider. Inexperienced violin makers and 
violinists who fit up their violins them¬ 
selves, frequently place the notches for 
the G and E strings too near the ends 
of the nut, and consequently these strings 
he too near the edges of the fingerboard, 
the result being that the thumb and fore¬ 
finger get against the G and E strings 
respectively, and cause a buzz. The 
spacing is often done unequally also, 
making some strings lie too close to¬ 
gether, and others too far apart, thus 
the Violin 
making certain combinations in chord and 
arpeggio playing impossible. 
Another mistake in adjusting the nut is 
to cut the notches for the strings too 
deep, and too narrow for the strings. The 
result of this is that the strings stick in 
the notches and fail to respond readily to 
the turning of the pegs. Where the 
notches are not properly cut so that the 
strings slide easily in them, it is often 
almost impossible to tune the violin ac¬ 
curately, as the strings stick in the 
notches and move only by jerks. It is 
very important also to have the nut the 
correct height, so that the strings will 
lie slightly above the fingerboard at th* 
part of the fingerboard close to the nut 
The strings must not lie too high, as this 
would make it too hard to P1*® 
the strings firmly against the fingerboard, 
and would also interfere with the into¬ 
nation by making the notes close to the 
fingerboard play too sharp, owing to te 
great pressure in forcing them down- 
The strings must not lie too near t 
fingerboard either, as the pressure of t 
bow would force the string aga"?1 * 
fingerboard playing on - 
strings, causing a buzzing sound. * 
at the nut the strings lie about the l< 
ness of a medium thick cardboard a 
the fingerboard. The ends of the ^ 
should be nicely smoothed off s° 45 
to interfere with the fingering. 
the open 
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The Adult Beginner 
By R. E. Farley 
These is an ever-increasing number 
0f grown-ups who are beginning the 
study of music—men and women who, 
as children, had no chance to learn 
music, or neglected their opportunities. 
A large percentage of these pupils are 
musical failures and the reason is not 
far to seek. 
When the adult beginner in music 
fails to make progress, in nine cases 
out of ten it is his own fault. Why? 
Simply because of his mental attitude. 
Generally he begins the study of music 
possessed of a fair amount of enthu¬ 
siasm; but, unfortunately, mingled with 
his enthusiasm is a secret doubt as to 
his ability to learn, and after a few 
lessons he suddenly decides that he is 
too old to accomplish anything and 
gives it up; when, if he persevered he 
might be reasonably successful. 
The average adult beginner allows 
himself to be too easily discouraged. 
It looks easy to play the piano or to 
sing; but, he fails to comprehend that 
it takes time and a lot of hard work 
to make it look easy. He thinks that 
he should be able to learn faster than 
a child and frequently he dislikes to 
do the necessary rudimentary work. 
He wants to “play something” and 
when, after a few lessons, he finds 
that he cannot play a piece, he thinks 
he cannot learn music. 
Music is unlike any other study; it 
is hard to understand, particularly at 
first. Ordinarily the pupil has to work 
for some time in the dark; not seeing 
far ahead nor just how things are go- 
ing to come out, and this is the period 
when lie must have implicit trust in 
his teacher if he expects to accomplish 
anything. 
One reason why a child learns more 
readily than an adult is that a child has 
no preconceived notions as to his abil¬ 
ity to learn nor as to how things ought 
to be done. He_ approaches his study 
with an open mind. He seldom says: 
“O, I can never do that!” or “I don't 
believe 1 can ever learn music;” he sim¬ 
ply does what he is told to do and 
lelies cn his instructor’s ability to 
make things ‘ clear. 
To be sure, the adult pupil has better 
judgment as regards practice and meth¬ 
ods of study than has the child; but, 
much of his beginning work must 
necessarily consist of the same exercises 
that a child is obliged to study, and if 
he will stop putting up the barrier of 
doubt and keep at his music study long 
enough, he will see results; many 
times, beyond his expectations. 
Above all, never doubt your ability 
to learn. “I can’t” and “I don’t believe 
I can” are negative thoughts and will 
never get you anywhere. On the con¬ 
trary, every time you entertain such 
thoughts you are raising insurmount¬ 
able barriers to your progress. Culti¬ 
vate the right mental attitude and per¬ 
severe and the results will more than 
repay you for all your efforts. 
Use and Production of the Vibrato 
Thf. vibrato, when properly used, is an 
indispensable aid in the production of 
good tone, but its use should be gov¬ 
erned by good taste and moderation. 
There is the excessive vibrato affected 
by the would-be temperamental players, 
in which the rocking movement is so 
wide as to cause a very noticeable vari¬ 
ation of pitch, much to be deplored. The 
effect is of sentimentalism, rather than of 
wholesome sentiment. Then there is the 
stiff, nervous movement which is some¬ 
times used for vibrato, quite often tried 
by young players before they have ac¬ 
quired a sufficient command of the instru¬ 
ment. The effect is agitated, uncertain, 
artificial,certainly not the warm, smoothly 
flowing wave to be heard in the tone of 
an artist. 
' ibrato is not a superficial quality that 
can be studied as a thing apart, then, so 
to speak, clamped on to tone, for the pur¬ 
pose of beautifying it. Rather it is a 
tonal quality in itself, a manifestation of 
emotional intensity. In rapidity and 
character it varies according to the per¬ 
sonality and mood of the .player. It may 
be produced by a slight rocking move¬ 
ment of the finger, or hand. Not con¬ 
spicuous to the eye, and not sufficient to 
produce an appreciable variation of pitch. 
Care should lie exercised to prevent grip¬ 
ping the violin neck between the thumb 
and the base of the first finger. 
In passages demanding technical dex¬ 
terity, or rapid fingering, the vibrato 
should not be used. It would tend to 
prevent incisive articulation, destroy the 
stability of the hand and develop a ten- 
s’on detrimental to the highest degree of 
fluency and facility. Students having 
learned to use the vibrato are apt to at¬ 
tempt its application on any and all oc¬ 
casions.—Orley See in “The Violinist’’ 
Chicago. 
Pre-Application of Fingers 
It is very rarely that violin students, 
unless very well taught, give much atten- 
t!(m to the pre-application of the fingers 
™ Playing. It is a fundamental rule of 
tSe violin that a finger must never be 
Amoved in playing unless necessary. It 
's also a rule of great importance that 
wherever possible the finger should be ap- 
P"ud to the string in advance of the bow. 
hollowing this rule is conducive of neat- 
ness and accuracy in fingering and cor¬ 
rectness °f intonation. The following 
Passage illustrates this principle: 
I n playing this passage, the second and 
first lingers are placed on the string while 
the D, produced by the third finger, is 
still being played, and when it is time 
for the bow to attack the C and B pro¬ 
duced by the second and first fingers, the 
fingers are already in position. The ma¬ 
jority of pupils in playing such a pass¬ 
age would change the finger simultane¬ 
ously with the bow. If pre-application of 
the fingers is taught from the very begin¬ 
ning, the player falls into the correct 
habit, which is of the greatest import¬ 
ance in producing neat, accurate finger¬ 
ing and good intonation. 
A Natural Aid to Singers 
An unhampered use of all the muscles con- 
troling the breathing is absolutely essential to 
perfect voice development. A new scientific 
corset has been constructed which meets every 
requirement for the singer and in putting it on 
cnly a single motion is necessary at the side 
lacers to adjust it as desired. 
CAMP ABDOMINAL CORSET 
This new scientific garment fits the natural 
figure perfectly and adapts itself instantly to 
every movement, position or proportion of the 
body. The result is absolute freedom in 
breathing, comfort, assurance of health and a 
graceful figure of supreme attractiveness. 
Price $5.00, Fitted to Your Measure 
alog Showing the New Fall 
raets and Physiological Bel 
S. H. CAMP & CO. 
373 Fifth Avenue, New York 
CHICAGO 
57 E. Madison St. LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO 220 W. Fifth St. 330 Sutter St. 
LISTERINE 
The Safe Antiseptic 
Is used with benefit as a gargle, 
by singers andspeakers.to prevent 
or relieve hoarseness. 
YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE, 
BUT YOUR NOSE ! 
ing oth< 
itantly ■ 
pect to make the most out of life. PNot o. 
M attractive as possible for your own 
11 worth yeur efforts, but you will find the 
you greatly, if not wholly, by your "looks." therefore iyu 
the failure or success of your life—which is tobe yo 
My new Nose-Shaper “Trados” (Model 22) corrects t 
without operationquickly, safely and permanently. Is 
Write today for free booklet, which tells you hou) to c 
Noses without cost If not satisfactory. 
M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 596 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y. 
cl lll^haped 
MAKES MUSIC STUDY DOUBLY FASCINATING 
The Standard History of Music 
A First History for Students at All Ages 
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE 
Price, $1.23 
A Thoroughly Practical Text Book 
The wonderful development of the art, the struggles of the masters, the ideals of 
the great musicians all told in non-technical language. 
The 40 story lessons fit the 40 weeks of the school year. They demand no previous 
experience in teaching musical history. All foreign word? self-pronounced. All tech¬ 
nical terms explained. 300 foremost masters discussed, including great present day 
virtuosos, composers, teachers, as well as composers of lighter pieces (Godard, Sinding, 
Schutt, Chaminade, etc.). The work has 250 pages, 150 illustrations. Bound in 
red cloth, stamped with gold. 
Let Us Help You Form a Musical Club 
Now to form a musical club; how to conduct a musical club, etc., amply described 
'■omplete appendix. Send for circular and our special plan for helping you 
: a start in this profitable work. 
The Most Popular of All Musical Histories 
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
ZABEL BROTHERS 
MUSIC PRINTERS m ENGRAVERS 
Send for Itemized Price List and Samples 
COLUMBIA AVE. AND RANDOLPH ST. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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LUDEN’S StopThroatTickling 
“ Throat irritations won’t 
disturb your sleep if 
useLuden’s. Clear 
Some Violin Questions Answered 
. G. N.—1. I do not see how doing finger 
rcises on the typewriter would assist in 
ueing the size of your finger tips, which 
state are abnormally thick. It will no 
doubt improve your ability as a typewriter, 
hut' if your object in doing them is to im¬ 
prove your violin playing, the time had better 
be spent directly on the violin. 2. For ac¬ 
quiring '‘limber” wrist bowing, you bad best 
.dice on the open strings ten or fifteen 
lutes dailv. Draw' the bow very lightly 
r the strings, without pressure, as if the 
r were ••breathing” on them. Strive to 
Try to keep th£ wrist __ • as possible, id shoulder joints loose. See 
ips through the proper.™’"” 
SSSagfS 
enough. It would be an l“ct ' letter indi¬ keep up your practice, o. iou tem- 
Ca-t-emeStt ami' aif'you‘get™ much pleasure 
from the’study of the '’i0'1"’^ the'ama'teur 
assuming^, as^it approacbes^tb 
cave shape as it approaches 
A. B.—Between De Iieriot 
first, second and third positioi 
try the following in the < 
Ka.vser, Op. 20, Books 2 an 
Special Exercises; positioi 
t to ccntinue. 
gets more pleasure 
professional. 
F. W. M.—Trills should 
id 3; Mazas, 
ercises In the 
Book 2 ; Mazas, Bril- 
•ercises; Kreutzer, Etudei 
Caprices. Other 
the trill. 2. The vibrato aho u 1 d^f|u, 
vihimtoTsfoften'increeas.: d or decreased for the 
bowing into “natural ’ and ul 
cato. 4. The studies of Sevcik, Op. h. hair 
shown excellent results with pupils when 
properly taught. They are extensively m 
by Sevcik himself and his pupUs. wlei lu 
become teachers of his method all over the 
H. H.—Inscription i 
‘‘Made in the style of 
Cremona by Nicolas Car 
ably a French instnimi 
J. R. T.—Many different lists of sti 
leading up to Rode have been published 
time to time In The Etude. There is ai 
study, i 
Mai 
3 be mapped out ...- =-■- 
and technic. A good course would 
..nil’s Violin School, two volumes, 
or Schradieck’s First Position; Ivuyser’s Stud¬ 
ies, Op. 20; Mazas’ Special Studies; Schra- 
dieek's Scales,- Sevcik. First studies; Mazes' 
Brilliant Etudes; Kreutzer Etudes; Florilh 
Etudes. Thi 
Caprices. 0 each work would not 
e exercises from cover 
to cover, In the order they appear. The 
teacher requires the finest art and judgment, 
in choosing material for study, in the order 
which will develop the technic of the pupil 
in the most solid and symmetrical manner. 
2. .The Hohmann studies are very largely used 
for beginners. 
A. B.—In the second and third positions 
the lower part of the left hand should not 
touch the side of the violin, as, if this were 
done, the fingers would not fall in the proper 
position on the finger-board, and the position 
of the hand would have a tendency to pull the 
fingers up too far on the finger-board, making 
a constant tendency to play sharp. When the 
fourth position is reached, the lower part of 
the hand rests against the side of the violin. 
I. G. N.—I_ _ 
much advantage in pasting a chart on the 
finger-board of the violin, showing where the 
fingers should he placed to make the various 
tones. It might he of some slight advantage 
in the very beginning, but I have never known 
of an 
locate the various tones on the finge 
by the ear alone. You can readily 
would be quite' impos " ’ 
keep watching a eliai. — ... 
'lis fingers while he was playing. __ 
if a pianist having the keyboard to guide hi 
nit you should remember that a piano studs 
s expressly forbidden — 
e reading rasic. Eve: 
the system of “touch;’ typewriting, in which 
the student is taught not to watch the key¬ 
board. If, however, you feel that the chart 
on the violin is of such great assistance to 
you, you can readily glue a paper chart on 
the finger-board. When the chart is worn out 
easily wash the finger-boa 
damaging it. Another better way would he 
to draw fine white lines of paint on the finger- 
board with a camel’s hair pencil. 2. It Is 
possible that the typewriting exercises you 
speak of may be of some assistance to yon in 
your violin work, since any light muscular 
exercises of this kind for the fingers might 
n giving them strength and agility. 
'delatone 
fggggSSS 
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The Musical Si 
NOW IS THE TIME 
Violin 
^Teachers 
LYON & HEALY 
FINE OLD VIOLINS 
The Composer 
Faust School of Tuning 
27-29 Ga!LEboroStFAUST> 
Arranging and Correction of Mss. 
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The 
Great Grove Dictionary 
The Keystone of Every 
Musical Library 
Grove’s 
Dictionary 
of Music and 
Musicians 
Five Large Volumes Bound in Red 
Cloth and Gold. Price, $25.00 
See these splendid musical 
books in your own home. What 
the Encyclopedia Britannica is 
to General Information the 
Grove Dictionary is to Music. 
There is no better Musical Refer¬ 
ence Library at any price in any 
language. Unabridged in any 
way. 
This is the latest revised and 
enlarged edition of Sir George 
Grove’s masterpiece of musical 
scholarship. There are 4,000 
pages and over 5,000,000 words 
from great authorities upon all 
phases of musical learning. The 
books are liberally illustrated 
with cuts, half-tones and notation 
examples. Thousands of subjects 
are discussed: Biography, His¬ 
tory, Musical Science, Theory, 
Musical Industries, Instrumenta¬ 
tion, ^Esthetics, Musical Terms, 
etc., etc. The work is the most 
notable musical compendium in 
any language. 
Now issued in America exclu¬ 
sively by Theo. Presser Co. 
The Purchase of a Lifetime 
These books are of such high 
character, of such vast scope, and 
are so substantially bound that 
they will last a “lifetime.” 
As the years go by the original 
purchase money will seeminsignif- 
icant in comparison with the con¬ 
tinuous service you will get from 
the books. The early editions 
cost $25.00. 
This greatly enlarged 
latest edition costs 
only $15.00 
Remember that the house of Theo. Presser 
stands behind this transaction in every way. 
Theo. Presser Co. 
Sole Agents 
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. 
.’lease mention THE ETUDE wlien addresnina 
our advertisers. 
Department for Children 
Edited by JO-SIIIPLEY WATSON 
Beethoven’s Pastoral Sympohny 
It has been said of Beethoven’s Pas¬ 
toral Symphony that “The man, who 
listening to the Sinfonia Pastorale, can¬ 
not see the beautiful landscape, sit down 
beside the brook, dance with the peasants, 
get drenched through and through with 
the storm, and give thanks to God when 
the rainbow first gleams in the sky, must 
be dead alike to every sense of poetry 
and art.” 
Beethoven was about thirty-eight years 
old when this symphony was written, he 
had been working on it some three years, 
and when it was first performed it was 
announced in the programme as, “Recol¬ 
lections of Country Life.” Beethoven, 
you will remember, had a very passion 
for the country. He was familiar with the 
fields and lanes about Vienna, he knew 
the music of the birds. “The yellow 
hammers up there, and the quails and 
nightingales and cookoos round about 
composed me,” he said concerning the 
Scene by the Brook. 
His sketch books and diaries are filled 
with allusions to nature. Every summer 
he took refuge from the heat of Vienna 
in the beautiful wooded neighborhood of 
Hetzendorf, Heiligenstadt, or Dobling; 
in Beethoven’s time these little villages 
were absolutely in the country, now 
they are ’absorbed in Vienna. 
What must have been Beethoven’s 
thoughts after the first production of this 
beautiful work? It was objected to—even 
sneered at—by the German public. There 
was a scant audience that cold December 
nighty in 1808, the symphony was con¬ 
sidered “too long,” “a series of repeti¬ 
tions,” etc. To-day every measure is ap¬ 
preciated and its popularity is boundless. 
“Awakening of Cheerful Impression 
upon Arriving in the Country.” 
This is the title Beethoven gave to the 
first movement. It is marked Allegro 
and opens very quietly. One of the most 
poetic synopsis of the symphony is 
written by Hector Berlioz, the French 
composer. The following is a translation 
which appeared in a music journal of 
Cincinnati. I give it with a few omis¬ 
sions and additions: 
What 
Genevieve came onto the stage too fast, 
and seated herself on the wrong sjde of 
the chair. Her playing was unusually 
good, but the effect was marred by the 
awkward tilt of her skirts and a too wide 
expanse of pink stockings. Please learn 
to walk upon the stage properly and prac¬ 
tice seating yourself, before the next re¬ 
cital—the public is exacting in such mat¬ 
ters, Genevieve. 
Ethel did fairly well, she kept time with 
her foot. People will know how musical 
you are, Ethel, without this outward 
sign. 
A Wonderful Tone Picture of Nature 
First Movement. 
“This astonishing landscape seems 
composed by Poussin and drawn by 
Michael. . . . Shepherds move about 
on the meadows with their nonchalant 
gait; their pipes are heard afar and 
near; ravishing phrases caress your ears 
deliciously, like perfumed morning 
breezes; flocks of chattering birds fly 
over your heads,’and now and then the 
atmosphere seems laden with vapors; 
heavy clouds flit across the face of the 
sun, then suddenly disappear, and its 
rays cast upon field and forest torrents 
of dazzling splendor.” 
lie. The dance becomes noisy and furi¬ 
ous. The rhythm changes; a coarse 
phrase in two beats announces the arrival 
of mountaineers, with their heavy 
wooden shoes. . . . The women’s 
hair begins to fly and flutter over their 
shoulders, for the mountaineers have 
brought in their noisy gayety; they clap 
their hands, they yell, they run and rush 
furiously . when a muttering of 
thunder in the distance causes a sudden 
fright in the midst of the dance. Sur¬ 
prise and consternation seize the danc¬ 
ers and they seek safety in flight." 
The Second Movement he calls Scene 
by the Brook. It is marked Andante 
molto moto. 
“Beethoven, without doubt, created this 
admirable adagio reclining on the grass, 
his eyes uplifted to heaven, ears intent, 
fascinated by the thousand varying hues 
of light and sound, looking at and lis¬ 
tening at the same time to the white 
scintillating ripple of the brook that 
breaks its waves o’er the pebbles of its 
shore. How delicious 1” 
At the very end Beethoven puts in 
the score some odd little motives and 
for fear you miss them he puts in the 
names of their authors: Nightingale. 
Cookoo and Yellow Hammer (Wachtel). 
The nightingale is done by the flute; 
the yellow hammer by the oboe, and the 
cuckoo by the clarinet. 
The Third Movement is a Scherzo 
and is called Happy Gathering of the 
Country People. 
“They dance and laugh, at first with 
moderation; the bagpipes play a gay air, 
accompanied by the bassoon which can 
play but two notes. . . . Every 
time that the oboe strikes up the bagpipe 
song, fresh and gay as a young girl in 
her Sunday clothes, the old bassoon 
comes in puffing his two notes; when 
the melodic phrase modulates, the bas¬ 
soon shuts up, counts tranquilly his rests 
until the original key permits him to 
come in with his imperturbable f-c-f. 
This effect, so charmingly grotesque, 
generally fails to be noticed by the pub- 
Foubth Movement. The Storm. 
“Storm I Lightning! I despair of be¬ 
ing able to give an idea of this 
piece. . . . Listen to those gusts of 
wind, laden with rain; those sepulchral 
groanings of the basses; the shrill whis¬ 
tles of the piccolo, that announce the 
horrible tempest about to burst; the hur¬ 
ricane approaches, swells; an immense 
chromatic streak starting from the high¬ 
est notes of the orchestra, goes burrow¬ 
ing down into its lowest depths, seizes 
the basses, carries them along and as¬ 
cends again, writhing like a whirlwind, 
that levels everything in its passage. 
Then the trombones burst forth, the 
thunder of the timpani redoubles its 
fury. It is no longer a wind and rain 
storm; it is a frightful cataclysm, the 
universal deluge, the end of the 
world. . Many people, listening 
to this storm, do not know whether th< 
emotion they experience is pleasure or 
pain.” 
Fifth Movement. 
Glad and Thankful Feeling after the 
“The Symphony ends with the grateful 
thanksgivings for the return of fair 
weather. Then everything smiles. The 
shepherds reappear: they answer caci 
other on the mountain, recalling their 
scattered flocks; the sky is serene; the 
torrents soon cease to flow; calmness 
returns, and with it the rural songs, 
whose sweet melodies are restful to the 
soul just before frightened by the magni¬ 
ficent horror of the foregoing picture.” 
Happened at the Children’s Recital 
- - ^ passai 
fluently, but used too much loud pe 
on the hard places. I fear, Jessie M 
that you depended upon the inspirat 
of Lthe moment to carry you through 
10 be,tteV° Practi« the hard places fi 
selves the plaCCS takC Cafe °f the 
Jennie coughed apologetically before 
began her piece, and that seemed to , 
settle the audience and to make th 
runf aftbreakd0Wn- J^nie ended 
ruptly after playing over the first p: 
her piece three times in success! 
Be natural. Jennie, and don’t unsettle 
your audience by any sort of apology. 
Ruth was much too serious, she looked 
tragic. Smile, Ruth. A smile counts 
ten in the piano-playing game. If )'our 
hands are cold and your knees shake, just 
wait a moment before the first chord. 
Never begin before you are thoroughl.' 
settled in your chair. By the time y°u 
have found the two pedals with your feet 
and the center of the keyboard with y°ur 
hands the shaking knees will have stopped 
and all of the tragedy will have disap¬ 
peared. 
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NEW WORKS. 
Advance of Publication Offers— 
_ , Special 
October, 1916. Offer 
Price Cateclism. lv Jousse. join 
Child’s Own Book of Great Musicians. 
By T. W. Tapper. 
Children's Songs and Game-.. By M. 
Easy Octave Studies . 
Elementary Tdethod for Beginners, Op. 
38. By F. Wohlfarht. 
Elijah. By Mendelssohn. 
Godard Album for the Pianoforte. 
Harmony Book for Beginners. By Pres- 
Melodies in Difficult Keys for 1 
forte. By M. Bilbro. 
Melodious and Progressive Studies. By 
M. Greenwald. 
Melody and Technic, Op. 37. By 0. 
Stamaty.  
Messiah. By Handel. 
New Method for the Plano. By A. 
Piano Primer. By Burrowe. . . 
Pictures from 8toryland for th 
Op. 98. By Slater. 
Progressive Plano Student 
Sacred Plano Music Collection . 
Sacred Two-part Songs. 
School of Violin Technics, Vol. I. By 
H. Schradlock . 
Sixty Progressive Exercises. J. Pischna 
Standard First Grade Plano Pieces. 
Technics for the Piano. By R. Schwalm 
The First Twelve Lessons at the Piano¬ 
forte. By A. DlabeUl, Op. 125. 
The Greatest Gift Christmas Cantata. 
By H. W. Petrie.... 
The King Cometh. By R. M. Stults . 
The Musical Booklet Library- 
Two copies  
Five copies 
Nine copies . 
Wichtl. 
Thirty-live Easy Studies, Op. 130. By 
Onrlltt. 
Well-Tempered Clavichord. Vol. i.' By 
Ba h. 
Young Folka’ Musical Study Playlet. By 
30 
On Sale Accounts 
Returns and Settlements 
Some of our patrons have not yet re¬ 
turned or arranged with us to keep their 
On Sale music through the coming season. 
A settlement for the On Sale music is 
required at least once each year, the usual 
time being the months of June, Julv and 
'"gust. The On 8ale plan is a most lib¬ 
eral one; patrons'have the privilege of a 
whole season's credit and it is not asking 
a Prat deal of them to arrange a settle¬ 
ment with us during the summer months 
after their season has closed. 
To ah of those who have overlooked 
this important matter, we request that 
they give it immediate attention. If the 
selections on hand suit your needs for 
the coming season you can arrange with 
«s to keep it by writing at once. We re¬ 
quire a suitable payment covering at least 
the value of the selections used or dis¬ 
posed of up to this time. On receipt of 
such payment we will transfer the balance 
0 the 1916-1917 On Sale account, but the 
matter must lie arranged at once. If you 
have any undesirable selections in your 
stock on hand these should be returned in 
any event without further delay and be 
"ore to p„t your name and address on the 
Wtide wrapper of the package for iden- 
'flcolion, otherwise there is bound to be 
day in properly crediting vour account 
™ the music returned. 
n t will be pleased to supplement any 
a Sale selections you wish to retain with 
of our newer publications in order 
0 Tshen your material on hand. 
Mail Order 
Music Supplies 
Now that the teaching season is again 
in full swing and every one who is in¬ 
terested in musical education, whether 
teacher or student, is keenly alive to the 
needs of the situation, the question of 
suitable and necessary supplies in the way 
of teaching material naturally comes to 
the fore. This house has created an ex¬ 
ceptional place for itself in providing not 
only a mass of teaching pieces, studies, 
instruction and text-books of its own pub¬ 
lication, but also by making its product 
accessible to teachers at a minimum cost 
and with the least possible restrictions as 
to quantity or credit within reasonable 
limits. The largest measure of success in 
an undertaking of this kind is possible 
only when the output is given a wide cir¬ 
culation, thus reaching and testing every 
variety of educational requirement. 
The experience gained through thirty 
years of meeting the wants of the music 
teaching forces of the entire continent has 
placed us in the leading position as a 
dependable source from which to draw 
whatever is needed in the teacher’s work. 
The physical link between the merchant 
and the out-of-town or distant customer 
is the MAIL ORDER SERVICE. This 
service we have so systematically devel¬ 
oped that music buying by mail is now 
as simple as telephoning to the grocer. 
Every mail order that reaches us is given 
minute attention and mistakes are less lia¬ 
ble to occur with the written than with 
the spoken order. The mail order plan 
saves time for the customer and secures 
a perfectly satisfactory service without 
the least trouble or inconvenience. We 
cannot, of course, shorten the actual dis¬ 
tance but by invariable promptness in fill¬ 
ing orders we can and do make deliveries 
even at distant points in less time than is 
usually anticipated. Music teachers every¬ 
where know the Presser publications and 
a vast number buy direct from us;1 the 
number grows year by year because it is 
readily discovered that in all essential 
particulars our mail order service is the 
most dependable and our publications the 
best for teachers’ use. 
To simplify music buying by mail we 
operate the ON SALE PLAN under 
which any responsible teacher may obtain 
an assortment of piano or vocal music or 
both, also studies, methods, text-books, 
etc., with the privilege of returning any¬ 
thing so supplied if not used. Details of 
the plan may be had for the asking and it 
is worth any teacher’s while to get ac¬ 
quainted with it. 
The Greatest Gift 
Christmas Cantata 
By H. W. Petrie 
This work is now ready, but the special 
offer will be continued during the current 
month. The work is out in ample time for 
rehearsal for production during the com¬ 
ing holiday season. Mr. Petrie’s melodic 
gifts are well known, and they are dis¬ 
played to the best advantage in this work. 
It, is brilliant, dramatic and effective 
throughout, without being at all difficult. 
The chorus writing is very fine, and the 
solos throughout are all that could be de¬ 
sired. We predict a very great success 
for this cantata, and we have no doubt 
that it will be sung extensively, not only 
this season, but for many seasons to come. 
The special price in advance of publication 
is 30 cents, postpaid. 
Etude 
Prize Contest 
The complete announcement of the win¬ 
ners in the various classes of The Etude 
Prize Contest will be made in the Novem¬ 
ber issue of The Etude. The Contest 
closed formally on August 1st, but it has 
been impossible to announce the decisions 
of the judges in an earlier issue, owing to 
the large number of manuscripts sub¬ 
mitted, and to the closeness of the Contest 
in all three classes. 
We have been only able to reach a deci¬ 
sion as to the anthems, a full notice of 
which will be found on another page. 
We wish to compliment those who en¬ 
tered the Contest upon the general excel¬ 
lence of the work submitted, requiring 
very careful sifting on the part of the 
judges and considerable deliberation. 
Music Teacher’s 
Window Signs 
We have had two very artistic window 
signs designed for teachers. The signs 
are fourteen inches long by eight inches 
high. One is printed in black on white 
stiff cardboard and is lettered 
Music Studio 
the other is printed on rich buff card card¬ 
board in dark green and is lettered 
Piano Instruction 
in ordering state which lettering you de- 
If you wish your name lettered in the 
space we have left for that purpose, write 
it precisely as you want it and enclose 
25 cents in addition to the special advance 
price which is 20 cents. Name and initials 
must not be over II letters in length. 
Such a sign as this would be very ex¬ 
pensive if you had to pay the original 
cost of designing and making. Only by 
making them in a quantity can we put 
them at such a price that any teacher 
may have one. They are great business 
builders. The signs are in splendid taste 
and are suitable for the most dignified 
teachers. 
The First Twelve Lessons 
at the Pianoforte 
By A. Diabelli. Op. 125 
This well-known easy study book is to 
be added to the Presser Collection. It is 
a work which has stood the test of time, 
and which is being used more and more. 
It consists of twelve little study pieces 
suitable for first grade work. It may be 
used to supplement any instructor. It is 
good both musically and technically, and 
the practice of these little studies will re¬ 
sult in much benefit to the student. The 
special introductory price in advance of 
publication is 10 cents, postpaid. 
School of Violin Technics 
Vol. 1. By H. Schradieck 
This book is now nearly ready, but the 
special offer will be continued during the 
current month. It is one of the standard 
violin works which is to be found in the 
curriculum of all teachers. It covers all 
the remaining ground which is not covered 
in Mr. Schradieck’s work, “The Scales.” 
The special introductory price during the 
current month is 20 cents, postpaid. 
Burrowe’s 
Piano Primer 
We will issue an edition of Burrowe’s 
Standard Primer, which has been in uni¬ 
versal use for the last generation, and 
there is nothing that has appeared in later 
times that is an improvement. Just the 
same thing might be said of Czerny’s Piano 
Studies. There are a number of editions 
of this kind that have been tampered with 
by editors in such a way that they have 
completely destroyed the original force 
and directness of Burrowe’s, hut in our 
edition there is nothing at all that will 
interfere with the original text. There are 
a few additions that we will make in the 
way of an appendix of musical terms. The 
book will also close with a guide to prac¬ 
tice. The plates of our edition will be the 
very best, to be published in strong paper 
binding. This book will remain on special 
offer only a very short time. The special 
price in advance of publication on this 
work is 10 cents, postpaid. 
Young Folks’ 
Musical Study Playlet 
By Carol Sherman 
No new feature in educational work _ias 
been received with greater favor than has 
the idea of presenting great history in 
dramatic form, for young folks. The stu¬ 
dents who have acted the landing of Co¬ 
lumbus know the historical' details far 
better than it they have merely read them. 
In this forthcoming work we have interest¬ 
ing scenes from the lives of eight great 
masters presented in dramatic form. The 
playlets are not intended to be done with 
elaborate scenery or costumes. In fact 
they may be used without action, simply 
as an interesting reading book, each in¬ 
dividual student taking one part and read¬ 
ing that. Anyone who has ever noticed 
the eagerness with which children read 
dialogue in preference to descriptive mat¬ 
ter will realize at once the advantage of 
this form of making the actors speak and 
live again in the child’s imagination. 
Children are born mimics and actors. 
They have imaginative powers far greater 
than their elders are willing to admit. 
The main facts in these plays are historic¬ 
ally accurate and follow standard works 
such as Grove and the best biographies. 
The plays are real playlets. The author 
is an experienced teacher and a playwright 
as well. He loves children and has sought 
to contribute to their happiness as well 
as to their early education in music. 
Little compositions designed to be used 
with these playlets are simple and easily 
obtainable. The Masters represented in 
the collection are: Bach, Handel, Bee¬ 
thoven, Mendelssohn, Mozart, Schumann, 
Chopin and Wagner. The advance of 
publication introductory price upon these 
interesting and novel playlets will be 40 
cents. 
The King Cometh 
A Cantata For Christmas 
By R. M. Stults 
We take much pleasure in announcing 
the publication of this new choral work 
by the well-known composer, Mr. Robert 
M. Stults. Mr. Stults’ work needs no in¬ 
troduction. It is always melodious and 
singable. Into this new choral cantata he 
has put some of his best efforts. It is a 
work suited for the average chorus or 
volunteer choir. The text, with the excep¬ 
tion of a few hymn verses, is taken en¬ 
tirely from the Scriptures, telling the 
story of the Incarnation in its entirety. 
The work is divided into three parts: “A 
King is Promised,” “The Incarnation,” 
“The King is Born.” There are pleasing 
and tuneful solos for the several voices, 
interspersed with interesting chorus work. 
This cantata is just of the right length 
to be used in church and in special musical 
services. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
The Young Violinist 
G. Wichtl. Op. 10 
Wichtl’s Young Violinist is one of the 
standard instructors. It has been used for 
rnany years and still holds its popularity. 
Our new edition is superior in all respects, 
and we take pleasure in recommending it. 
Wichtl was himself a practical violinist 
and teacher, and this work contains the 
essentials of violin playing presented in a 
logical and pleasing manner. The special 
price in advance of publication is 30 cents, 
postpaid. 
Sacred 
Piano' Music Collection 
There is always a considerable demand 
for piano music suitable to be played on 
Sunday and at special gatherings, religious 
meetings, etc., or even at church services 
where no organ is to be had. We have in 
the course of compilation just such a vol¬ 
ume containing music of an artistic but 
quiet and devotional character. All the 
great masters will be represented, as well 
as. a number of accomplished modern 
writers. Many of the pieces have been 
especially written or arranged for this 
volume. 
The special introductory price In ad¬ 
vance of publication is 35 cents, postpaid. 
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“Last Chance” 
Magazine Club Bargains 
The 100 per cent, increase in paper costs 
makes the withdrawal of the Special 
Clubbing Prices of all leading magazines 
inevitable. 
Due only to the publishers of the maga¬ 
zines listed below having favorable paper 
contracts running until the end of this 
year are we able to make these real maga¬ 
zine bargains, prices being good until 
November 10th, 1916, only. 
These clubs will never again be offered 
at such attractive prices. Explain to your 
friends that prices are going materially 
higher after November 10th, point out to 
them the importance of placing their sub¬ 
scriptions NOW, get together with them 
and make up a club of . yo’ur favorite 
periodicals, send in your order to us before 
November 10th, 1916, and we will enter all 
subscriptions for the different addresses. 
Even though, your friends are already 
subscribers to The Etude or other publi¬ 
cations listed you should not overlook this 
Dollar-Saving opportunity to extend your 
subscriptions at prices that will never 
again prevail. Your present subscriptions 
will be extended one year from the now 
recorded expiration date. 
These Offers positively expire November 
10th, 1916. 
THE ETUDE .. 
To-Dav’s (free pattern). 
McCall’s (free pattern). 
:::! *1.75 
THE ETUDE . 
Modern Priscilla  • l *2.10 
' j Save 40 cts. 
THE ETUDE.. 
Mother’s Magazine . L *2.00 
' j Save $1.00 
Modern ^riscilia * .* .*.’*.’ .* .*.’.’ * ’.*. 
McCall’s  
;;; 1*2.60 
. . . f Save 40cts. 
THE ETUDE  
Pictorial Review .. 1 *2.50 j Save 50cto. 
Woman’s1 Home* Companion l *2.50 
" ' 1 Save 50 eta. 
mi: kti'dk . 
Ladies’ World  
Modem Priscilla .. 
;; l *2.85 
... 1 Save65cts. 
THE ETUDE  
Review of Reviews . •••>, *3.00 
' f Save $1.50 
THE ETUDE . . . :. 
Delineator  
Everybody’s .. 
Must go to same address 
l *3.00 
... i Save $1.50 
THE ETUDE  
Pictorial Review . 
Modern Priscilla  
|*3.35 
...) Save65cb. 
THE ETUDE  
Woman’s Home Companion. . . . -1 *3.25 
. . (Save $1.25 
Christian Herald .' .*. . . - 
Review of Reviews  
t *3.50 
...) Save $2.50 
THE ETUDE... 
Woman’s Home Companion. 
Pictorial Review . 
•l *3.75 
. . . .\ Save75cts. 
^HE ETUDE . . . .$4.00 
See page 752 of this issue for additional offers. 
Pischna’s 
Sixty Exercises 
Josef Pischna, the author of the famous 
Sixty Progressive Exercises, was really a 
Bohemian, although he is commonly re¬ 
garded as a Russian. This is because he 
tory at Odessa, Russia. There it was that 
he evolved these exercises which have come 
into world-wide use. Russian virtuosos 
touring America were the first to draw the 
attention of American students to them. 
“How did you get such a remarkable 
technic?” asked the student. “Pischna,” 
was very likely the prompt answer. Amer¬ 
ican teachers commenced using them for 
advanced pupils, and found that with 
careful exacting work splendid results 
could be obtained. That is the story of 
Pischna in America. Hundreds of teach¬ 
ers use the “Little Pischna" (Per Kleine 
Pischna) for elementary students. That, 
however, was not written by Pischna at 
all, but by Bernhard Wolff. Now we have 
planned a complete new edition of the 
Pischna “Sixty Exercises." It is being 
edited by Mr. Maurits Leefson. It will 
be the finest edition of Pischna obtainable. 
The advance of publication price is only 
26 cents. 
THE MUSIC STORE IN 
YOUR OWN STUDIO 
Just as electricity has linked the industries of Amenca to 
mighty cataracts and power houses the Unit , 
Mail has put great buying forces at the disposal of the puoi • 
All the music purchasing advantages of a huge Metropolitan 
Music Store can now be brought right to your own studio 
with the same ease as Niagara turns busy wheels hundreds or 
miles away. 
A trial order is the "Push Button” which starts this splendid 
service for you. Hosts of teachers have found it so simp‘e' 
so economical and so satisfactory that you should have 
hesitation in starting it at once. 
This does not mean that we will merely send you a collection 
of catalogs (although we shall be glad to do that if you wish it 
but we will at your request send you “On Sale a very libera 
quantity of the music you need itself , so that you can actually 
have a real music store in your studio. 
If you do not know just what you want let; us mail you with 
our compliments a graded list of 900 compositions which we 
have had prepared by teaching specialists as the outline of a 
model course in ten grades, just say “Please send me the 
Selected Graded List of Pieces, Studies and Books. 
Why not try that “Push Button” Trial Order To-day ? 
THEO. PRESSER CO. 
1712 Chestnut St. Phila., Pa. 
Special Offer for 
Immediate Renewals 
The response to our Special Offer of 
an Album of Music appearing in the 
August issue has been so much greater 
than was anticipated and so many Orders 
have been received by us after expiration 
date of the offer, that to give an equal op¬ 
portunity to those not yet having taken 
advantage of the Greatest value offer ever 
made by The Etude, we are extending 
the time limit. 
To every reader of The Etude renew¬ 
ing his or her subscription or sending us 
a new subscription at $1.50 on or before 
October 31st, 1916, we are going to make 
a special offer of our Popular Home Col¬ 
lection for the Pianoforte, containing 46 
highly attractive pieces, for the slight ad¬ 
ditional remittance of 15 cents, or a total 
of $1.65. The pieces are not difficult; are 
NEW and ORIGINAL; sheet-music size, 
clearly lithographed on fine quality paper 
and strongly bound. 
This is one of the greatest values ever 
offered by The Etude; is good for only 
the month of October, 1916, and whether 
your subscription has expired or not, re¬ 
newal order will be accepted from you 
during the specified time limit. 
You may, if you choose, substitute any 
one of the following for the Popular 
Home Collection: 
Singer’s Repertoire.—Thirty-six songs, in¬ 
cluding studio and recital songs, suit¬ 
able for medium voice. 
Piano Player’s Repertoire.—Thirty-nine 
pieces, of various styles—caprices, 
songs without words, reveries, and sim¬ 
ilar characteristic numbers. 
Popular Recital Repertoire.—Thirty-one 
pianoforte pieces, including standard 
and original modern works. Every 
number a gem. 
Jilew Pipe Organ Collection,—Thirty ef¬ 
fective but not difficult pieces. An ideal 
collection for the organist. 
Pictures from Storyland for 
Piano. By Slater. Op. 98 
This little volume of twelve pieces is 
suitable for the first and second grade. 
They are very much like Schumann’s 
“Album for the Young.” They all have 
appropriate names, and some of them are 
quite descriptive. This little volume will 
sell for 25 cents, postpaid, while in the 
course of publication. 
The Organ 
By John Stainer 
When Sir John Stainer wrote The Organ 
he embodied in it the best traditions of 
organ training. As a composer, conductor, 
teacher and organist of wide note he real¬ 
ized just what the organ student needed. 
The slow but adequate development of 
pedal study in this work gives the organ 
student something he will never forget. 
There are a number of illustrations in the 
new edition we are preparing, and the new 
plates will have the foreign fingering and 
not the fingering with the cross for the 
thumb which confuses so many American 
students who have used English editions. 
Secure your copy now while the advance 
price on our new and improved edition is 
only 30 cents. The regular price of the 
book is $1.00. 
Melody and Technic 
25 Studies for the Pianoforte 
By C. Stamaty, Op. 37 
This standard set of studies will be 
added to the Presser Collection, complete 
in one volume. It is one of the best study 
books for students just leaving the second 
grade work, approaching the third grade. 
The studies are all well contrasted, each 
one exemplifying some special point, such 
as legato, staccato, the singing touch, syn¬ 
copation, five-finger work, scale work, left- 
hand melody, double notes, etc Each 
study is just two pages long, or somewhat 
shorter, just the right length in order to 
avoid monotony or sameness in practice. 
This work has been published previously 
in sheet music form in two volumes, hut i’t 
is very convenient to have all the studies 
in a single volume since all are well worth 
playing. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 15 cents, postpaid. 
Musicians. By Tapper 
It has been our hope that we wo 
able to send the last of this series 
to the subscribers before this issi 
printed. That work, however, is t 
press, and will be delivered duri 
current month. 
The price on that one book, Hai 
10 cents, and we will hold the p 
50 cents for the entire series open I 
month, until October 1st, 1916. 
REQUISITES FOR 
THE 
MUSIC TEACHER 
business manual for music TcirHFBS.nm TkU hmi - EAC ERS. SI. 
of the latest 
ical method- -- 
"‘and accoi/nt*EWOkT e; m. 
pup”i l/s Lesson book/ Pri’<i"io/«lih' $1.00 per dozen. 
THE STANDARD LESSON RECORD. (35 
_ .... ... .. keep a complete record of 
LESSON* AND PRACTICE RECORD. 
THE^STANDARD PRACTICE RECORD. (Pad of 100 diP*-) 15c. ^Furniihing a weekly 
BILLS*AND* RECEIPTS. (Package ol IOC. 
25c. 
BLANK BILLS. (Large size 6x9, package of 
50.) 25c. 
MUSIC TEACHERS’ DESK TABLET. (Package of 100.) 15c. For all memorandum!, 
especially practice direction! to the pupil. 
CLARKE’S HARMONY TABLET. Pad ol 
100 ieavea ruled muaic paper. 7al0. 25c. 
STUDENT'S HARMONY TABLET. Padol 
75 leaves ruled music psper, 7,7. 15c. 
BLANK MUSIC COPY BOOKS. 
(Posi e lice ra.) Ocl.v, s. 7x11. 
12 Slat 
9x12.. \l otavea. auc per quire. 
BLANK MUSIC PAPER. 
lOll leave. 7.8M with wide spacing. 25c. 
BLANK PROGRAM FORMS. Vo, Concerts 
or Pupils' Recital,. 50c per hundred. 
DIPLOMA FORM. 21 i 19. Price ISc. 
TEACHERS' CERTIFICATES. IltffX. Sc. 
MUSICAL PRIZE CARD. <,!4i4K incite., 
10c. 
REWARD CARDS. Set of 16 c 
ie colors on csch fa 
printed in either Script, Old Engl 
RUBBER STAMP AND INK I 
on orders to publi.hett, etc. 
ROLL BLACKBOARDS. 
2,1 It.. $1.801 - J2.50, 
CHART PAPER RULED. 
lines. 50 
name snd addn 
MISSED LESSON PLACARD. 
two colors on a bull. gilt, be ' ' 
M/.r 6 a 9. Price 10c. The 
veled edge board, 
me printed in ooe 
package of 1(0. 
20c. 
ADHESIVE PARCHMENT PAPER. (Trans¬ 
parent.) Per package, postpaid. 1S«: the 
tame. 12 yards in a rail, povtpaid. lOea the 
tame, 4 yards in a roll, postpaid. 6c. 
YEAR BOOK FOR MUSIC TEACHERS. 
Daily Help. A booklet including blank pages 
ruled for every businesa use of the ptofesske. 
including many other valuable features. Price 
10c. 
MANILLA WRAPPERS. 14tJ’. the best ma- 
nitla paper, per hundred. SOc. The best rope 
manilla. per hundred, by express, not pre- 
bBsTS. 'Prices from $1.25 to $10. according 
to size and workmanship. Send lor list. 
MEDALS. Cro’d. R. t- ar. finish of subttantitl 
weight, engraved to order, net. postpaid. $5. 
The same in silver, net. postpaid. $5. 
PLATI NOTYPE PORTRAIT POST CARDS. 
Sc each, 50c per dozen, postpaid. Tht 
MUSIC ROLLS. Cowh-de. si 
MUSIC FOLIOS. \ 
$1.42. 5 jtpaid. Se 
______ nr ty.ng ends. 
ier hoard sides. leather 
back, handles for carrying. *5c postpard. net. 
MUSIC SATCHELS. Half sheet music s.K. $1 60 to $3.00. Full sheet music site. $3 to $4.50. Postpaid. Send lor list. , 
MUSIC CABINFTS. $10 to$2$. Send fer 
MUSIC STANDS. S4c to $140, postpatd 
PLASTER' PLAQUES. Made of hard plasm- 
size 4J< X 6X. provided with a ring for hang- 
ing. Following Composers: Bach. Berthorrt. 
Chopin. Handel. Liszt. Menddssehn. Mozart. 
Rubinstein. Schubert. Schumann. Tjch» 
kowsky and Wagner. Poatpaid. SOc oaeh. 
Lei u* strut free a copy of <m catalog*. 
“Music Teacher.-' lloodbooP oviarnitodaenr 
Hon of above, and Hits and prices as 
Plagues. Jeieelry. Medals, Pitch Pipe*. •*r°' 
Minder-symphony - *■ 
THEO. PRESSER CO. 
1712 Chestnut Si. - 
the etude 751 
Bv Preston muv w.w.xx 
The special introductory price on this 
theoretical work will be continued 
d nine'the current month, after which it 
trill positively he withdrawn, as the hook 
now ready. The wide interest shown in 
,his work in advance of publication has 
|.een very flattering. It will undoubtedly 
be adopted very generally as an elemen¬ 
tary text-book in harmony. It is concise 
and practical, with many original features 
_a book that may he readily understood, 
suitable either for class, private or self- 
instruction. The special introductory price 
during the current month is 30 cents, post¬ 
paid. 
Melodies in Difficult Keys for 
the Pianoforte. By M. Bilbro 
The special offer on this new work will 
be continued for another month. This is 
an original yet very necessa ry volu me. I ts 
purpose is to familiarize the student with 
the lesser known keys, especially with the 
sharp keys. The material is all of a very- 
pleasing and melodious character, not at 
all dry or pedantic. For intermediate 
players such a work will prove almost in¬ 
dispensable when it is once used. The 
special introductory price in advance of 
publication is 15 cents, postpaid. 
Elementary Method for 
Beginners on the Violin 
F. Wohlfahrt. Op. 38 
Wohlfahrt's Elementary Method is one 
of the standard violin instructors. It is 
one of the best for young students. It 
proceeds by easy stages of the method, is 
tuneful anil attractive. Our new edition 
has been prepared with the utmost care, 
and is edited by a well-known teacher and 
writer, Mr. Hubert liraine. It is now 
nearly ready for publication. We com¬ 
mend it to all teachers nn<l students. The 
special introductory price is 25 cents, post- 
New Method for the 
Piano. By A. Schmoll 
In presenting this work to the American 
public we want to impress the fact that 
the work has I teen an enormous success in 
France. It has gone through no less than 
twenty-nine editions in the original French. 
Schmoll is a Frenchman with a German 
education. He combines the two nations, 
"e wish our patrons to realize that wc 
are offering something of unusual merit, 
and don’t let this chance of a special offer 
go by. The work is quite well along, and 
may he withdrawn at any time. Our 
special advance of publication price on the 
first part of the work is 30 cents, postpaid. 
Bach’s Well-Tempered 
Clavichord. Vol. 1 
'olume 1 of the Well-Tempered Clavi¬ 
chord contains the first twenty-four of the 
celebrated forty-eight preludes and fugues 
by Bach. This is the volume which is the 
most played, and which should be studied 
and known by every advanced student of 
music. Our new edition of this work will 
he printed from especially engraved plates, 
hut it will follow the famous edition by 
c“rnl'i with only the really necessary 
editorial oversight. Nothing in the whole 
curriculum of study, both from the theo- 
retical and pianistic standpoint will ever 
replace Bach's Well-Tempered Clavichord. 
fne special introductory price cn this 
volume is 30 cents, postpaid. 
Melodious and Progressive 
studies. By Greenwald 
This work presents most excellent second 
*vude material of an instructive character, 
he studies, if they may be called such, 
are m the form 0f pjeces. There is 
">gn in most of these numlaers. For in- 
hce, the “Arabian March” is a study on 
tS and Sracc notes? the “Mountain 
“n,u.i.ls a stud>’ in syncopation; the 
Brook” is a study in broken 
hvds; the “Jolly Clown” is a’wrist study, 
we' *'as a fharin within itself, and 
Predict great popularity, and advise 
•doptian. Our advance price is 25 
C01ts, Postpaid. 
xvrrob. u ,°Ped to announce that this 
r,e ready for delivery by Octo- 
ber 1st, but we regret exceedingly to have 
to disappoint our patrons in this respect. 
1 he work has yet the finishing touches to 
be. put upon it, but we hope to have it out 
m early October. Considerable orginial 
thought has been put upon this work, and 
we beg indulgence of our patrons a short 
time longer. In the meantime the advance 
otter price of 20 cents will be still in force. 
35 Etudes Faciles 
By Gurlitt. Op. 130 
There are thirty-five of these little 
pieces, and all without octaves, and all in 
the second grade. This is a work of study 
pieces; that is, pieces containing technical 
interest. There is no modern writer in 
modern times that has excelled Gurlitt in 
writing interestingly for earlier grades. 
This Opus 130 is one of his most popular 
opuses. During the course of publication 
we will sell this work for 15 cents, post¬ 
paid. 
Elijah. By Mendelssohn 
Messiah. By Handel 
We still offer these works at the ad¬ 
vance price of 30 cents each, postpaid, 
while in the course of preparation, but it 
is expected that only one copy of each of 
these works will be’filled at these prices. 
It is not intended to furnish an entire 
choral society with these works at advance 
prices. They are sent out as sample copies. 
Comments are unnecessary, as these works 
ore so well known. The voice parts in our 
edition will remain precisely as they have 
been written by the composers, but the 
accompaniments will be somewhat light- 
Easy Octave 
Studies 
This work he both original and com- 
pi! -.i. I* will contain studies that are a 
suitable preparation for regular octave 
work. There is no work of a similar na¬ 
ture on the market. It will close with a 
number of easy octave studies that can be 
taken up by any pupil in the second or 
third grades. Our special advance of pub¬ 
lication price is but 15 cents, postpaid. 
Musical 
Booklet Library 
The demand for these little, practical 
helps in teaching is most gratifying. Most 
of the books are especially valuable for 
teachers who desire to give special in¬ 
formation which takes expensive time to 
deliver at the lesson. The booklet on 
pedaling, or the booklet on trills for in¬ 
stance, contains the main principles and 
yet they may be bought at a price so low 
that the pupil gets for a few cents what 
would cost him very much more if the 
teacher gave it in person. The pupil al¬ 
ways appreciates economies of this kind 
as they mean more rapid progress. This 
in turn brings added reputation to the 
teacher. Here is the list Of subjects which 
will be issued shortly. 
1 Progressive Wavs for Securing New Pupils. j!v Allan J. Eastman. , , 
: Making a Success of the Pupils' Recital. 
Bv Periee V. .Tervis. 
Trills' and How They Should Be Played. 
Bv .lames Francis Cooke. 
, First Step in the Study of the Pedals. By 
;. Profitable Physical Kxf 
Students. By Dr. I\ 
Passing the Dead Line 
^ By Thomas Tapper.^ 
r Piano 
- Study. 
of Richard Mansfield. 
f>. How to Use the Metronome Correctly. By 
Prof. Clarence G. Hamilton, M.A. 
Patrons ordering these booklets in ad¬ 
vance of publication may have them at 
the following prices: Two copies for 15 
cents, and five copies selected for 30 cents, 
the entire nine announced above for 45 
cents. The books are ready to go to 
press at once, so they will be upon ad- 
lance offer but a very short tune. Some 
of the single copies contain the best of a 
$2.00 lecture or a $5.00 lesson. 
Sacred Two- 
part Songs 
This is a collection which will be wel¬ 
comed by many organists and choir¬ 
masters. The various numbers are suit¬ 
able to be used at religious gatherings or 
in church where sopranos and altos are to 
be had, but no tenors or bassos. The book 
is also suitable for junior choirs, etc. It 
contains anthems both original and ar¬ 
ranged, also hymn arrangements. It is 
one of the best books of the kind ever 
offered, and we predict an instant success 
for it. Those who are interested should 
not fail to obtain copies for examination. 
The special introductory. price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 15 cents, postpaid. 
Joipse’s 
Catechism 
This work covers the same ground as the 
Burrowe’s Primer and is equally famous as 
a work of the elements of music. We have 
long desired to have an edition of this 
work of our own, and we have now entered 
this in our own catalog. The work will 
be published to that of Burrowe’s. This 
little Primer is so well known that com¬ 
ments here are superfluous. We will allow 
the work to remain on special offer for 
only a short time. The special price in 
advance of publication on this work is 10 
cents, postpaid. 
Standard First Grade 
Piano Pieces 
In no one volume is so much general 
excellence to be found as in this collection 
of first grade pieces. It was printed from 
special large plates, thus enabling an un¬ 
usual number of pieces to be included. In 
addition to this these pieces are the best 
of their kind to be found anywhere. In 
this volume the busy teacher will find just 
the needed material for the students’ 
recreation, home playing, and elementary 
recital work. 
The special price in advance of publica¬ 
tion is 20 cents, postpaid. 
Children’s Songs 
and Games 
By M. Greenwald 
We are now announcing for the first 
time a new compilation, “Children’s Songs 
and Games.” This book will contain 
twenty-five children’s songs, derived chiefly 
from familiar and traditional melodies. 
Each song is given complete, with the 
words and melody, so that it may be either 
played or sung, or both together, and each 
melody has several instrumental variations. 
In addition, at the beginning of the 
book, complete directions are given for 
acting out or playing these games, in addi¬ 
tion to merely singing them. It will be 
one of the best and most tuneful books for 
children that has ever been published. The 
compiler and arranger is Mr. M. Gveen- 
wald, who has had a large and successful 
experience in this line of work. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 30 cents, postpaid. 
Godard-Album for 
the Pianoforte 
Benjamin Godard was one of the great¬ 
est of all writers of drawing-room music 
of the highest class. His “Second Ma¬ 
zurka” and “Second Waltz,” and other 
well-known pieces, are played wherever 
piano music is heard. This new and hand¬ 
some volume will contain all the favorite 
numbers of this composer. It is a book 
which should be in the library of every 
pianist. The selections will range from 
Grade 3 to Grade 7 in point of difficulty. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication on this volume is 20 
cents, postpaid. 
Technics for the Piano 
By R. Schwalm 
A useful book of piano technics in some¬ 
what condensed form. Every phase of 
modern technic is treated in an interesting 
manner. This work will be brought out in 
our usual form in the Presser Edition. It 
has enjoyed European reputation for many 
years, and we take great pleasure in offer¬ 
ing it to our patrons. The advance of pub¬ 
lication price is 20 cents, postpaid. 
Theo. Presser Co. 
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PIANO SOLOS 
E. L. Ashford 2 ■13935 Little Tease.G. Spenser 2 
13940 Spring .G. Spenser 2 
1S941 Summer.G. Spenser 2 
13955 Parade of the Submarines, 
G. Spenser 2 
13958 Russia the Red Sarafan, 
13982 United States of America, 
P. Lawson 2 
14008 Valse Barcarolle, 
wald 2 
14009 Fanfare Militaire March, 
M. Greenwa’ 
14010 Invitation to the Dance, 
4 The Awakening of the Lion, 
M. Gi.. 
14017 Oberon Waltz, M. Greenwald 2 
14074 Humoresque Valse, 
M. Greenwald 2 
14075 Love’s Greeting Waltz, 
M. Greenwald 2 
14001 Pansy Polka. . .0. Sherman 2 
l. 
M. Gre 
13816 Primrosei 
13875 Ida. 
13876 Sylvia. 
13923 The Happy SI 
13939 The Winner.. 
13942 Autumn .G. Spenser 
13959 Saint Satins.P. Lawson 
13956 Dancing Mermaids. 
G. Spenser 
13957 Gliding Fish. . . .G. Spenser 
13965 Hark! Hark! The Lark! 
F. Schubert 
14006 Fields Abloom Waltz, S Sponsor 
14012 Evening Song V 
 
14015 Minute Waltz, 
M. ureenwatu z% 
14020 In Full Uniform, 
15. K. Heyser 2 V. 
14033 Patriotic France. G. Spenser 2M 
14059 The Moon Flower, 
C. Sherman 2% 
14065 Chinese March, 
M. Loeb-Evans 2(4 
13719 Dance of Gnomes.A. Noelck 3 
13813 When Twilight Comes, 
H. Clark 3 
13896 Call to Arms, 
F. H. Brackett 3 
13909 Humoresque Orientate, 
W. Rolfe 3 
13917 Evening Reverie, 
L. W. Abbott 3 
13918 Coquette Dance, 
L. W. Abbott 3 
13951 Gypsy Dance. . . .T. Dutton 3 
13953 Mazurka Noble...T. Dutton 3 
13952 Summer Night Waltz, 
T. Dutton 3 
13954 Russian Dance. . .T. Dutton 3 
13936.Rosy Dream- " " 
7' Menuetto, Op. 20, 
0 St. Nicholas March, 
F. F. Cristtani 3 
4 The Angelus.F. N. Shacklev 3 
“ ~i. Rolfe 3% 
F. Frysinger 3% 
13908 Valse Vanity. , . 
13937 Valse Fleurie, 
13658 Woodland Shadows, 
H. H. 
13907 Reflections.W. 
13916 En Masque.E. H. Kitt 
13919 Serenade d’Arlequin, 
G. Aim 
13920 Entree de Colombine, 
13921 Colombine el 
13929 Gavotte in F 
13930 Omar . 
13931 Anita . 
13971 The Brooklet 
13972 Lydia.. 
13890 Valse l’Arpeggio, 
Arleqnin, 
G. Almavrac 
_P. Martini 
Abbott 4 
H. M. Hahn 5 
13922 Valse in F____ „ 
13933 La Scintilla, 
L. M. Gottschalk 5 
13985 Trios Intermedes, 
S. Stojowski 5 
13986 Mazurka, Op. 8. No. 2, 
S. Stojowski 6 
13913 Valse Russe, Op. 118, No. 2, 
A. Strelezki 6 
13963 Ballade in G Minor, 
7 Murmuring Bree: 
THEO. PRESSER CO., Phil 
’’lease mention THE ETUDE when addressing 
752 THE ETUDE 
YOUR LAST CHANCE!! 
Paper Costs Advanced Over 100% : : Magazine Subscription Prices to be Increased 
--' ‘ ■ THE ETUDE . .) $1 75 
Everyweek everyweek . .1 
r rifera \ Ihe Etud.e • • *) $Q00 
^ ^pr" | Everyweek . . O— 
^ y I Woman’sHome Com.) Save $1.00 
The Etude . . .}$q00 
Everyweek . . . > — 
Pictorial Review " 
UNTIL NOVEMBER 10, 1916, only, you may get your 
favorite magazines at prices lower than they will ever again 
be. Present paper costs have brought notices from publish¬ 
ers of practically all leading magazines of subscription price 
advances effective immediately after close of the ‘ Last 
Chance” season, November 10th, 1916, and it is safe to sav 
THE ETUDE and periodicals here listed will never again 
appear in clubs at the prices now quoted. Get together with 
your friends and make up a Club, and REMEMBER your 
order must be mailed us on or before November 10th, 1916, 
to take advantage of the low prices quoted. 
scriptions are for one year, 
or renewal, and may go to 
different addresses (except where 
otherwise stated.) 
THE ETUDE . . . 
Today’s (Free Pattern) 
THE ETUDE . . 
Home Needlework 
THE ETUDE 
People’s Home Journal 
Housewife . . 
THE ETUDE 
Boy’s Life 
THE ETUDE 
Housewife 
Ladies’ World 
THE ETUDE 
Nautilus . . 
THE ETUDE . 
Woman’s Home Compani 
American, or 
Everybody’s . . 
THE ETUDE . . 
Modern Priscilla . 
Home Needlework 
THE ETUDE . 
Housewife 
McCall’s . . . 
Modern Priscilla 
THE ETUDE .... 
Roman’s Home Companio 
McCall’s (Free Pattern) 
THE ETUDE .... 
Ladies’ World (Both to or 
McClure’s ■ ■ Address) 
THE ETUDE . . . 
Youth’s Companion . 
THE ETUDE . . . . 
Woman’s Home Compani 
American Magazine . . 
THE ETUDE .... 
Woman’s Home Companion 
Modern Priscilla . . 
THE ETUDE . . 
Illustrated World . 
Pictorial Review 
THE ETUDE . . 
Mother’s Magazine 
Pictorial Review 
Little Folks . . . 
$2- 
$2- 
1$2- 
2- 
$3- 
$410 
Christian Herald THE ETUDE .'ll 
Christian Herald , 
The Etude . . . $0en 
Christian Herald . 
Review of Reviews . Sa« $2.50 
Magazines in these offers 
are not interchangeable. 
Canadian and foreign 
postage additional. 
THE ETUDE . . . . 
McCall’s (Free Pattern) ■ YV- 
THE ETUDE 
The Housewife , 
THE ETUDE . . . . 
McCall’s (Free Pattern) . 
To-day’s (Free Pattern) . 
75 
S„r7Sct< T 
THE ETUDE . . . . 
To-day’s (Free Pattern) . 
Woman’s World . . . 
McCall’s (Free Pattern) . 
THE ETUDE 
Modern Priscilla 
$2- 
THE ETUDE 
Ladies’ World 
To-day’s . . 
The Housewife 
THE ETUDE . 
Pictorial Review 
THE ETUDE .... 
McCall’s (Free Pattern) 
Modern Priscilla . . . 
$260 
THE ETUDE  
Everyweek (The 3c Weekly) 
Illustrated World .... s2- 
THE ETUDE 
Delineator 
Everybody’s . *3- 
THE ETUDE  
;3- 
Modern Priscilla.j Sira (Sets. 
The Metropolitan. 
Pictorial Review  
THE ETUDE.• • •) *Q35 
Woman’s Home Companion. 
Little Folks.j Sara (5 etc 
THE ETUDE j 
Woman’s Home Companion . . 
Illustrated World.) $3- Save $1.00 
THE ETUDE . ( . . . ( T$035 
McCall’s. . 1 
Youth’s Companion.jsmlSttj 
THE ETUDE  
Scribner’s Magazine. LI3S 
THE ETUDE.Y SQ65 
Woman’s Home Companion.f tJ'- 
The Delineator.jSaraSSett 
THE ETUDE i 
Century Magazine  
St. Nicholas.) *6- 
THE ETUDE.1 $ 4 00 
Review of Reviews .t — 
Woman’s Home Companion.J Sara $200 
THE ETUDE.\ . 
Modern Priscilla ... 
Ladies’ World. . } LT~ 
Pictorial Review.( ) SawMeta. MAY BE INCLUDED IN ANY CLUB BY ADDITION OF PRICE OPPOSITE 
Ladies Home Journal . $1.50 Saturday Eyening Post . $1.50 
The Country Gentlemen . . $1.00 
Musical Magazines with THE ETUDE 
Crescendo ... and THE ETUDE 
Musical Advance “ 
New Music Review 
The Musician . . 
Musical Observer 
Musical America 
Musical Leader . 
Musical Courier 
R«g. LaatChauc, Pricy Price 
$2.50 $2.00 
2.50 2.00 
2.c0 2.15 
2.40 
2.40 
3.00 
3.00 
5.75 
3.00 
THE ETUDE . .|$000 
MOTHER’S MAG.jSj£.oo 
The Etude . . •) 
Mother’s Magazine 
Boy’s Life . • -J 
$2- 
1 Sare $1.15 p 
The Etude . . ) $025 
THE ETUDE . . . 
American Messenger 
THE ETUDE 
Woman’s World 
THE ETUDE 
The Designer 
THE ETUDE 
McCall’s (Free Pattern] 
Woman’s World 
THE ETUDE 
Ladies’ World 
tkE ETDbL—~ 
American Boy or 
Little Folks . . 
THE ETUDE 
Physical Culture 
THE ETUDE 
Delineator 
THE ETUDE 
The Designer 
Modern Priscilla . 
THE ETUDE 
Ladies’ World . 
Modern Priscilla 
THE ETUDE . . 
Mother’s Magazine 
Little Folks . . . 
THE ETUDE 
World’s Work 
)$*|6_0 
is. A, 
$|60 
, -lara2S«i 
TTp 
jsA- 
*J85 
I Sir. 50m 
100 
-2 ■■ ’2- 
,’2- 
S.rriOC. 
*2- 
T7p >40 
*2- 
*2- 
2- 
$325 
*3- 
THE ETUDE . .T $Q00 
Review of Reviews j SiT^JIi0 
The Etude 
Review 
World’ 
-hi . . $ A 7<5 
 of Reviews . 4— 
I’s Work . . I s.r^.75 
Ihe Etude . . /W-en 
Review of Reviews . t 5 — 
Scribner’s . . .|s.„n.so 
^REVJEWg 
v Reviews 
EspccUIly intereatief < 
llm tin* been* d * 
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Questions and Answers 
^ is easier than its cure 
Regular use of BISSELL’S VAC¬ 
UUM SWEEPER prevents dust and 
dirt from accumulating in your rugs 
and carpets, keeping them hygienically clean 
in a hygienic manner; always looking fresh and 
dean always a safe playground for the children, 
rhis would seem a more practical system than 
Jlowingdirt to accumulate until drastic methods 
ire needed to remove it; methods which are 
,ften destructive, resulting in excessive wear. 
With the BISSELL’S, three sturdy bellows jumps create a suction of large volume; au¬ 
ntie adjustment to all grades of carpets 
prevents scraping of the nozzle and consequent 
wear; dust-bag comes o ut unth the nozzle in one 
pure and emptier from the rear without even 
^Fofthemany little sweeping Jobs where extreme bandlness Is the flrst consideration, und where the 
comblnatbn micM*i** is not required, the BIS- SELLCARPKT SWEEPER ^ still anjndlspen- 
1# 
The Cupid Grand 
The first small grand piano ever made was the 
product of Sohmer. That was over twenty- 
nme years ago. In this over a quarter of a 
oentury we have been constantly striving to 
Perfect this type of instrument. The result is 
a P|ano without an equal among diminutive 
grands in which tone is in no manner sacrificed 
•0architectural requirements. Length 5ft. 4//, 
width4ft. 5"—price $675. Terms arranged. 
Send for illustrated catalog and full information. 
NORTHWESTERN OHIO SCHOOL 
PIANO TUNING 
Uttltu Dipl OB. Fra. Catalog 
^9* BETZ, Director : . = ADA. O. 
t. Not unless the rod Is ver- 
ch oil on the rod might caus 
sup down by its own weight. 
0. I t told t 
e the sounding hoard of a grand 
signature, IsthisJj/ /rom the minor 
ii A,;.„ Yes'..ln the tlme of Bach and Handel 
there was'no C™mi°n- Up to about 1730 
sntS?reC°V4e ““ ?orS,t 
In H»iidhri'Ei(at ral,8ht come before the B flat, in J uf s Messiah, -And With His Stripes" 
Itenrt ha« - si?Patbre of three flats in- 
* d of foui flats, the D flat being: marked 
by an accidental each time it appeals. * d 
~3:dw 
A. 
dletus 
a, 
dletus Agnus Dei and^Donna ^Nobi's.3’ Bene_ 
,2V1?? is the difference between the 
md the shaket—K. 8. 
in England&forTthetrSnfe’’ ‘S the term used 
—Set fd°WV°ld “ the hVmn “°U Hun*redth”t 
A. Uncertain. The oldest known version 
appears in a Swiss Psalter in 1542. 
5r 
Q. Occasionally I find , 
figures as the following ■h figure 
A. The figures are short way of showing 
the arrangements of the syllables in the 
verses of the hymn. The example you have 
luted It means that the stanza ha^four 'lines 
nr verses, ihe flrst line has eight syllables: 
the second six ; the third eight; the fourth 
six. Formerly these special metres were 
known by many different names, such as 
common hallelujah, eights, elevens, long, par¬ 
ticular, etc. Now they are mostly expressed 
in numbers. The main object is to assist 
the organist and the clergyman in finding 
urns cal settings in the hymnal that will fit 
special metres. 
kindly tell me why a grand 
0 if it is 
1 ossible t___ 
an upright casef—A. 
A. Despite the fact that there are num- 
rless upright pianos that are very superior 
instruments, the grand piano is preferred—■ 
first, because of its size, which as a rule 
contributes to its sonorousness. A large 
giand is very much more sonorous than a 
small grand. Many prefer it because of the 
action, which is very different from that of 
the upright piano, the hammer striking same 
below and falling away from the strings, 
whereas in the upright piano the hammer 
strikes on the strings. The grand piano al¬ 
lows for a larger sounding board. The posi¬ 
tion of the piano is also advantageous. The 
pedals are also different. The damper or 
loud pedal, as it is mostly called, is the 
a grand piano and on an upright 
t in the upright piano the soft pedal 
by moving the hammers nearer to 
: keys, so that they have a shorter distance 
to strike. In the grand pianos the hammers 
are shifted, so that instead of striking the 
three strings they strike one string or wire. 
. <?• Hi playing grace notes as in the follow¬ 
ing examples should the grace note be planed 
with the accompanying chords or before them t 
played with the principal note, 
occupied in playing the short appoggiatura 
so infinitesimal that no attempt is custo 
arily made in rapid playing to give it defin: 
time value. The dash or line through t 
stem differentiates this from the long a 
poggiatura. 
Example 2 a 
poggiatura. No __ 
through the stem. This form of grace noti 
is somewhat rarely seen in modern editions 
value is written o 
New Books Reviewed 
norm!v1s on Musical Instruments ■ - i T A K t R - - - :« 
i"!. W„hln(!on [,T r Suite 22 Legal Build- 
lei!* mention THE ETUDE when addressing 
out advertisers. 
Helmholtz and the apparatus of Koenig, the 
science of musical sounds is much more highly 
developed to-dav than it was in the last de¬ 
cades of the nineteenth century. This book, 
bv the Professor of Physics at the Case School 
of Applied Science, is in no sense a book for 
the novice in musfe. One does not progress 
very far before recourse to higher mathe¬ 
matics is necessary to define t' 
employed in modern investigation 
sound. There is much, nevertheless, 1 
the general reader will comprehend 
though he is baffled by logarithms and cosines. 
Much of the progr ’• ' 
musical sound is-„ — 
sound waves visible to the eye. -__ 
describes in detail the wonderful apparatus 
called the Phonodeik, which responds to 
10,000 complete vibrations (20,(100 move¬ 
ments a second). The Phonodeik is Prof. 
Miller’s own invention. 
Samuel Coleridgc-Taylor: Musician. His 
l.ife and Letters. By W. C. Berwick Sayers. 
Illustrated. Published by Funk & Wagnalls 
to welcome this almost Boswellian biography. 
The author has gathered yery diligently every 
scrap of information available about his sub-- 
L-t and set it before the reader with the 
utmost detail. In fact the book would have 
trained l)v more reticence. No point is omitted 
from the time that the future composer of 
Hiawatha was discovered in the streets of 
Crovdon "holding a small-sized violin in one 
hand, and playing marbles with the other, 
•• sad mo 
the pillows, 
on its voyage to the land or tile Here- 
luaintance with 
i^nugr-.. ... disposed to rank 
hicrhlv among composers than is 
iVrTctlv due. he Is not altogether to blame, 
^nr this dusky son of an African father and 
m En^iish mother whs so winning In person- 
ility so wholly devoted to his art. so child- 
Ike in his simplicity, so loyal to those he 
oved, that be loomed large onJhebh^dmttted 
ill who knew m__,— —rote so much and so 
.. his work attains to 
the high standard of Hiawatha, A Tale of 
Old Japan, Bamboula, and some of the songs. 
rapidly that n 
such as My Algonquin, or such violin pieces 
as Deep River. These works, while not in 
any sense profound, are full of life and color 
and rhythm. They will surely keep alive the 
memory of the greatest composer yet pro¬ 
duced by the Negro race. All honor to the 
sweet and gentle soul that passed all too 
Studies in Musical Education, History and, 
Aesthetics. Tenth series. Papers and Pro¬ 
ceedings of the Music Teachers’ National As¬ 
sociation at its Thirty-seventh Annual Meet¬ 
ing. Published by the Association (Waldo S. 
Pratt, Secretary, 86 Gillett Street. Hartford, 
Conn.). Price, $1.60, postpaid. West of the 
Mississippi, $1.70. 
The papers this year include the reports of 
excellent discussions by such men as J. Law¬ 
rence Erb (President of the association), The¬ 
odore Spiering, Dr. Frank Damrosch, Dr. Geo. 
C. Gow, Prof. Walter R. Spaulding, Le Rov 
B. Campbell, Hans Schneider, Frederic Lille- 
bridge, Frederick W. Wodell, Carl E. Sea¬ 
shore, Karl W. Gehrkins, Will Earhart, Fred¬ 
erick Schlieder, Hamilton C. MacDougail. 
Peter W. Dykema, T. Carl Whitmer. Waldo 
S. Pratt, William Benbow, Harvey B. Gaul 
and others. The collection of essays is excep¬ 
tionally fine this year. 
Tonal Functions, Harmony, Scales, and In¬ 
tervals. By Dirk Haagmans. Book I (third 
edition). Published by J. Fischer & Bro. 
150 pages, hound in cloth. 
Practically speaking, there are no rules of 
harmony, but there are certain laws and 
principles based upon the usages of the best 
writers of the past and present, the art of 
music being in a constant process of evolu¬ 
tion and development. The fascinating sub¬ ject of harmony may be approached from 
many angles, consequently there is always 
room for another book on harmony. The 
good old “figured bass,” originally only a 
system of musical shorthand, has outworn its 
usefulness as a system of harmony teaching, 
and although it dies hard, many modern 
writers are abandoning it. 
Mr. Dirk Haagmans, although educated in 
the older school, is to an extent a follower 
of Hugo Riemann. His book. Tonal Func¬ 
tions, eliminates the “figured bass” entirely, 
and to a very large extent throws the pupil 
upon his own resources, after flrst thoroughly 
explaining and analyzing the necessary law's 
and principles, placing all structural develop¬ 
ment upon the tonic, dominant and sub-domi¬ 
nant relations. 
Although it contains much of practical 
merit and interest, this is hardly a beginner's 
admired 
by those whose 
ability, 
education 
and position 
in the world of 
music, give to 
their preference 
the conclusive 
proof of 
unique merit 
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A Perfect Complexion 
Your social duties demand that you 
look your best at all times and that 
your appearance be in good taste. 
Ladies of Society for nearly three- 
quarters of a century have used 
Gouraud’s is 
Oriental Cream 
SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR THE 
RAGTIME 
REVIEW 
A Monthly Magazine for Amateur and Pro¬ 
fessional Pianists—Devoted to Ragtime and 
Popular Music—Covering the field of Vaude¬ 
ville and Picture Piano Playing—Edited 
and Published by Axel Christensen, Vaude¬ 
ville’s “Czar of Ragtime.”. 
It contains nothing dry, nothing classic, only that 
happy, pulsating “rag” and the songs and melodies 
that make for happiness and delight. 
You can get the “Ragtime. Review” for only SO 
j^send ^ak>ng^jrour* subscription. It will bePthe 
AXEL CHRISTENSEN, Publisher 
Room 530, 20 E. Jackson Boul., Chicago 
Piano teachers write for “Teacher’s Proposition,” 
OUR COURSE WILL 
Make YOU a 
Piano Tuner 
correctly. 
“’Srs^ga^rante'ed! 
f J. Hodge, Kingston,Ont., writes: “lam tuning 
iSR.’a Logan, Clarkston, Wash., says: “I make 
from 55 to $15 a day tuning.” 
Write today for Free Illustrated Book. 
THE ETUDE 
Are You a Musical Pauper? 
A music student, who can not play or 
sing when he is asked, is musically pov¬ 
erty stricken. Like the man who goes 
on a pleasure trip without any money, 
he puts himself in an embarrassing posi¬ 
tion; one of the most difficult things I 
know of is trying to convince a hotel 
clerk you are “good” for your bill when 
there is no money in your pockets. The 
moneyless traveler may have hordes of 
money at home in the bank; but who is 
going to believe it? The music student 
who, when he is asked to play, says: 
“1 left my music at home,” or “I can’t 
play without my notes,” is placing him¬ 
self in the same embarrassing position, 
for who is going to believe you can play? 
If you don’t, you can’t; that is the or¬ 
dinary version of the matter. 
Don’t be a musical pauper. One does 
need a great deal of money to get 
more than Chaminade’s Scarf 
memorize it, have it ready and play 
and be done with it. _ handy 
You know from experience , 
it is to have a little change—indeed we 
..Idem carry . rtol. bank 
US—that Mt'T’handy’ to ’have”. ing and singing, its handy 
little piece ready and usually it 
more interesting to have a little piece 
on hand than to have a big showy one 
that is only available when the sheet 
music stands on the rack before ^ 
Little pieces, well memorized, constitute 
the small change of music. 
Have you ever noticed how music 
helps out, how it fills in, how it livens 
things and makes people happy and be¬ 
sides your singing and playing gives you 
a bit of prominence and' 
friends. Good music is a \ 
port—it takes you everywhere . 
get into the poverty-stricken class and 
when vou feel like saying, “I can’t play 
limited repertoire, still with the little you 
have, in a musical way, you 
age to get on quite well. If it’s nothing should be so musically helpless!—J. S. W. 
World of Music 
(Continued from page 693) 
At Home 
Owing to last moment pressure an error 
was made In the September issue of The 
Etude which we are very glad to rectify. 
Just as the last page was going to press a 
notice was received of the death of Mr. 
George Noyes Rockwell, whose compositions 
are well known to Etude readers. In a 
moment of aberration the writer inserted the 
name of one of our well-known composers, 
Mr. A ’- ”—-- 
Harold Bauer, Leopold Godowsky, Leopold 
Stokowski, Olga Samaroff, Carl Friedherg, 
Harold Randolph, Arthur Whiting, Francis 
Rogers, Walter Damrosch and Waslav Ni¬ jinsky. 
At the Indiana School eoe the Deaf 
they introduced talking machines to make the 
dancing exhibitions of the students more at¬ 
tractive to visitors. Greatly to the amaze¬ 
ment of the teachers they found that while 
the students could not hear the tunes they 
were conscious of the music through a kind 
of sixth sense. One pupil who could not 
hear anything learned to whistle by feeling 
the frequency of the vibrations. 
of $50.00 for the best anthem submitted by 
any resident of the United States. The 
anthem is to be suitable for non-liturgical 
churches, the text taken from the Bible or 
from a standard church hymnal, be in four 
parts with accompaniment fpr organ, but 
may contain a soprano solo which may be 
sung in unison by all the sopranos. Each 
composition must bear a fictitious name and 
" ‘ composer must enclose a card revealing 
a upwards of $75,000 t 
e sealed in an envelope. 
In the heart of the Rockies is Missoula, 
Montana. Missoula is the home of the Uni¬ 
versity of Montana, founded in 1885 just 
two years after the founding of The Etude. 
Three years ago the University Musical De¬ 
partment had 8 students. Now it has 300. 
Hats oft to Missoula and to the director, 
De Loos Smith, Josephine Swenson, Professor 
of Pianoforte Playing and to the brilliant 
Cecil Burleigh, Professor of Violin and The¬ 
ory. In the classic tongue of the Bowery. 
“That is some speedwork.” 
Mass., on August 1, 2, 3, 4. The attends_ 
was most excellent. Mr. Arthur Scott Brook, 
the president of the organization, has done 
almost useful work in promoting the interest 
organ playing and thereby better the posi¬ 
tion of the organist. The character of the 
National Association of Organists may be 
estimated by the men represented in the 
program of the convention in addresses and 
in recitals. Among those who delivered ad¬ 
dresses were Homer N. Bartlett, William D. 
trong, Henry S. Fry, Dr. G. A. Audsley 
you new 
wonderful pass- 
don’t 
the world. There are thousands o_. _ 
who manage to do many beautiful things y  
with a slender purse. You may not play without my notes,” just take a look about 
astounding pieces and you may have a and see the musical paupers there 
your neighborhood. A“J * 
Special Notices 
^ ANNOUNCEMENTS 
EUGENE X. CHADWICK, Director, Or¬ 
chestra.,' Band, Choral, after September 15th 
li>09 N. 13th St.. Philadelphia. 
VIOLIN AND PIANO TBACHERTl^ 
sires an opening in western town. T. R„ 
care The etude.__ 
FIRST-CLASS MUSIC SUPERVISOR 
for special educational work. State in flr-t 
letter experience and salary desired. Ad. 
dress “Educational," The Ktcde. 
MUSIC COMPOSED for Song, Anthem or 
Hymn Texts. F. Cullls Morley, 1520 Chest- 
-A “» Philadelphia. 
... j-- nd isn’t 
shame after all their lessons that they 
HAWAIIAN IKILELE and selfln-’ 
gtructor, $0.00. Write Wm. liuslap, 3731 
Concord Place, Chicago,_ 
- MUSIC WHlWENtoword*. Manuscripts 
corrected. Correspondence lessons In Har¬ 
mon v. Dr. Alfred Wooler, composer, Buffalo, 
N. V. 
PIANISTS—Wanted to teach popular 
music and ragtime piano playing. No In¬ 
vestment Involved. Winn School of Popular 
Music, 155 \Ws! 125th st„ New York. 
AM t rill It 01*811 1 MM IKTIES. 
yonr dealer to show you a copy of The Rose 
of Love, a new light opera by Louis A 
ItelUy, or order direct. Price $US0. The 
Eben D. Jordan passed away In Man¬ 
chester, Mass., on August 1st. Mr. Jordan 
was the head of the firm of Jordan, Marsh 
& Co. in Boston, one of the largest drygoods 
businesses In the United States. He was 
born in Boston in 1857 and was a graduate 
of Harvard University. Music and travel 
were his avocations. In 1809 he built the 
Boston Opera House at a cost of $1,000,000. 
He also gave lavishly to the New England 
Conservatory of Music, of which he was the 
President. Mr. Jordan is one of a large 
group of American business men who for 
years have made amazingly large donations 
to the cause of music in America. Europeans 
who have had their judgment so warped that 
they can only look upon America as "dollar 
land” would have difficulty in finding a sim¬ 
ilar number of business men who have done 
as much for the artistic welfare of the old 
world. He added to his benefactions to the 
New England Conservatory in his last will 
—t of $100,000. He had previously 
J" “SHI ‘ " Institution. 
PIPE ORGAN LESSONS 
A MAN might ■pend Mvaralynn Imralat to run>put 
SFHSSS 
if/TiTofC ^hurrh arve^(VmJert work** Many ^radl^plffri have boen unable to hold lucrative petitions btrause they 
were only players and did not knov wh*t they should have known. The O'Brien System trachea you to play miguifi- 
clontly, but It also tells you all about the Pipe Orjan. Ita 
stops, their control, the MtchonUol Accraaork*. rt*. It fives you a thorough training to Modulating. Bsunpori* ing. Choir Work. Concert Pbylni (eight atudent redials 
are Riven annually on an f 1K.000 Pipe Organ). Upvardi 
of 400 students have obtained cxcrTlcnt positions during 
N^Pyork6.3^Phi£4H*1 *r“*0n ntfiToirc tbrtr^ato 
this System. An lntereatinc. convincing circular la yours for the asking. Correspondence Course for those living 
at a distance Organ Reel la la played anywhere within s 
of 1000 mllra. Recent Redtaia. Scottish BuUdinj. 
•Iphln. Emmanuel CburchTHihover. Pa. SL Little Ymlla^S Y.. Patricks. Norristown.Pl, 
FRANCIS J. O’BRIEN 
Kxp<w1Uon. Gsmek Theatre'. 
SEL 
and Dr. f'rancls Hemlngton. 
Abroad 
When Oscar Hammerstein erected his Lon¬ 
don Opera House, a portrait of the founder 
was chiseled in stone to adorn the building. 
The opera house was a failure and passed 
from Mr. Hammerstein’s hands. Now his 
petrified effigy has been chiseled away. What 
a pity that so many of Mr. Hammerstein s 
ventures have not brought him the reward 
which one should reasonably expect from 
such undertakings. Whatever mav be said of 
him, no man in the operatic field 'in the pres¬ 
ent generation has displayed more initiative 
and more courage. He has built four enor 
meus opera houses, started four huge graud 
opera companies, developed many singers who 
now Cdl'rnfself w°tha,nnXhlngU^ura^o^ 
to accomplish too much with Napolwnlc 
strides Art development is slow. Volcanic 
rarely’^enduref ^ °f Mr' Hammerste.'S 
What is a “firing line party?’* it is on„ 
in ’nnsGI Pr°d,"ctl!,of the w°rld war. Men in all positions in life must have entertain 
The of haAle 
A“p'of musicians'1 andfirlmn,f 
of needT Itap^^ough.8 O^rnitra^rnveT 
■T>eter’“t?heh'-niaVno Tw' J?]so ,arrled »«>« 
TrhZartfhmte<f t0aUpwards “ f So,0800 menPin or near the trenches. Frequently th$» 
as s£"S 
near the concert partv On one or 
soldiers were wonderful?,- cW^fu, 
£« £££ mjjSSXe ^eTopuYsr^: 
March and the Dla^March^rom sJu“Her<U 
The Education of 
the Music Teacher 
THOMAS TAPPER’S LATEST 
AND MOST HELPFUL BOOK 
PRICE $1.50 
The movement for a more thorough 
education of the music teacher is national 
in its scope. The .main point of Mr- 
Tapper’s new and interesting work is to 
show what the teacher must know to 
achieve the widest success and then how 
this knowledge and proficiency may be 
attained. The captions of a few chapters 
make clear the great value of a work of 
this character. 
Fundamental Requisites 
Equipment and Success 
Music in the Home 
Public School Music 
The Basis of Music Memory 
Music Teaching as Service 
Pedagogy 
Community Music 
Efficiency 
Teaching Material 
The work compriiei 224 pages and >• b*« 
aomely bound in cloth. This work will t 
•ont postpaid to any purchaser upon reeeip, 
Theo. Presser Co. - Philadelphia, P»- 
addressing 
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My Facial Beauty 
Exercises 
“SftffJSK. ESSE. 
THE ETUDE 
The Composer 
(Continued from page 
con“plceuoZrC?r?hat be -de a 
Send For Biq Fu r Book 
He must have presented a f 
tacle, it may be supposed for all 
broke into laughter. 
“You do remember 
shorn,t Y,, “® more necessary that he gaining courage, 
means he Tha She remembered h 
the western t i merely of the Boulevard St. Ger- Pect t0 see you I 
. _-the young mai 
t Warborough House. But 
, . . --—- *-**c ou i a - _ ___ ..,_ , 
mnrntfr0m athe earliest llkel.Y hour, the next the light mirth vanished from_ 
And m the grouP of businesslike arew her straight eyebrows together: 
^ women with music rolls under their Lad.Y Warborough who has sent 
arms who presented themselves at the great -- ” ' - - 
teacher s house shortly after -*■- • - - - 
rolta herself duly appeared, .t 
Mosenthal. 
Mrs. Mosenthal had an obviously French 
SarnH-n P?S6d °“ exuberaI*t black curls. - 
cmroita, in a cool-looking Holland coat and Looking ... 
skirt, and a simple, shady hat, made an himself he___ 
astounding and delightful contrast. He was wel1 Possible for a fellow to be; that he had 
glad to remember that, although she chose stammered and stumbled, and conveyed In 
t0«A.S A,e her “aunt’” Sarolta’s relationship the end hardly anything of all he felt and 
witn the “Jew lady” was not that of blood much thut woc hii,nrfn»>n» mtni/..A.*._ 
His first impulse was to cross the street 
outstretched hands. But he had time 
___ Now I understand. ___ 
a o’clock, Sa- use! Nothing on earth will make : 
orted by Mrs. 14 UP—“1 vocation, my career!” ’ 
They were both too innocent in the; 
to be conscious of the absurdity of__ 
suggestion. But here was Johnny’s opening. 
t afterward, he said to 
i the silliest 
Order Your Furs Now 
and Save Money 
BIG FUR STYLE BOOK 
Do your fur shopping b v 
mail. No matter what 
kind of Style of Fur you 
*- -vant.it’sfullydescrib- 
:d and priced herein. 
Albrecht Furs 
EAlbrecht&Son StPaul Mmn 
t at as blundering and isleading. 
Nevertheless he could not give himself the 
- -- „„„ mfort that it was his bashfulness only 
reflect, and he warily told himself that if whicb bad procured him so unqualified a re- 
*' ’ -’ opportunity ^«°“* 
The Most Practical, Up-to- 
date and Popular Beginner’s 
Book on the Market 
BEGINNER’S BOOK 
FOR PIANO 
By THEODORE PRESSER 
Endorsed by hundreds of piano 
teacher* 
OUTSTANDING FEATURES:— 
Attractive in Appearance. Printed 
in Urge Notes. Graded Step by Step. 
Helpa When Needed. Teat Questions. 
Pieces for Recreation. Duets. Writing 
Exercises. Illustrated. Right Price. 
JUST OUT! 
THE PROGRESSIVE 
PIANO PLAYER 
By THEODORE PRESSER 
The Logical Sequel to the 
Beginner’s Book 
Response to Innum¬ 
erable Insistent Demands 
The Progressive Piano Player 
up the subject just where the Be¬ 
nner's Book stops. 
An exhaustive treatment of the 
sc®le8 forms the center of the work, and 
axl this center is developed a series 
a»cinating studies in each key. 
Purely technical matter is inter¬ 
spersed with some vitally interesting 
material of a general nature, all pro- 
Pessively arranged. 
Price 75 Cents 
THEO. PRESSER CO. 
I'12 Osesmut Street Philadelphia, Pa. 
Madame Costanza 
to misrepresent him he might very well 
repudiated on her doorstep, and have added 
:take. He had the strength of 
By a 
Not with a Capital A 
not that she had no love for him 
that she had no love for any- 
capital A) 
Quays, and returned... wealth^e “piskiorf tha^his name° woffil’d 
by Saiolta emerged from under the give her, his two fine places, the pictures ♦ . company and the diamonds tempted her no more than 
Johnny— did his devotion. She laughed at him first. 
lagine how ridiculous you 
pilstake_ 
?i“d’ ,“el'fh0r R t0i tura hlS back and stro11 thing outside' that" —, 
up the Boulevard, gave himself half which filled her every thought. 
; cochire; 
mpanion. 
unsuspecting couple 
lofty p, 
only or a scholar-: 
dogged, yet scarlet wl 
ceeding—followed the 
till they parted at the c__ „„„ lvuc „„ 
la Harpe; when Sarolta flew on alone with 
light step up the handle, modernized street 
and disappeared through the side-door of a 
little frame-maker’s shop. 
Johnny’s heart thumped as he followed, 
nfter a sufficient pause, and, although the 
door was open, rang the bell. 
He asked for Madame Mosenthal upon an 
Instinctive Impulse to demonstrate the 
straightness of his purpose. The pleasant 
maid, nut-brown and sloe-eyed, clacked her 
tongue and was desolated to say that ma- 
dame was out. Then, greatly daring, he 
asked for mademoiselle. 
Promptly he was ushered . into a small 
shabby room that had nevertheless nothing 
to shock a far more fastidious observer than 
Johnny. For it contained little besides a 
piano, a couple of armchairs, a music-stand. 
Then she grew angry and demanded to 
know if he took her for a fool. 
In his misery he uttered something of his 
horror for the life she was choosing; and 
then she fulminated : 
"If you only knew what a fool you are!" 
It was on this that she went back to her 
original suspicion. 
“It is no use pretending. Lady Warbor¬ 
ough has sent you after me.” 
And on his disclaimer, wrathful in his 
turn, she nonplussed him completely by the 
fierce question : How, then, had he tracked 
her t And how had he dared ? 
“I hardly even know you. 1 would not 
lbered your name if it had 
Susanna Cocroft’s 
Physical Culture 
for the FACE 
will make the outline of your face, neck and 
chin graceful—relieve wrinkles, sagging mus¬ 
cles and facial blemishes—make your skin 
clear and soft, your eyes bright. You can 
make your hair glossy and abundant—your 
hands smooth and white—your feet comfort¬ 
able, through definite directions which will 
take only a few minutes at home each day. 
Write for information and our free 
and a 
Sarolta, still in her pretty winged bro 
hat, was leaning with both elbows upon 1 
lid of the closed piano, studying a piece 
music spread before her. • ■ ■ • 
she looked up, her bright 
intense surprise. 
"Good gracions!” she exclaimed, then 
straightened herself and flung the sheets of 
the music together. As she did so, a name 
largely printed in black on the title-page, jumped at Johnny with an odd sense of 
familiarity—“Lotbnar.” 
"Good gracions!” exclaimed she again. 
The completeness of her surprise showed that 
Madame Costanza had held her tongue. At 
this moment he hardly knew if he were 
glad of it. 
(To be continued in 
The young 
but to pick u 
he had done a 
his departure, 
himself to leav 
“Look here, 
entrance to that address will always find __ 
:pressive of if ever you wanted me I’d come to you,” 
added poor Johnny with an irrepressible 
click in his throat, “from the ends of the 
no choice left than 
> his nat in silence, even as 
Madame Costanza’s, and take 
He could not, however, bring 
; her without a final word : 
he said, planting his card 
the top of the piano ; “a line 
Do Business by Mail 
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i. Our catalogue contains vital inform 
” ui Advertising. Also prices and I 
6,000 national mailing lists, 99% fl 
Material Mfre. Wealthy Men 
_se Box Mfrs. 
The girl, in her younj 
derisively. And yet she 1 
faint, not unpleasurable. 
hardness, smiled 
as conscious of a 
Contractors Tin Can M. 
I Druggists Farmers, Et ■ Write for this valuable reference book; also Ml 
‘ 38 and samples of facsimile letters. 
>ens write or revise your Sales Letters, i 
Boss-Gould, 822C 01 
Ross-Gould 
Moiling 
LlSfS St.Louis 
“You might want a friend, you know— 
you never can tell,” pursued Johnny dogged¬ 
ly. And then he added, with a wistful air : 
“You cannot help my being your friend, you 
e November Etude.) 
Mendelssohn’s Letters from Switzerland 
Engelburg, August 24, 1831. 
“This whole day I have done nothing 
but sketch, and play the organ: in the 
morning I performed my duties as 
organist—it was a grand affair. The 
organ stands close to the high altar, next 
to the stalls for the Patres”—so I took 
my place in the midst of the monks, as a 
very Saul among the prophets. An im¬ 
patient Benedictine at my side played the 
double bass, and others the violins; one 
of their dignitaries was first violin. The 
Paler Preceptor stood in front of me, 
sang a solo, and conducted with a long 
stick, as thick as my arm. 
The Eleves (pupils) in the monastery 
formed the choir, in their black cowls; 
an old decayed rustic played on an old 
decayed oboe, and at a little distance two 
more were puffing away composedly at 
two huge trumpets with green tassels; 
and yet with all this the affair was grati¬ 
fying. It was impossible not to like the 
people, for they had plenty of zeal, and 
all worked away as well as they could. 
A mass by Emmerich was given, and 
every note of it betrayed its “powder 
and pigtail.” I played thorough-bass 
faithfully from my ciphered part, adding 
wind instruments from time, to time, 
when I was weary; made the responses, 
extemporized on the appointed theme, 
and at the end, by desire of the Prelate, 
played a march, in spite of my repugnance 
to do this on the organ, and was then 
honorably dismissed. 
This afternoon I played again alone to 
the monks, who gave me the finest sub¬ 
jects in the world—the Credo among 
others— a fantasia on the latter was very 
successful. This was followed by a stop 
oh the last note, and a pause, and then it 
concluded. I wish you had heard it, for 
I am sure you would have been pleased. 
Makes the Complexion Beautiful 
COFT AND VELVETY. Money 
U back if not entirely pleased. 
Nadine is pure and harmless. Adheres until washed 
off. Prevents sunburn and return of discolorations. 
A million delighted users prove its value. Popular 
tints: Flesh, Pink, Brunette, White. 50c. by toilet 
counters or mail Dept. T. E. 
National Toilet Company, Paris, Tenn., U.S.A. 
PAPA or MAMA 
a copy of LITTLE FOLKS, 
little”folks!” yD.pt!dE,S'" Sri"m°rMM^ 
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Schools and 
THESE TEACHERS ADVERTISING 
ON OTHER PAGES OF THIS ISSUE 
VOCAL TEACHERS 
EASTERN 
ORGAN SCHOOLS 
EASTERN 
CLAUDE 
WARFORD 
Tenor Teacher 
MetropolitanJPpera House 
1425 Broadway, New York 
Also Church and Concert Engagement 
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK 
The National Conservatory of Music of America 
Incorporated in 1885 and chartered in 1891 by Special Act of Congress. 
(JEANNETTE M. THURBER, Founder and President) 
ARTISTIC FACULTY: Romualdo Sapio, Adele Margulies, Leopold Lichtenberg. Leo Schulz, Hanry 
T. Finch, etc. Admission Daily. ^Day^and Eyeing Instruction. 31 years^of 
Terms Moderate. Address Secretary, 126 and 128 West 79th St., New York City 
EDWIN HUGHES 
the well-known American pianist and former assistant of Theodore 
Leschetizky in Vienna, returns to America for the season 1916-17 after 
many years of successful musical activity abroad and will accept a few 
talented pupils at his New York studio. Address all communications to 
STEINWAY HALL, 109 EAST 14TH STREET, NEW YORK 
THE NEW VIRGIL 
PRACTICE CLAVIER 
Far superior in its latest construction to any 
other instrument for teaching and practice. 
VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC VFor Particulars address Secretary 
IRGIL Executive Office, 567 Third Ave., New York City 
OR A. K. VIRGIL, ST. PETERSBURG, FLA. 
The Latest and Best Word in Voice Building 
THE VOCAL INSTRUCTOR 
By EDMUND J. MYER PRICE, $1.00 
; loprnent cd the°Tinging&voice—prmcipIe_ following principle in logical sequence. This book 
the singing movements, the necess 
to develop the singer physically an 
illustrated: . The book is handsomely printed and substan 
THEO. PRESSER CO., 
1712-14 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
VIRGIL PIANO CONSERVATORY 
The most efficient school in America 
The “Tek” Results tell 
19 reasons why the 
“Tek” excels the 
piano for practice. 
Conservatory, 
“Tek” and 
Catalogs 
A. M. VIRGIL, President 
11 West 68th Street NEW YORK 
THE Publishers of THE ETUDE have knowledge of or personal ucquamtance w.th 
all of the Schools. Colleges and Conservator.es having announcement on these 
pages. In collecting these announcements we are performing an important service to 
ouf readers Study these advertisements carefully, and correspond w.th them. You 
wm find them all glad to send information, terms, etc. Ttli-U PRESSER COMPANY 
INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART LvSl 
AN ENDOWED SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
The opportunities of the Institute are intended only for students of natural ability 
with an earnest purpose to do serious work, and no others will be accepted, for catalogue 
and full information address SECRETARY, 120 Claremont Avenue, New York. 
fcv The American Institute of Applied Music 
(METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC) C
212 West 59th Street New York City 
Complete courses in Voice. Orsan, Piano, Stringed Instrument*, 
School Music. Thcoreti.. 
31st Season—October 2. 1916. 
JOHN B. CALVERT, D.D., Pres. 
BURROWES COURSE OF MUSIC STUDY 
Kindergarten and Primary —Correspondence or Personal Instruction 
erne Taa jjJJNg’ BURROWES 
D- 502 CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK CITY, . 
6 HIGHLAND AVE., HIGHLAND PARK. DETROIT, MICH. 
ALBERT ROSS PARSONS 
Students Qualified & 
mo neat touch, skillful pedaling, repo* and breadth of 
Musical Coup tet.) Apply f« personal mstniclioo to 
Ross Parsons, 
as Concert Pianists 
and Teachers : ; 
THE von ENDE SCHOOL of MUSIC 
“The Foremost Musical Institution of America” 
NEW YORK CITY 
GRANBERRY PIANO SCHOOL 
Teachers’ Training Courses 
FAELTEN SYSTEM. Booklet 
CARNEGIE HALL - - NEW YORK 
NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS -0 
Ponfrul Pea v*lr QStk Maw Ynrh Cltxr n 1 E X A A ~\ 
RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director 
L nsurpassed beautv of scene faring Cehtral Park, 
" • • New York City. 
Central Park West, cor. 95th St., Ne  ork ity 
Our new buildings give us the most beautiful and 
homelike school devoted Special Winter Teachers’ Courses vhchinre^Vi , 
MANY EUROPEAN CELEBRITIES AND EMINENT AMERICAN TEACHFR<; • , 
Friedheim, the Great Virtuoso; Liszt’s Greatest Pupil. Voice—Ralfe Leech Sterner, Celebrated V . , ’ lnc‘uuing 
list. ’Cello—Paulo Gruppe, World’s Greatest ’Cellist. Harriette Brower, Harold A. Fix S. Reid S eacher. I iolin—Clarence 
Piano—Arthur t 
F.minent Violi 
DORMITORIES IN SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND PROPER CHAPERONAGE. OPEN THE ENTIRE YEAR. 
WEEK. TERMS, INCLUDING TUITION. BOARD. PRACTICING. ETC., ON APPLICATION. 
Please mention THE ETUDE when a 
<4 n„:j e ■tuvu riot n 
PUPILS MAY FNTro Prank Howard Warner, and mam other’ 
1= S MAY ENTER any DAY. TWO PUBL.C CONCERTS EVERY 
SEND FOR BOOKLET AND BOOK OF VIEWS. 
THE ETUDE 
=S3fc= 
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Schools and Colledes 
CHICAGO nuio __ _ 
NORTHWESTERN 
UNIVERSITY 
School of Music 
The University School of Music offers 
courses in Piano, Organ, Violin, Violoncello, 
Voice and Theory' of Music leading to acad¬ 
emic <kl?recs- Also courses in Public School 
and Community Music, and Piano and 
Voice Pedagogy. Literary studies in the 
College of I.iberal Arts or Evanston Acad- 
emy included without extra cost. Thorough 
Preparatory School maintained. Refined 
social environment and beautiful situation 
on the wooded shores of Lake Michigan. 
The professional String Quartet, the stu- 
:nt Symphony Orchestra of eighty, a jun- 
,„rorchestra of thirty-five, the A Cappella 
Choir, the Evanston Musical Club and the 
great North Shore Musical Festivals with 
choruses totaling over 2,000 voices offer 
unparalleled practical advantages. 
Send for detailed deicription of courses and book 
Peter Christian Lutkin, Dean 
Chicago’s Foremost School of Music 
Offers courses in piano, voice, violin, organ, 
public school music, theory, orchestral in¬ 
struments, etc. Walton Pyre School ol 
Dramatic Art and Expression. Superior 
Namsl Training School, supplies teachers for 
itciures, concerts and recitals throughout the 
school year. Teachers'Certificates. Diplomas 
^Degrees conferred by authority of the state 
of nimon. Students' Orchestra. Many free 
sdrsntares. Students Accepted Now 
sera, many of international reputation. Lo¬ 
cated m new mnrniftcrnt sixteen Btory Kimball Hall Building. 
_ fr« csUWf ini teseril iaformafioe. fpP 
Q Afesa «7t IM8AU HJUJL Oiots. IB. [gfiPr 
* 
Louise Burton 
SOPRANO 
Availably for Concerts, ( 
Pupils accepted. Address 
bulletin Box C, S20 F 
Private 
who can qualify for Asset 
the Western Conservatory i 
lar Conservatory Advanta 
lessons” and then “mor. 
have been enrolled. Ad 
Pres. E. H. SCOTT 
Teachers 
:iate Faculty Membership 
CHICAGO COLLEGE OF 
MUSICS®® 
I Hall, Chicago, IU. 
Effa Ellis Perfield 
PEDAGOGY 
^based on^Inner Feeling, Reasoning 
[•respond ence cc 
dergarten System. Dipl< 
corporate seal of State of ..— .. 
ited by the Chicago Board of Edu< 
Effa Ellis Perfield Music School, Inc. 
218 8. Wabash Arenut> * CHICAGO, 
Centralizing 
School of 
Music 
Gertrude Radle-Paradis 
Centralizing School of Acting 
Edward Dvorak, Director 
Departments: Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin, 
Violoncello, Expres.ion. Send for Booklet, 
Box 26, 20 E. Jackson Blvd. 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
MISSOURI 
COLUMBIA ?ch°ol p 
/ Special Tr.lnlnB Courso. 
^ MUSIC, IsyBg » 73. j 
MICHIGAN 
MICHIGAN STATE NORMAL COLLEGE 
CONSERVATOR USIC 
YPSILANTI, 
Ypsilanti, Michigan 
GUY BEVIER WILLIAMS 
Write for Booklet 
THE DETROIT INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART 
“Strongest Faculty in the Middle West” 
Fall term begins September 5 A School.which offers every advantage incidental to'a broad I 
H. B. MANVILLE, Business Mgr. 67-69 Davenport St. 
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL 
OF MUSIC 
ALBERT A. STANLEY, A.M., Director 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
Fall Semester begins October 4 
“Ann Arbor—An ideal city for summer study” 
CHARLES A. SINK, Seen 
TFT Ar’UFPQ Your Name Should Appear in 
pjamtqtc PROFESSIONAL 
r I AIN id Id DIRECTORY 
ORGANISTS (.See page 685) 
QIWrTDC The cost is small. The 
Oll'HjL.rvo advantage is inestimable. 
DETROIT 
CONSERVATORY of s.», 
MUSIC— 
Offers courses in Piano.Voice.Violin.i 
Theory, Public School Music and Dr 
Oral Interpretation, etc. Work ba_ 
best modern and educational principles. 
Numerous Lectures, Concerts and Recitals 
throughout the year. Students’ Orchestra. 
Branch Studios. Excellent Dormitory Ac- 
, Schools and. Colledes , 
OHIO AND MISSOURI 
CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC, established ise/ 
50th YEAR 
FOREMOST among American Schoola of Music. 
r An unsurpassed Faculty of Musicians and Ped- 
^ Artist and Master Departments^ Normal Department. 
Work, advanced study in Theory and Composition. Orches¬ 
tral Training. Department of Opera. Public School Music 
anti Drawing. Students enrolled at any time. 
Professional Engagements for Graduates 
e MISS BERTHA BAUR, Highland Avenue and Oak St., Cincinnati, 0. 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE 
WARREN, OHIO 
THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL 
BRANCHES OF MUSIC 
Address LYNN B. DANA, President Desk E, WARREN, OHIO 
BEETHOVEN CONSERVATORY SSL'l—SScMSes. 
id best Music Schools in the United States 4525 Olii BROS. EPSTEIN 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertise! 
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«r~_ Schools and Colleges 
PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK AND CONN. 
COMBS 
CONSERVATOR op 
82nd Year Open* September 18th, 1916 
A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION 
All branches taught—theoretical and applied. Four Pupils’ Recitals a week. Daily Technic 
Classes. Supervised Practice. Daily Reports keep Director informed of each pupil’s progress. Two 
Complete Pupils’ Symphony Orchestras, one of 85, .the other of 6o pieces. 
NORMAL TRAINING COURSE FOR TEACHERS—A complete and thorough course 
By our Modern System of Scientific Instruction our pupils are enabled to grasp clearly and 
definitely the underlying principles of the art. We have arranged these principles in logical order and 
we adapt them to mdividuahieeds. ^ ‘ • \ hod ’ d’ 'd 1 ' * h‘ h *d l b dth 
of culture, and moderat *cost, combined’ with modern and efficient management, the Combs Conaerva- 
eChe only Conservatory in the State with Dormitories for Young Women 
A School of Inspiration, Enthusiasm, Loyalty and Success 
Write to-day for our illustrated Year Book—Mailed Free 
GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director 
1327-29-31 S. Broad St. Philadelphia, Pa. 
z 
FfTWFB’Q Philadelphia 
EjV/J\ ▼ t EiI\ O Musical Academy, inc. 
1617 SPRUCE STREET 
J6029 Main St : Germantown 
(5132 Spruce St. : West Phila. 
THE OLDEST SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
The School now accommodates 2000 pupils. Some idea of the impor¬ 
tant part it has played in the musical education of Philadelphia can be 
gleaned from the fact that more than 33,000 pupils have been enrolled. 
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC TAUGHT THEORY OF MUSIC DEGREES GRANTED 
Among our eminent faculty are Richard Zeckwer, Camille W. Zeckwer, 
Wassili Leps, Charles E. Knauss, Clarence Bawden, Joseph Clarke, 
Walter Golz, Henry S. Kirkland, Paul Meyer, Henry Stausebach, 
Powell Fithian and assistants. Send for Prospectus. 
Normal ConsewatoiS 
Crane Normal Institute of Music 
Training School for Supervisors of Music 
BOTH SEXES 
53 MAIN ST., POTSDAM, NEW YORK 
Take a few minutes to study the 
school announcements on these 
pages. Here are the best Colleges, 
Conservatories, Schools in 
America. 
PITTSBURGH MUSICAL 
INSTITUTE, Inc. 
4259 Fifth Avenue Pittsburgh 
Catalog and Bulletins upon Request 
Ithaca Conservatory of Music 
oncert or educational work. All instruments, voc; 
ramatic art, etc. Graduates filling highest plac 
vail able in America. Catalog. Distinguish* 
iculty. Address 
THE REGISTRAR, 
DeWitt Park, New York, Ithac 
THE C0URTRIGHT SYSTEM OF MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN 
Oldest and most practical 
course; also 
sys 
T CARD 
_ Write for particulars of correspondence 
‘Mother’s Course”—special advance price. 
116 EDNA AVE., BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 
Schools and Colleges 
NEW JERSEY 
HEPARD 
YSTEMS CUMMER Ss kJ Simplify 
Training School far Teachers 
SHEPARD SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Orange, N. J. 
Schools and Colleges 
ILLINOIS 
Training Music Teachers to Teach 
A wonderful Course in Pedagogy for all Teachers 
of Music, by mail. You may be a successful per¬ 
former but you need a safe, reliable £uide to the 
way totacraueyour”income.8 WritePNow—Today! 
Bonus System of Musical Education 
Decatur Illinois 
•'^sslsLSS&Si?1*8 
^TfletcheTmusic method 
... .1 IV:—lor-uarten and Simplex Method of America 
TheB°rirt “ 
Retcher* Music Method5 teachers in spite of the many cheap cop.es of th.s system. 
The next da,, open, October 2nd, 1916 Apphcation. .hould be mad, early 
•n j Jo Fletcher Music Method? price pZ.UU. 
L fulf Information regarding Normal classes and lectures for Educational, 
Musical, and Mothers’ Clubs, apply directly to _ 
MRS. EVELYN FLETCHER-COPP 
31 YORK TERRACE BROOKLINE, MASS. 
Schools and Colleges <, 
SOUTHERN 
CON RY 
exceptional advantages for thorough training 
MUSIC—LANGUAGES—DRAMATIC ART 
FACULTY OF EXPERIENCED ARTISTS 
DORMITORY FOR LADIES 
Diploma, and Certificate. Fraa Aavanta,.. 
II you are really serious about a musical education and your awn success in the prolenioe 
I FREDERIC /LCOWLES, Director - 114 W. Broadway, Louisville, Ky. j 
MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS 
Annual Summer Classes for Teacher, of Piano 
for the Study of Teaching Material 
MONTREAT, N. C. : CHICAGO, ILL. 
June 15-28 July 27-Aug. 9 
Write tor booklet containing outline and strong letters from Teachers who have taken the Course. 
.MONTREAT, NORTH CAROLINA 
Shenandoah 
Collegiate Institute Eand School of Music 
ssr, ns«r^.“St" sriisr 
r B. 0.1.. Box 110. Dayton, V» 
u L hjt • c l i I Atlanta Conservatory of Music 
Ilann music OCnOOl The foremost school of fine arts 
The School for your Daughter 
t l f fi  
in the South. Advantages equal 
to those anywhere. 
Fall Term begins September 4th. 
Send for Catalogue. ATLANTA, C 
ESTABLISHED 1857 
PFAROTW CONSERVATORY 
1 L/lUUL/ 1 BALTIMORE, MD. 
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director 
One of the oldest and most noted Music Schools in America. 
, Schools and Colleges 
MINNESOTA 
NEW HOME of the MINNEAPOLIS SCHOOL of MUSK 
WUU.mH P.ntlu. director AND DRAMATIC ART 
granted. Special 8n a, June 12th to August 7th. n 
* Schools and Colleges 
INDIANA 
SCHOOL OF Ml 
Accredited VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY 
T..:.r— g36.00per qua^^wflv/1^? ESr LOWEST * “ ,h' 1 ”''er,"y' 
11. be mafted 
n THE ETUDE when addressing a 
43RD YF.AR-S^DENTsTc^EDt’AT ANY TIME** 
the etude 759 
Elements of Music gg|g= 
ing The Piano 
Professional Directory 
schools 
EASTERN 
A. B. C. OF PIANO MUSIC 
By MRS. H.B. HUDSON Price, 50 cents 
The author of this little book In her 
veiling paragraph says: "A teaching ex- 
S of sixteen thousand lessons has 
moustrated the need of a more simple 
form of piano exercises for children. This 
Mnk Is Intended to precede any piano 
Sod: familiarising the pupil with the 
piano before taking up notation Is 
tie principle on which the work^ la based.” 
BEGINNER’S BOOK 
School of the Pianoforte 
By THEODORE PRESSER Price, 75 cent. 
The latest work along lines of elementary 
instruction. The material used Is entirely 
fresh and Is presented In an attractive man¬ 
ner. It Is intended for the veriest beginner ; 
little tots just out of kindergarten. A very 
large note Is used in the early part of the 
book. Questions and answers are given to 
clinch every subject. Writing exercises arc 
Introduced at the very start. 
The ntmoat care ha, been given to every 
oort of the work to make It aa nearly 
a perfect Beginner', Book a. It la possible. 
HE FIRST MONTHS IN PIANOFORTE 
INSTRUCTION 
An Introduction to Any Plano Method 
By RUDOLF PALME Price, 60 cents 
The ability to teach successfully 1, partly 
a natural gift and partly an acquired science. 
These three attributes—namely, natural abil¬ 
ity, trained knowledge and experience, ure 
essential. No matter bow pronounced may 
natural gift,, you will be severely 
—iped unless you have some outline, 
wav chart to pilot you over the elementary 
vort This Is Just wh«t the author of this 
hook has been successful In accomplishing. 
Prime has made a compendium of the excr- 
dses nad theory most widely employed Pn 
the elementary work In conservatories. It 
will prove an extremely desirable hand-book 
of elementary instruction—a kind of com¬ 
pass which the young teacher may well pos- 
sras to advantage. 
AMERICAN 
SCHOOLS 
MIDDLE WESTERN—Continued 
lilMMAKEB 
BEECHWOOlF 
combs: 
faelten 
HAWTHORNE 
MARTIN 
BILLS1 
BROWN K0TtDfVrD' C<mc*rt Pianist—Teacher. 
raggg-* 
of Philadelphlai 
CINCINNATI 
Columbia 
DANA’S . 
Lesohetizky Method 
_Potsdam, N.T 
8<do Harpist and Teachei irtn anri W T , 
DETROIT' 
HENRY: 
"“oftiMA! 
MOULTON 
new YORjHSgSg 
NORMAL 
TRACY 
VIRGIL 
VIRGIL ^pygg,, 
von endeM'”' 
KNOX' 
WESTERN! is. Faculty of Artist: 
VOICE 
EASTERN 
Carnegie Hall, New YwL sim: 
MIDDLE WESTERN 
GROFF-BRYANT partment. Lombard College, Galesburg, Ill 
VIOLIN 
EASTERN 
KRIENS 
be your Mti CONVERSE COLLEGE 
--8partanburg, 8. Oar, 
PEABODY rsS-E”- 
S.C.J.5 
MIDDLE WESTERN 
THEORY AND NORMAL COURSES 
d SCHOOL OF MUSIC Piano, Pipe Organ, Voice, T BEAL SYSTEM 
MIDDLE WESTERN DUNNING 
rami stum book 
By JNATHILDE BILBR0 Price, 50 cent* 
(.4 very uaeful book of stu 
plement ° afiy fm 
Jk Pieces are fo____ 
,our hand numbers the teacher Is 
, ,0 PI*J the Srcondo part. The 
“I two hands and the Prime parts 
JtJe dsets are all In the treble clef 
Waghoul, this being a genuine first grade 
***”7 of ,he '“tie pieces have appro- prate Words, adding much to their interest. 
JJ* „of ,hp best books of Its kind, rer- 
10 prove attractive as well as in¬ 
to1™" to young students. 
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY FLETCHER'1 
, 1I«ST GRADE STUDIES 
By L. A. BU0BE8 Price. 51.00 
nawfflf: °.L!he** *tudles has been very 
hot*t/nr! ?"Tltln8 for children, and the new 
used °R t0 ,hp standard. It may be 
fhjthms * who risve Just learned the 
studies .. .Pev arp genuine beginner's 
"hat in**.®*7 arp al1 melodious and some- 
btartnv... 1rart»pla,|e vein, most of them 
Pro»*f^r.0pr ,1,|p* *ha* ara calculated 
riMrats. ST?' an<1 at,ractlve to young 
tolly In th. for teachers, partlcu- !i BoVh grades. vary material 
neff “ Poaslble. This will prove an 
hwSU *° tdl1 10 thp beginner's 
MUSICAL II 
«n ine Pii 
Marion Ralston 
l IDEAS FOR BEGINNERS 
O Th anoforte 
Price, 51.00 
Plemen,ary work. The result 
tohridn/sMi1 P^rtical experience In hfrlctly handling young students. Not 
tobh un*0,. ln,tructlon book. It may be 
*lth tax l*”* advsntage to connection 
1 «f d4is^?*ntJlrT method. The material 
tootloo o?” L "'tractive character, the In¬ 
s'11111': and inn'i iWrlLPr 'roing fo develop 
to* wry^ htton! ‘‘‘"■hip h,nd ,D hand trm 
171,^Eo- PRESSER CO. 
14 Giestnut St Philadelphia, Pa. 
THE ETUDE 
ALWAYS ALERT FOR HELPS TO MUSICIANS 
Presents in the following premium rewards for the securing of 
Subscriptions at the regular rate of $1.50 each 
A Few Specially Selected 
MUSIC WORKS 
No. For TWO Subscription, 
1223 Chaminade Album. 
206 Chopin. Lighter Compositions for the Piano. 
207 Church and Home. 18 Sacred Songs. 
212 Concert Album. 25 pieces. Popular or Classical. 
213 Concert Duets. 150 pages, 24 pieces. , 
216 Czerny School of Velocity. * 
218 Dictionary of Musical Tcrma. Dr. H. A.Clarke. 
222 First Recital Pieces. 37 pieces for the piano. 
225 Four Hand Miscellany. 
229 Handel Album. 16 pieces for the piano. 
231 Harmony. A Text-Book. Dr. H. A. Clarke. 
239 Loeschhorn Studies. Op. 65, 66 or 67. 
237 Mason’sTouch and Technic. In 4'vols. Any 2vols 
239 Ma sterpieces for the Piano. 25 best known pieces 
240 Mathews’ Standard Graded Course of Studies. 
Any five grades. 
241 Modern Drawing Room Pieces. 34 piano pieces 
243 Mozart Sonatas. Two vols. Either vol. 
247 Nocturnes. Chopin. 
25(0 Preparatory School of Technic. I. Phillip. 
261 Songs Without Words. Complete. Mendelssohn. 
265 Standard Third and Fourth Grade pieces. 
Mathews. 
266 Standard Fifth and Sixth Grade Pieces. Mathews 
273 Tranquil Hours. Quiet Piano Music Collection. 
274 Two Pianists. 26 Brilliant Concert Duets. 
275 Waltzes. Complete. F. Chopin. 
276 Young Virtuoso, The 
For THREE Subscriptions 
305 Chats with Music Students. Thos. Tapper. 
1210 Great Pianists on Piano Playing. J. F. Cooke. 
313 History of Music. W. J. Bated!. 
315 Leschetizky Method of Piano Playing. 
1211 Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios. J. F. Cooke 
328 Organ Player. Pipe Organ Collection. P.W. Orem 
1229 New Organist. Pipe Organ Collection. Whitney. 
339 Standard History of Music. J. F. Cooke. 
341 Stories of Standard Teaching Pieces. E. B. Perry 
343 Virtuoso Pianist. C. L. Hanon. 
INDISPENSABLE 
For ONE Subscription (Not Your Own) 
l Album for the Young. Robert Schumann. 
1 Album of Favorite Pieces. Engelmann. 
I Album of Lyric Pieces. 26 piano pieces 
> Anthem, of Prayer and Praise. 21 Anthemf. ) Bach’s Two and Three-Part Inventions. 
I First Steps in Pianoforte Study. Theo. Preaser. 
1 Four-Hand Barlor Pieces. 17 Duets. Grade. 
! Juvenile Duet Player*. 16 Duets. 
» M.’thewd'stsnda!d Composition?. Vol. 1, Grade 
, Stau'd.S Gr'aded Coyur0.ne' oTstudic. 
I Modern DaOc^AIbum. 18 piano selections. 
i «^^A|«grvo,ce- 
, School and Home Marche. 20.piano yacg 5 Selected Classics. Violin and Piano. IV pieces. ) Selected Studies. Czerny-Liebling. 4 vols. 
I Sun/aOd OperamAibum for pia«°; « 
I Standard Organist. 46 pieces for P‘P= °r8a°- ) Students’ Popular Parlor Album. Violin and 
r WdiTnown Fables Set to Music. Spaulding. 
For TWO Subscriptions 
[ T5 ffin:°fromEdmo.?r|SuUr 
THE ETUDE, Theo. Presser Co., Publishers, Philadelphia, Pa. 
PImss msntlon THE ETUDE vi 
Thanksgiving Music 
HP HE following selection is made from 
our standard publications; it in¬ 
cludes some new music, especially for 
the organ. In addition to these titles, 
which are made up from our own cata¬ 
log, we have in stock music of all pub¬ 
lishers. We would be pleased to send 
for- your examination copies of any 
Theo. Presser Company 
ANTHEMS FOR THANKSGIVING 
5952 And God Said Let the Earth. 
Simper .( 
6282 Awake, My Soul, to Sound 
His Praise. Harry Hale 
Pike  
6280 Come and Worship the Lord. 
Schoebel ... 
10138 Come Sing Before the Lord. 
Schoebel  
10062 Earth is the Lord’s, The. 
J. W. Lerman. 
10783 Great Is the Lord. A. J. Boex 
10740 How Excellent is Thy Loving 
Kindness. E. S. Barnes... 
6286 I Will Magnify Thee. De Reef 
10370 It is a Good Thing to Give 
Thanks. Patty Stair_ 
6082 Let the Righteous be Glad. 
10782 Lord God, We Worship Theei 
5964 Lord of the Harvest,’Thee We 
Hail. F. H. Brackett. 
10482 Lord Reigneth, The. (New.) 
T. D. Williams. 
10011 Make a Joyful Noise Unto the 
Lord. E. A. Mueller. 
5958 Make a Joyful Noise Unto the 
Lord. Simper . 
10450 0 Be Joyful in the Lord. (New.) Bruce Steane ... 
29 O Be Joyful in the Lord. 
10582 0 Lord, How M anVf o id. (New.) Albert Ham. 
10788 0 Lord, How Manifold. (New.) Pierce . 
71 0 Lord. How Manifold Are 
Thy Works. Barnby. 
10312 O Lord, How Manifold Are 
Thy Works. Eastham_ 
10434 0 Praise the Lord. Stults 
75 O PraiBe the Lord, All Ye 
Nations. Danks . 
10008 Our Country. (Festival 
Choral March.) Whiting. 
65 Praise the Lord, All Ye 
Nations. Fiske .. . 
10358 Praise the Lord, O My Soul. 
Watso 
10004 Praise the Lord, 6 Jerusalem. 
0. Damton . 
25 Praise the Lord, Ye Servants. 
F. H. Bracke. 
10095 To Thee, O Lord, Our Hearts 
We Raise. W. Berwald 
.5950 To Thee, O Lord, Our Hearts 
We Raise. Dressier. 
10073 Worship the Lord. J. L. 
Galbraith . 
10485 Ye Shall Go Out With Joy. 
4489 do. Med. 
12851 Hymn of Thanksgiving, . 
High. Walter S. Young. 
12852 do. Low. . 
1732 O Give Thanks.. Low. 
Sop. and Tenor, 
equal voices. E. F. Marks.. $0.30 
T I Will Magnify Thee. Sop. 
and Tenor. F. G. Rathbnn .60 
8 Song of Praise, A. Sop. and 
Baritone. G. Goublier ... .35 
ORGAN MUSIC 
9 Allegro Moderato’ in G. E. S. 
12957 Alleluia! s Rock- 
. Leopold Syre .60 
ginald 
.60 11448 Marche Militaire. 
Higgle .60 
13147 Marche Pontificate Rend L. 
Becker .60 
13127 Postlude in G. E. S. Hosmer .50 
13038 Prelude Militaire. Geo. Noyes 
Rockwell .60 
12088 Song of Joy. F. Frank Fry¬ 
ing of the Angels. T. D. 
Williams . so 
Song Whiting- 11351 Spring 
Mendc_ 
11937 Trinmph Song, 
THEO. PRESSER CO. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
760 THE ETUDE 
STANDARD—MODERN . 
INSTRUCTION BOOKS \ 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
BEGINNER’S BOOK 
How to Get More 
Money for Teaching 
HOW TO HAVE LARGER CLASSES 
AND BETTER PUPILS 
' STEPS IN PIANOFORTE 
STUDY 
FOUNDATION MATERIALS FOR 
THE PIANOFORTE 
:!K 
iF-Sfit 
GUSTAV DAMM’S PIANO 
SCHOOL 
LOUIS KOEHLER’S PRACTICAL 
METHOD FOR PIANOFORTE 
SSftK ‘ “ .. 
FIRST INSTRUCTION BOOK 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
iSisiP 
MUSICAL IDEAS FOR BEGIN¬ 
NERS ON THE PIANOFORTE 
perishablf formin?hed 
NORMAL TRAINING COURSE 
FOR MUSIC TEACHERS 
In these lessons, embodying every phrase of piano playing the little 
aas a ssaaffas 
By rtheUaid factual photographs—and many of them—Sherwood 
- • is brought before you and ever kept before you for 
SS, SeS^,„TSR S,u,Tp.?l 
S'?«&”“, s &fr<s»;r',o s,ndy u"der ,he v"y 
OTHER COURSES OF GREAT VALUE 
TO MUSIC TEACHERS 
ss“gSillS“s3 
\z^S^g=&SZZ 
VALUABLE CATALOG 
traits and biographies of our Faculty. 
SIEGEL-MYERS SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL OF 
PIANOFORTE PLAYING 
• h“- b?ef,'PI-- 
u MLli£L  MILK  
m 1801 Siegel-Myers Bldg. 
d|i Bfi TEAR OUT, F] 
m "ews&sez&z 
ILL IN, MAIL NOW 
Chicago, Ill. 
■ P. O. Box, or R. F. D 
MODERN PIANO 
TECHNICS 
Works Needed by Every Student 
TOUCH AND TECHNIC 
EIGHT MEASURE STUDIES 
THE COMPREHENSIVE SCALE 
AND ARPEGGIO MANUAL 
WALTER MacFARREN 
EXERCISES IN EXTENSION 
i 
H 
LsSKil- 
THE LITTLE PISCHNA 
usssasa 
^ ^EQDORE PRESSER COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
IMPORTANT RECENT PUBLICATIONS 
CHILD’S OWN BOOK OF GREAT ANTHEM TREASURY 
MUSICIANS » -- i^AauKi 
A aeries of Six Biographies fo. 
y*S33£ZS-£gg 
ARTISTIC VOCAL ALBUM 
Price, $1.00 
THE BEGINNER’S 
HARMONY WRITING BOOK 
SUTOR’S NOTE SPELLING 
BOCK 
MAIL ORDER SUPPLY HOUSE FOR ALL MUSIC AND MUSIC BOOKS 
Any of our stock or f 
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Important warning. \ 
Victor Needier or Tung,-to 
New Victor Records de 
This intensely human picture 
stands for all that is best in music 
It is a picture with a message—a 
living message of absolute fidelity. 
“His Master’s Voice” is insepa¬ 
rably associated with the highest 
attainments in the musical art; with 
the exquisite renditions of the world’s 
greatest artists; with the world’s best 
music in the home. 
It is the exclusive trademark of the 
Victor Company. It identifies every 
genuine Victrola and Victor Record. 
There are Victor dealers everywhere, and they 
will gladly demonstrate the different styles of the 
Victor and Victrola—310 to #400—and play any music 
you wish to hear. 
Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U. S. A. 
Victrola 
